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 xplanations sometimes are not simple things.
nding the previous  DERO PART TWO  collection with a  slew  of new information from one 

lena Ka  who introduced Ileana   and her expose of details regarding the Secret Space Program.  

In former forums we have seen many comments about the likes of Corey Goode, David Wilcock & DeLonge 
being front men for the illuminati and their agenda. That agenda is to keep you – the tax paying public -  as dumb and as 
ignorant as possible about where your tax dollars really went without telling you why your country suffers for lack of  it. 
The best example of this "dumbing down while seeming to inform you" which applies to this topic is an article appear- 
ing this week (of the end of February 2018) in the Nexus  magazine.  Not pointing fingers at Duncan Roads, the editor of 
the magazine, how would he know? The article is perportedly telling us that NASA has supposedly just invented a space 
suit with built-in toilet facilities. If you get to watch any of the video links (in the previous forum) about Ileana – you will 
hear her frequently describe the "smart suit" and its capabilities:- technology received from off worlders. Should you go to 
the Template for the Hidden Texts, you will see 27 lines with the word SUIT relating to the smart space suit. A couple here. 
The real reason, however, that she seems kösher to me, as usual, sits in the details. In just the same way I almost threw out 
James Casbolt's MANNEQUIN as a large collection of fibs – until I read his description of those from Aldebaran being the 
sexual torturers for mind control. This detail appears in THE TEMPLATE OF COMPUTER PROGRAMMED ANAGRAMS so 
diligently compiled by Allan Webber over a period of ten years, at the end of which he gave to me, because my full name 
appeared within some of those compiled lines. Fortunately these were published at the web site very recently, because I 
thought you were ready to view them. Not to mention, that you might almost be able to deal with them yourselves, by also 
using the Triple Method ciphers and everything else I have supplied you to fiddle with and get lost in them as  CFone-does.1 
In the beginning, for me, as soon as I received the Template it was printed out in hard copy and took me two weeks to read, 
taking notes as I went. The result of that was the forum 84 EXTRA TERRESTRIALS – which is published on the website. In 
there you will see under ALDEBARAN:  

"CORPORATE ARYANISM CAUDATE (thick trunk,tailed) 

ETHNOS" 3:81:1      "SEXUAL AUROX ROGUES" 5:46:1  
see ʺMANNEQUIN A.I.ʺ   James Michael Casbolt  

"aims mortal rays" 1:94.1 directed energy fields 5G etc 
"pertains Istar (Sirius) serpentari ʺ– 8:93.2  chemtrails     
  see Oannes  forum,  Medical, Vaccines & Chemtrails 1 & 2 

Aurox means "as horned one" footnotes Horus so cast your mind back to wall reliefs where the giants have curved horned helmets. 
These are under Antarctica with the "fallen angels" and others. Aurox also means Taurus constellation = Aldebaran & Pleiades. 

Getting to the crux of the detail which caught my attention – the one Ileana cannot have known sparked a volcano inside 
me.  At 1hr:37 min. into her video, she describes DOREAN found in stasis in a cigar craft and other gory things in that craft. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ikBXSSvCS0k   Immediately I knew to whom she refers.     
In the TEMPLATE you can see for yourself – the word DORLEAN. Allan Webber for one thing, did not have the Triple 
Method because that was not given to collator-me until the end of 2012, so he did not know to program his computer to 
remove the "L" as a "left over letter". That was a directive to the collator, received 2009, along with the Template.  
Plucking out the "L" leaves "DOREAN". 
The result being DOREAN L = with the Sky Runes (which Allan did find) of "L" applied to Pisces, in particular Tau Ceti. 
Two other dots spring to mind, the first being the earthfiles article "Interview with William" who describes his lifetime 
visits from "Swedes" who said they were from Tau Ceti, arriving in a cigar shaped craft... possibly a purloined one. And the 
second provided by the template itself, here. Other craft the Tau Cetians use are the boomerang, invisible scout ships, ones 
rather similar in shape to the Ummo, a bit like the Vril craft, with a deep body and a totally different propulsion system. 
The template uses the word RADON in relation to this propulsion system – dangerous to be near when in use, which is 
exactly the warning given to "William" when they were lifting off. It was this earthfiles article which details large standing 
up reptiles herding people, just as Da Vinci describes being the SARAN. Coming from Sarru, which is here, now. 
 

In one way, this type of thing (forums about the unexpected) can be frustrating because I had it all planned to work the 
JESUS forum. The DOREANS have always been an unknown to me and now is the chance to change that status. So JESUS 
once more will have to wait... you can find the Jesus lines under IESUS, YSUS and JESU in the Template. 
 

The other topic plucked at here derives from ANDROGYN – because of the comment made by St. Clair who "invented" the 
FULLBODY TRANSPORT SYSTEM – when he mentioned a Grey had approached him (flash bulb in brain – Cröwley and his 
grey he called Lam – giving him the works of The Law of One and taking it the wrong way since it was meant to be about 
the field of quantum mechanics connecting all things). The consequence of the forum FULLBODY TRANSPORT SYSTEM 
PATENT  being that all those erstwhile "time traveller" videos amongst whome none seem to have the same year for "the 
invention of time travel" are liars.  Planted disinformers.  Did you really think the elite were going to allow anyone to tell 
the truth about time travel?  As you can clearly see for yourself google.com are taking credit for that invention. In pre 2018. 
What your own intellect should be yelling at you is this: ONCE ONE HAS TIME TRAVEL – SOMEONE IN THAT TIME  HAS IT! 
We cannot deny that the most famous portrait painter of all time had painted Nostradamus in the Last Supper – several 
years before the doctor was even born! Compounded by the remark made by Da Vinci ... "he just appeared in the artists 
studio – wearing his stockings, so I painted him in"! In the Last Supper. An innocuous enough comment, not spoken in vain.  
Simply because stockings in the day of Da Vinci painting The Last Supper - were underwear,  and a mere fifty or so years 
later, (when Nostradamus was 36+) hose was the height of fashion. 
Here is just one more clue that the dark ages never happened. Proof that clothing fashions have never stood still! 
 
 
 

 

 If a person were to compile the details of all these off worlders and their agendas from within the Template.....                         
 one would have the makings of a darn good movie. Here are just a couple of Smart Suit lines from the Template.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ikBXSSvCS0k
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3 49 1 Regne Gaulois tu feras bien change,       French
 (Gaul includes European)

 realm you will be much changed, 
ties with the red lines

 
U.N, EULOGIAS' skull n bones URSAE BEAR  ENCHARGES  [ILEANA'S]  GELATINOUS  SUITS, BARS

  stops  
OBSTRUSE 

hidden, sneaky GANGRENE 
NASA LARGE RETICULI 

 grayles 
CARBINER EGOS 

 warmongers GENERATE  LOUIS 
 asteroid  SUREST ONTO SERBIAN  BASIN IN ASSES,

Cancer 
BONE

 Yuletide
 

GENEALOGUIST E'A GENIUS CUBE BEING GRACE ENGAGES HELEN CARRIES ITS HUGE CENTURIES~LANGUAGE~ these texts GENRE SAFE 
ENRAGES OANNES GRAILES REACTING IN GARBAGE BASE (AGILE SUBTERFUGE) FRAUGHT UUITH ICE HURRICANES SCABROUS  . 

5 5 1 Soubz vmbre faincte d'ofter de feruitude,  Under the shadowy pretense of removing servitude,
continues

 
People will usurp city power 

ZEES' Cassiop. DETECTIUE SEES UUEIRDEST DEFECATION INTERFACED INSIDE SUITED, UURITES SEERS UUORDIEST OAR
/Mantid 

 ZEE  MOB.
Eloim 

 
DETECTION  RESIDUE STORED CENTURIES.

  See What Are The Chances                                                      
 

6 68 1 Lors que soldarz furent feditieuse,             When treacherous soldiers in their fury 
 continues 

Rise at night against their leader 
I 

Nostr.
EDIT E.D., R.O.:  ROLE USER*  IESUIT ZEALOTS USE FUTURE SUITS FEATURES DIREST LOAD.   IS IT,* TIDIES  DEITIES  RESIDUE (joking  pun)

*ROLE USERS = clones and shape shifted leaders        = the Extra Dimensional Regency Order of Andromeda Council IS IT,* 
9 52 2 Oncques ne fut la penrfuitte fi- grande,    Never was the pursuit of it [war] so great, 

TEST UURIST READINGS [PULSE]  SEQUENCE ON  ORDNANCE  ROUUS OF  POSTURAL  SPACE SUITS.     A definite warning for 'astro' pilots
 since these are "ORDNANCE SUITS": meaning they very likely  were contracted out to the cheapest tenderer – the Haliburton-Chinese$$

8 96 3 De Babylon la fille du porfuit                       From/by  daughter  of  persecuted  Babylon  
Statue of Liberty 

 
(follows from line  1 " the sterile synagogue without any fruit" fruit is DNA  line 2  "received by the unbelievers" and see what Icke says about it 
IF ONLY IDLEFUL ONES PULLED ON FINAL BABY'S  SUIT.  ILL POUUDERS  FLAILED,  FILLED ABBEY/room next door, in a space craft 

9 52 2 Oncques ne fut la penrfuitte fi- grande,  Never was the pursuit of it [war]so great, 
FAT KING NANA'S FUNKED AFFECTION RATTLING DAFT CLONED UUES PENRE:  NOT TACTFUL DEFINING DEFT DARK FAIR-
FACED ANUNNAKI FREAKS (TRAFFICKING  UNDER) OFTEN FAULTFINDING : INTEND CUT-OFF TALENTED UUES PENRE'S 
FRIEND-RANKING  FUNCTIONAL INTERFACING  DIFFRACTION (FATAL UIRUS INFECTED PENRE'S DRINKING COFFEE) 
NICE DARK KNIGHT, QUEENS' GNAT-LIKE INSECT FINDING UNRELENTING FELONS, TRUNCATED TENTACLED CRAFT, 
NOTICE PERFECT UNENDING COLD = DIFFERENT ATTACK.      IS UP-TO-DATE IN STRANGE CRONUS RING RE-CANTOR  

 
 There is a very interesting string of videos by Jay Essex. He mentions the Elelians (Eleleus in the Template) which are 

Light Beings. He describes the different factions among the Anakim – the first I have ever heard anyone do apart from 
these texts and the Papers of the original Wes Penre. Essex spells them as "Annunaki" and makes a point about it. 
These texts have always referred to them as "Anu", the bibles spell them as Anakim. Potatoes-tomatoes. 

 Essex also points out the difference between the Draco Dragon and the Reptilian Anak. 

 FUNCTIONAL INTERFACING  DIFFRACTION would be a hologrammic interaction 

 DARK KNIGHT, those from ArcturusBoötes in the Black Knight, with their Seraphim. QUEENS' Casseopea GNAT-LIKE Mantid 

  

 

 

 

 
 

 
  
  
  
  

 
  
  

  

This line 9 52 2 pairs  i557  publication  3 20 1  Par les cotrees du grand fleuue Betique  
KNOUULEDGE UUE EDUCATED; BASED ON ARTISAN'S BULLFROG CREATURES IN LAST SUPPER ART  DESPITE POUUER 
FULL SPLEENFUL CORRUPT ELITE SEDUCERS (DESIRED UURECKAGE) BEFUDDLING DISTRACTED LEPERS QUITE BERSERK 

DRAGON-LIKE GRUS RACKETEER PAID POLICE AGREED TO TEARGAS, , SASAR PULSE TOOL BLUDGEONS 
SELF-CENTRED TRENDIER GAOL-BIRD PERSECUTED AS LABOURER RIOTERS ACCUSED AS 'POLITICAL SERF DEGENERATES' 
(CELEBRATES ).  REPTILES UUEAKENED, PIRATES  GRACE-FUL DOUBTERS IN (SPECKLED SPARROUU-LIKE) UUEED  
POTENT STRIEBER'S ROBE-DRESSED DUUARF-LIKE APPEAR TUUO-FACE COUNTERFEIT BUT ARE TRUE GUARDIANS AGAIN 
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o  
o DRAGON-LIKE = chameleon  GRUS ("spun in Crane") RACKETEER = Soros   If Giza was based on Benu-Crane constellation – was it built by negatives? 
3 20 1 i555 publication Par les contrees du grand fleuue Bethique Through the regions of the great river Guadalquivir (via tunnels under) 

this first part in this font is from the Computerized Anagram Program of Chani's Quatreins by Allan Webber, completed before we met 
DANGERFUL U.N URANITES USE  ELECTRON  RADON  FUEL:   those ufo craft with an external ball-like propulsion system  
FUELLED LEADED FUEL DRAGS, UNUUINDS DNA            recall not to give your DNA? this is why ALLELE  TRACKERS
FLEUU UNESCORTED ENTER CLOSE ORBIT, UNRESTED;  HACKERS : 

.
  

this part is from the directives left to the collator to work from using the directives provided:
                                   (PLEA = BEGGING you to learn)

 

ABLE –UNSCRUPULOUS DENSE ANU SEE THEIR SUPER CERNS ENERGETIC BREAKDOUUN 
(PUSHING ELECTRICAL GRID EQUALS BURNED-OUT; HUGE  TUBE UNDERNEATH  PRESSURE DEAFENS ALL ABOUT) 
DRIED-UP UURINKLED LAUUBREAKER THUNDERER ENLIL BLEEDS, PERSECUTES THE TRUSTFUL 'SUCKERS' SURE 
THREATENED SACRILEGE, UURECKAGE OF SACRED GAIA-PLANET-UUORLD IN  (HE UUAS UNABLE TO SECURE) 
POUUERFUL FLUORESCENT BLUE ONES FELT UUONDERFUL EARTH UUETTER BED IN UUINTER FOR GENTEEL KNEUU, 
STONE AGE ICE GRACES  UUEAKEN'D HUGE ROGUE SUPER-SOLDIERS BEGAN FEEBLE TEENAGE SLAUGHTER 
CELEBRATE GOLDEN CUBE TAKEN TOUGH UUISE ADORE COBRA PUTIN UP LECTURES GARDASIL CANCEL DAUGHTER 
STAGE GATE CRONUS UISOR RING; POET CENTURIES QUATRAINS TREE CIPHERS TOLD HEED QUEER OUTER SPACE 
"GODS" DEATHFUL BALD D'ABUS GRAILES' SERUICE TO SELF ELITE HATRED, GROTESQUE QUARRELS. REAPS  
GENIUS E'AH GURU INDEBTED HELEN PARKS UNDER SAFE AUGUR, USEFUL DOUBLE-FACED SUBTERFUGE, TRUE, 
COURAGOUS, SHE OUTRAGES FINGERED ONE-SIDED BIGOTED OLD PATRIARCH UATICAN'S TROUBLED CHAOS CREATURES.  
REPAIR CALENDARS, DEBUNK PESTERER KEEN KEPT  HOUSE-KEEPING SECRET: DOUBTERS UUILL RUE 
CLUBFEET, (GENTLE CHE-RUB) LEGEND E'AH, QUEENS' UUASP-LIKE ANTID,  SEALED LAURENCE GARDNER FEATURES 
UUHITE-POUUDER-GOLD LECHEROUS BAG HOLDER, PAUUN UUES PENRE GEEK'S BEHEADER FUDGER'S  SUN REPTILE-  
AND UNREPENTANT GREAT-AHPEE ENCHANTER-SORCERER LEAGUE DEFEATED, UUITH ATLAS DEFECATOR-DUNG-PILE 
CHILDREN THIEF: DURING FALSE ATEN PULSE, UUASN'T ASTEROID UUAR UUE ARE UUARNING READ THE ELOQUENT. 

SUUEPT ADRIATIQUE SALT SEAS UUATERED QUENCHLESS EUROPE SPEEDIEST:UUASTEFUL BURNT-EARTH POLICIES FOR  
to steal all of European lands, see the word  C..F.+ESCHEATAGE 

o HOUSE-KEEPING SECRET: the word "house" here is to be taken as "the bloodlines of the House" thus Keeping Bloodlines secret 
o  
o  
 STONE AGE ICE GRACES / doing us all a favour. 

o GROTESQUE QUARRELS. The factions of the Monster Abus Grayles from OPHIUCHUS (another word which is in this line) ats their 
"allied space members" the Anakim are falling apart.                    Monster d'Abvs = Mabus in the quatrains 

o REAPS/"rapture" the raptoring, which has ALWAYS been in the date of Scorpio in the Hidden Texts  
o KEPT  
o DOUBTERS UUILL RUE not having believed we are not yet in 2018 by at least a thousand years 
o LOST HOE  Boötes/Arcturus CLUBFEET, the little greenish greys from Arcturus have clubbed feet GENTLE CHE-RUB refers to the J-

Rod52 who use Che as a prefix to their private names  LEGEND E'AH, is EnKi QUEENS'= Casseopea  UUASP-LIKE ANTID,  = Mantids  
could not fit the words LOST HOE in the line.  

o BEHEADER Muslim FUDGER'S  shape shifter, pretender, or liars .               (the name ICKE is also within this quarein line) 
o GREAT-AHPEE – Aleister Crowley referred to his favorite lover as the "great Ape" (pronounced Ahpee) means from Sirius 
o UUATERED QUENCHLESS EUROPE saying water, more water yet not enough to slake  the thirst. This will be the Mt Fesulan event 8 16 

 

2 12 pairs Dalai lama lines here C+F+DALAI 
Eyes closed, opened by ancient fantasy                    third eye                            

The garb of the monks they will be put to naught,       will not protect them 
The great monarch will chastise their frenzy,  (Cepheus)   of the Black Knight 

Army ravishing the treasure(stargates) before the temples. all archaeology  

AFGHANISTAN, IRAQ, IRAN, UKRAINE  invaded since March 20 2003 for the  TECHNOLOGY      

 

  

bottom of pg 44 and top of pg 45 of the i557 publication 

2 13 in the i555 pub. this was shown as 2 12, following 2 12 

one might say "reincarnated". The Doctor was known for his dry wit 

The body without soul no longer to be sacrificed: 
Day of death put for birthday:                      time travel/reincarnation 

The divine spirit will make the soul happy, 
Seeing the word in its eternity.                       seeing? voice activation 

2 13 1 Le corps fans ame plus n'eftre en facrifice  The body without soul no longer to be sacrificed:= clones/reincarnation 
PREFACE OUTER SPACE OMNIPRESCENCE MERCIFULNESS  NOT SUFFERANCE  NUCLEAR OCEANS – ICES, RIP FLUFF OFF 
CERN PRIMES OFF CENTRE CORE PERILS, IS LAST  MALEFICENCE PRINCE MENACE  CRIPPLES  ACORN  FLEET  UP IN AIR 

hmmm. So they shoot themselves in both feet.  ACORN – stargate FLEET = the techno-creeps secret space program 
SPURS EFFECT PEACEFUL EFFEMINATE FEMALENESS SAPIENCE  thought pattern  NATURES  NATURAL  PRECEPTS.  
ELOIM FENCES OFF STAR SEAS MAP FALSE APEMEN Sirius CRANE Grus LEECH ONCE SPERM TAMPERERS  FARM PAPER Earth 

 MALEFICENCE PRINCE = Prince means Sirius, Prince of Darkness,  but could also mean prince William,  since he owns the CERNs  
 LEECH is Hirudo, constellation looks like a crown over the head of Orion. The Orion Group source. Peppers Cent's 11 & 12 
 ELOIM FENCES OFF hmmm – makes me wonder if the space-fence subject is being plagiarized by those  who do not want you to know 
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2 13 2 Iour de la mort mys en natiuite:    Day of death put for birthday:                                          time travel/reincarnation 
TRUSTY ILEANA'S MENTION SURE IS TIDY TRUE STORY AND NOT YOUR OUTER ROUTE TOURIST RUMOR.OMITS RUDE 
OUR DUTY MERITS TELL ILEANA STUDY: STIRS MURDER SUMoutcomeMANURE TURDS TRY RIDE TIME MIST IN YOUR MIDST 
o Yes, she did "omit rude" when describing the Dorean hibernating amongst gore in the cigar craft. The  fallen ones are the "manure 

turd" (under the "tail" of Taurus, meaning the Pleiades) and they currently reside under Antarctica. Ileana is in danger right now. 
ENUMERATION: ERUDITION MY ORNATE EERIER ADROIT ALIEN SUIT RIDES TAILORED IDEAL EMOTION EMULATION 
UUISE TAU DOREAN IN UUOMANLY TERMITE  Mantids TUUENTY , Eloim UUIN TIMELY MISNOMERED (!) MEMO  LINES MERIT  
IN SUUEET IMMORTALITY  STATE.  REASON  TEN  TRIM  ENTITIES,  ELIMINATE STORMY UUIT NAMELY  ENLIL UALIANT 
MORON (MOON "R') URANITE DOMINEER ORMUS TIME TRAUEL, TRIES RESUME  ONEROUS DIRTY EMOTIONS,  MAINLY 
TIRESOME TUUITS IN INTIMATE ANUS MOLESTERS: ROTTEN SOUL IMMORALITIES (TREMENDOUS  MUTILATIONS)  AT 
MEALTIME  DEMISE ON MINORS. IS STAR U.N. DEMON TUTORIAL MILITANT UNLIMITED ARES  DELIRIUM  IDEAL LOUD 
MERIT. MOUNTAINSIDE DOMINION ALLOUUED TEDIOUS M.E., MALNUTRITION, INSTITUTES DEMENTIA  MORTALITIES 

REMOTE YAH'S MERRY ONES' MUTINEER Putin STYMIES ENEMIES YEAR  ULTIMATE NUDITIES SIMULATION AS 'NORMAL' 
RIOTS: IN ADORE DIE MONUMENTALLY  EERIE  M.E. DARTS IRRITATE EYES SORELY,  MIRRORS TREATED  RETURNS  TO 
MARTIAL LAUU SODOMITE REMOTE LEO-SARRU ALIEN ELITE SOLDIERS;  DONE SEDITION TO  OUUN TEMERITY/fear  
ALSO NUMERATE include OILY OUER RIOTERS IN MA ADORE/Libra DIE is late in September. with MA being Libra too 

MY TUUO EMINENT ETERNITY  ELDERS  UUISDOM TO UUEED USES UUINTRY ON UUARM ISRAEL: DONE RADIATE ITALY 

TSUNAMI  UUATERED IDOLISER  AREA Vatican IN  (2014 = I690, so I697 = 2021) RAT = 2020 OS = yule NINETY- SEUEN-OS-RAT YEAR

o TIMELY MISNOMERED (!) MEMO  LINES the very first mention of the DOREAN tells us what happened with their "memo lines" and 
why - IN their SUUEET IMMORTALITY  STATE – hibernating  UUISE TAU DOREAN golden ones, aka "Swedes" one of the 29 Nordics 

o MOUNTAINSIDE DOMINION is either Ninurta & his faction and or Mt Vernon in previous line.   MANURE TURDS= fallen Pleiadians 
o  (I.690 is "our calendar year" [of the horse]= 2014 , so I.697 = 2021) RAT = 2020  OS NINETY-SEUEN-OS-RAT YEAR

=Capricorn so saying when "one year osculates another" giving us a date of  Capricorn  of 2020 into new fiscal year Capricorn of 
2021. The one zodiac month which shares two years, being December 22 to January 21. 

o MILITANT UNLIMITED ARES a very large genocide, one of such a great impact not one single "time traveller" on youtube has 
spoken about it. The only time travellers which have been telling us are those involved with these texts. and those who wrote 
Revelation. It is possible Alex Collier knows but has been advised to keep it to himself. The only other person that I am aware of, 
who has alluded to a great and sudden death of billions of people, has been a lady** whose son is in close contact after he passed.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n2qXxFYSueA&feature=share 
Messages From The New Earth (EVENT) [**Angela Gabrielle] 

o also search Allison Coe on The Event & New Earth 
o https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hHqcbnn_fzs&feature=em-uploademail  

google is book burning. (And video censoring bigtime) just as Hitler did in 1933.  There is that magic year number again! 
o TERMITE Mantids TUUENTY, Eloim  recently I have noticed videos slipping or slotting in this number, aligning it with negative Anakim 

information. To me this is a sign that "someone" has been reading these works and is busy trying to spread octopus ink over their 
own "details" laying claim to base numbers which are not true. Anakim base numbers are 60 12 and 6 – using three, four and nine 
on occasions. The Elohim Alliances are actually 20 (10 of human type+10 of non human type) plus 2 (Andr. & Cass.) = 22. Five and 
seven are also base numbers Enki (a rogue former Anakim). Hence it was EnKi E'Yah who gave the 10 Commandments to Moses. 

o DELIRIUM  IDEAL LOUD MERIT. yes, we are told frequently about the need for depopulating, and the elite believe it is their task to 
do so – at their own profit of course. Michael Tellinger has shown us how we do not have overpopulation, the problem being the 
banksters would then have difficulty controlling the people's money under Tellinger's Ubuntu principles. 

o UUARM (in summer?) ISRAEL: DONE RADIATE ITALY using the false asteroid. This is the "iniquity of Israel" in Psalm 130; 7 The 
words UUARM ISRAEL could be saying  UUARM UUINTER  IN ISRAEL which would tie in with the date  Capricorn/Yule of  2020. 

o "REORIENTATES  ALUMINUM IN NEEDLES" one of these videos below shows how mercury has been removed "in most" 
vaccines and replaced with Aluminum (which binds to fluoride) 

o ALIEN SUIT RIDES TAILORED IDEAL EMOTION EMULATION probably the most interesting technilogical detail yet. Sounds like 
the S.A.D. syndrome that many humans suffer in latitudes of very long dark winters has been overcome;Via the very peoples who do 
live in "long dark days" in outer space! The smartsuit somehow provides "ideal" emotional support  

Slow Kill 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RctGQ... 
o  

Vaccine Caused Fatal Lupus Federal Court Finds 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YPZmz... 
o  

Vaccines Containing Aborted Fetal Tissue 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=49TL4... 
 

School Vaccines Do your kids have their shots? 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tfBkw... 
 

Government Experiments Chemtrails 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KPraq... 

INSECT PARTS IN VACCINES  
this is a good very short video showing the research 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=edshL0NGUag&feature=share   
o  

They're putting insect and animal DNA in our food so 
"WHY NOT the Shots?" 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jBnbk... 
 

Public Law 105-85 Gov Law to Use Us for Testing 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hnyo4... 
 

What will it take to concern you? 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X5WZ6... 

Scientists working on ebola cure,  support the culling... 
Depopulation 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x221p... 

zombie Ebola Virus Biological Warfare!  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lirbz... 

recall the  Cassiopaean Files   speaking of 
the "wave event"  links in footnotes 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n2qXxFYSueA&feature=share
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hHqcbnn_fzs&feature=em-uploademail
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DRctGQ&h=ATOg9lb9qHE-fb-SgWBxwMnv33zF17Um9U6e-fdpyz0L1eRXZwhuAJTxyAtpnzRRU9uR1KQeihcvCexRmC4h5OINBsNC_GVg6uIYdbncx1TkMj_-88bd_SRlSZA5wyuWFSeDijs
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DYPZmz&h=ATPzSDEV9_7l6XhnLLVQ7LTA3hwYbCjRnSVlxQ8sNP-b447KC5hmKo_Q1H4LrcvR8oIGMljjoTSKURlS8-XFZFfwFYkk3uNyZG1bSOIQBkMes7ZgZG8msXTM6dZRholBB36Dvwc
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3D49TL4&h=ATNmQVCqjUODmvXMjQatmYL2FHGLzGrovph9912NPKqmbO8nNvLAQwn7ouDmo8LSL4qsSW24KN3VECgcn_4OG7Vz-8lwvWF8J5Rr0DhGAil3joVBJMUYzv8Mf9OIyQMMLPP-vJ0
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DtfBkw&h=ATN6SmEd-hb5tSu79WwBnnWcflps1dUQ76NCts_wEirKa9_llRjciuGPAlswOBvyouulJRdGFF71wuyoZ8VV6gufQ0tRhQQyEL311InfKCNO_4syKC3atsBYJK8XO4OlAH09N2Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KPraq
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=edshL0NGUag&feature=share
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jBnbk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hnyo4
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DX5WZ6&h=ATMNeI5yGVLB6UFlJJlayUY5X8Z6BSLECchCVr3F0zRNxU0uzF8_ZnxBRQ-PaP3-iVqqppHlbukeFxeJZkhJUyK6bUITQKnH1nvAlZYeQCg-Q4NFFcPLRsnMSmIdodUO7OaesNI
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3Dx221p&h=ATN7ll10u_ekYfqJRTiw80kTAlOuA7XwDnOh6ZyIOljEbilpQenLZc0STVtCrz7ehVnFgpW9g3ghS0uyYXf4_AKkRZijsFuc2_YpuMZyK-ypMWbUJJPPDJ_FOBPGXGmf10kAICE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lirbz
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 Kill Cities Deborah Tavares The Rothschilds Plans for A 
- YouTube  ▶ 39:55 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NrRwWolYEgI  
Feb 4, 2018 - Uploaded by Green Go 

Kill Cities by Rothschild and Rockefeller - YouTube ▶ 39:55 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0lXf-weM3zk  
Jan 30, 2018 - Uploaded by StopTheCrime.net ANTI NEW WOR 
IF it is censored search via   "DEBORAH  TAVARES" 

2 13 3 L'efprit diuin fera lame felice,  The divine spirit will make the soul happy,   where the Luciferian do not, quite the satanic opposite 
RELIED SPACE SUITS REMEDIAL FILM REAL-LIFE DEFILER FILLER  CAREFREE CRIMINAL INFIDEL ELITE'S IDLE IN MILL; 
LIED ILL-MIRACLE REDEFINED IN FLAILED IDLE IN CELLAR LINE RECALLED RELIANCE A RARE REFINED DUST; MENACE 

MADE "PURER" IS IMPERFECT, INEFFICIENT, INEFFECTUAL.IS FUTILE NULLIFIER, ADULT PERIL. 
ALLIED MERCIFUL PEACEFUL ALLELUIA  ALIENS  FRIED, ICED,  ELECTRIFIER  URANITE IMPALER  DULL DRACULA MAFIA  
PUTREFIER  INFECTED,  IDEA IS DEFILES  PRIDEFUL LEPER FEMALES INFERTILE; INFURIATES RUSSIAN  MUTINEER PUTIN 
http://www.veteranstoday.com/2017/06/21/vladimir-putin-and-oliver-stone-the-neocons-are-dangerous-to-the-united-states/ 
ST. CLAIR'S ILLUMINATI TIME TEAM google,com PILFERED IT time PIECEMEAL, CERN  REPLACED ELLIPTIC LAP FLIP IN APRIL  
TIMED FAILURE. UIPERINE PRINCE UILLAIN PRETENDERS , SELL "INACTIUE" TELL "LEFT". RENDER  SILENCE TO SELF 
REAL METAL LEADEN-TIN  FAULTIER  DUAL LEAFS  FULFIL FIERCE SINE FLARE: NULLIFIED FECAL REAPER, IS ITS ILL  
CESAR'S PREFACE  IS  PRELUDES (Presages):  EDIT AIM LAME SUN TIDIER PALACE IN ALE, MI ILL MIRACLE IS NUCLEAR 
MY PECULIAR PRE FUNERAL CENTURIES = UNLIMITED PDF LEAFLETS  E-MAILER MEAD MET TRUE, CLEVER REPTILIAN 
LIAR FILES, STEEL A.I.: RARE SELF-RELIANCE IS VITAL, PLANET FLIP IS IUST A TERRIFIER. FEEL ICE CELLS REAL FLIERS 
EFFECTS REPAIR, REPELS  SELECTIVE  LARCENIST V.I.P. REPLICATERS,  RECTAL VILLAINS  CALLS IT "FESTIVE' SAPIENCE 
CRESTFALLEN  SINCERE  PIE'S  FIRST-LEVEL  ARTICLES  NEARLY ALL SAFE:-FIND UUAS RENDERED AT VULCAN REPAIR 
o CARE-FREE  = psychotic,  do not care,  nor ever will        IDLE IN MILL = the Secret Space Breakaway Civilization Program 
o RARE DUST  MADE PURER = sounds like ormus white powder gold or something nuclear, meant to maintain DNA in a portal 
o DEFECATER refers to Anakim fallen angels 
o ST. CLAIR'S ILLUMINATI TIME TEAM refer to the previous forum FULLBODY TRANSPORT SYSTEM PATENTC+F+ANDROIDS  

which is where the title for this forum came from. The androgyne (a form of  grey) which told John St Clair  

2 13 3 L'efprit diuin fera lame felice,             continues 

 Pie is the sigil for Provence, is Nostradamus.    Meaning that the pdf PIE'S  FIRST-LEVEL  ARTICLES  NEARLY  ALL  SAFE. 
forum   ARTICLES  ARE IN  DANGER  C+F.+ 3 20 1   

therefore if you the reader have ANY questions about any parts of the forums which don't seem right or are  
contradictory   let me know.  I opened a forum from last year off the web site & was angry to see lines  PLEASE
had been moved on top of each other to make them un-readable.  My web site man says that is not possible - 
but he would not realize that it is from  Military sources  that we have the internet and I am sure that the E.T. 
grays which control the military have their means.     My daughter was complaining about all the high color 
(such as the purple and navy background) so this forum is lacking the amount I used to apply.   Yet it seems to 
me those highlighted lines would be more obvious if an attempt was made to hide  the more important words 
on top of each other.  If you notice this has happened  please write to me   hiddentext@live.com.au  

o MILL = the MillWheel of The Ages = in outer space 

o SPACE  SUITS  REMEDIAL  FILM =    C+F+GRAPHENE     clean water from filthy liquids  

FRESH WATER FROM SALT WATER SOLAR                 
https://nexusnewsfeed.com/article/human-rights/freshwater-from-salt-water-using-only-solar-energy-modular-off-grid-desalination-technology/ 
REDEFINED IN FLAILED IDLE IN CELLAR LINE  = the "cellar" being the "room next door or underneath",  here called the "abbey"    
8 96 3 De Babylon la fille du porfuit   The daughter of  persecuted Babylon (follows from " the sterile synagogue without any fruit) 

where fruit is DNA  

o  IF ONLY IDLEFUL PULLED ON FINAL BABY'S  SUIT.  ILL POUUDERS  FLAILED,  FILLED  ABBEY/room next door but could be a sideways reference 

to those not being idle by growing their own food in their cellar :  published years ago ...  
See 10 100 4 etc next page – this was where I discovered all the lines stating five different topics, see the forum   WHAT ARE THE CHANCES

o A RARE REFINED DUST = radium or ormus or technology I have not learned about yet – graphite? 
o IMPERIAL reptilian DEFECATER  a pun on those mongrel ones from the Heap-Pile, the fallen angels and the smart suits capabilities  

DEFECATER   A.I.  MADE  "PURER" IS IMPERFECT, is  FUTILE ADULT PERIL 
o ALLIED MERCIFUL PEACEFUL ALLELUIA  ALIENS = The Elo'im Alliances ( the acronym  is handy )  E.A. 
o FLIP  IN APRIL the word TURN is here too, since it is not going to be a flip. As Isaiah said, a "laying down" 
o REAL METAL qualified here as real metal because these can be taken as date ciphers too.   
o LEADEN-TIN  FAULTIER  DUAL LEAFS – the coil leaves in a metallic spring.  

Recall  1 27 4 FOUND DEAD. (stargate)LOOKING/SEEING (glass) coil/spring DRIVE  FLAT  C.F.+1 27 
Tin combined with lead alloys as solder and pewter. The words FAULTIER  DUAL/ together or DUEL. There  are many 
alloys which change structure in different situations and I can imagine either solder or pewter doing that, say, in outer 
space. The other interesting item made from this alloy is organ pipes, because of surface texture.  So here we have Them 
clarifying a point I had in question regarding the time machine called a haoma and that its "Wings" are not wings but an 
electro-magnetic field contained (wound) by pipes we were told were for the flow of sonic frequencies.   5 9 4 said 

WE FLEUU CRAFTED COPPER SEATED PROTRACTED RED FLOUU FORUUARD UUARM CLOUDS UELUET PLATFORMS  
recall the strange velvety square-rectangle cloud, but we already knew Who it was, didn't we!  
Pointing out that this ANSWERS MY QUESTION (??)  "There is zinc involved here too ?? "  
(say these texts in 2 72 4)  on page 12 of 10 72 KING OF FEAR DOES NOT SAY... and just underneath the images   
with this question is 3 62 1 saying ... 
OARS Mantids UP ROLE IS DUE IN the exact same dates again, May to October.  
The line 2 72 4 pg 20 (in 10 72 DOES NOT SAY) contains descriptions of how and why the copper  and  sonic sine-
tube/pipe units "rewound intence" sic.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NrRwWolYEgI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NrRwWolYEgI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NrRwWolYEgI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NrRwWolYEgI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0lXf-weM3zk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0lXf-weM3zk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0lXf-weM3zk
http://www.veteranstoday.com/2017/06/21/vladimir-putin-and-oliver-stone-the-neocons-are-dangerous-to-the-united-states/
mailto:hiddentext@live.com.au
https://nexusnewsfeed.com/article/human-rights/freshwater-from-salt-water-using-only-solar-energy-modular-off-grid-desalination-technology/
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Here is where I asked again    "are these the copper-zinc units"?  Copper-zinc being Brass  
(where the word Brasil derived, as in Hi-Brasil) but also Brazil.   Copper-tin was mentioned too, this is pewter. 

o CERN  REPLACED –  first week March 2018 – rumours of  CERN explosion are going to be difficult to discount, 
except that these texts say it will happen, but not until  END of NOBLE/Libra ---  albeit the March explosion 
seems to have been real enough 

 

10 100 4 the very last quatrain line Les Lufirains n’en feront pas contens.   i562 edition   the original is spelt this way, altered by Nostradamus in the proofreading 

Elo'im  SPIRALS  ALL  PLANETS,  SINCE SUNNINESS   INCREASES     See  , see     

IN RAT 2020AFTER-NOON/after the  middle of 2020  and recall "OUR date NINETY SEVEN I697 " herein  C.F.+NINETY previous page 
noting it is also the "end of 2020 into 2021" 
IS  NOT SPONTANEOUS  ARSONS  the darts from the skies, sasar, directed energy weapons are not from a natural source 

SO PARENTS PLEASE LEARN TO PLANT PURENESS  (non g.m.o)   

ROOTS  (CARROTS,  POTATO, TURNIPS  ETC)  IN  SECRET  "STEP"  CELLARS 

pairing 10 100 4 = from Monstre D'Abvs fe pourra garder peu  le tort ,& celuy qui point  

TORQUED  ALL  PLANETS  IS  POOR POPULACE FUTILITY ADORE  TEAPOT Sagittarius  OS Capricorn  END  OF  RAT YEAR. 

E.YA UP IS    GARDENER   CUP  CULTURE   IS  ALSO  QUALITY  POET  SELECTS  COUPLE : Webber and  Parks  ~ a two man job indeed PLACED

. .. TIP  YOUR  FUTURE POOR QUALITY GARDEN QUEUE (cue/pun) STRATA  STEPS  IN TRULY  PROLIFIC  POTATOES.  
 SATELLITE  D.E.F. UP SKY  DARTS  POUNCE URANITE  COUP PRURIENCY: COOKS  YOUR  PORKIER YOUNG SUDDEN QUICK

        there were a few lines very early in this process that said there will be a new astronomy "in Sagittarius" in Year of the Cock/2017 so this   
        event seems to be started already, and the Southern Cross has not pointed South for a while. ADORE  would  be Sept 22 to Oct 21 
        CUP CULTURE – oh what a pun! Casseopea the constellation was once called The Cup, is actually the Holy Graal, and they are part of the     

         Elo'im Alliances. The pun refers to being "cultured in vitro".  The making (continually) of a new human (after each major ice age).

from Da Vinci   a sé sottoposta strada collocate erano.
AS' SACROSANCT CREATORS  ,Living Libraries  STARS CATARACTflowCOLOSSAL SPAN CONTORTED  

SOLO ORATOR  COLLATOR  TELLS  DATA ALERT:  AS  LETS  LOOSE  COLD,  COOLS  TO  CASTRATE  CASTLES  SATAN-TOAD   
the word "castle" is alkhemye for stargate and includes especially the Vatican 

PAST SCROTAL  STELLA  CORPORATE  CONTRACT CAPTOR  ACCORD  ANTENNAE  PASS  COAST TO COAST COST POOR PROLE  TOASTS 

REASON TO PLANT ROOT CELLAR  STRATA  STOÖP  POTATOES AND-SO-ON PRIOR TO ADORE – TEA RAT SEASON OS  
Chani said to store watermelons and black sunflower seeds. The water from watermelons is radioactive-free and sunflowers provide oil and flour 

" 17 types of Free Energy: 10. "Baghdad batteries", using vinegar or orange juice.  Even one potato can energize your mobile fone " 

prior to ADORE = Libra/October, of the "great translation"? SEASON is not referring to a planting season but to a Yuletide Season 
COLOSSAL SPAN means the universe ,  CONTORTED  as in  SPIN and TORQUE   
PAST SCROTAL – patriarchal  STELLA  = from the stars  CONTRACT CAPTOR ACCORD – abducting folk per agreed "treaties" 
COST POOR PROLE, TOASTS = cooks them. The Antennae in satellites are sending directed energy fields which pick off streets of 
homes of ordinary folk,  leaving those properties of the elite quite alone. 
 

Did you notice how these three very different sources of "riddle" lines (can't use the word "quatrain" because one line 
came from the Manuscript Monstre d'Abvs  with one coming from the very last of the quatrain lines, and the other from 
Da Vinci's Riddles) that in all three each had hidden different topics and all of those topics  matched in their detail being: 

1) the Event = a contorted-spinning-torqued universe, with moving stars.  The bible speaks of this as the sky 

unfolding and a new Earth and a new heavens.  Clay Tablet #10 of Endubsar also uses the same words.  
The Hopi Prophecy rock tells us the same, showing Earth falling off her orbit, with a division of humans – one lot going up to 
become A.I. (and the Grays we know of as J-Rods) and the other lot parallel "below" planting corn in a matriarchal society. 

All Accomplished by THE SAME ENTITIES in each de-scripted line 
2) all of them provide the exact same dates. Consequent to the October event (possibly the "great translation" , when 

we need to know this means "a great moving of earth, or The Earth" and could mean a supervolcano or Peru Slip or 
Canary Islands slip or all three): then from TEA-POT which is what Sagittarius was once called – into OS which is 
Capricorn that straddles the end of each year and into the beginning of the new [fiscal] year. We have actually FOUR 
lines saying this, one additional to these three is the line saying "OUR  NINETY SEVEN OS RAT YEAR" which '97 is 
I697 is 2021 with the Capricorn being the beginning of that year and the end of RAT.  Noting with the dates, the word 
CAR could have been used too – meaning over Yuletide,  but was not. The full word TEAPOT was there both times but I could not fit it in 

3) all of them tell us about the directed energy weapons from the skies  "cooking" people, and who is doing it.  The 
quation was raised "where did  all the victims go?"  The words PORKIER  and COOKING should tell you.  The lines  
with TEA in them  also had  EATEN or ATE and CONTACTED (as in contactee meaning "picked up").  Normally the 
word "abducted" would be more precise but there is no 'b' to hand.  Contactee more usually means an ongoing deal. 

4) all of them say to plant non g.m.o. root veges in your cellar in "stepped" growing beds. The word  "stoop", or "stoëp" 
is an old fashioned word for steps,  I can remember my great grandmother using it  (the word) when she was shar-
pening her knives on it, leaving grooves behind. There would be a reason for the "strata growing technique". 
Possibly to do with the watering system and the conserving of that water, but also to do with the light needed. 

2 73 4 Par trois couronnes au grand Endymion   By three crowns at/to the great Endymion.    
(Endymion the great sleeper =  super volcano?  three crowns = the three ways star wars, or the  “three sleeping giants” of  Shipton. 
ERUPTION YEAR  MOON URANITE NET’/Reticuli GRAYS UNDERMINE UTOPIA,  ENDING  A.D.:  ending the orbit of your calendar 

  SUGGEST  IT  IS  TURNIP  UNDERGROUND TIME!  

DANGEROUS SIRIUS DRACONIAN PEST SURROUNDING GEM, (Earth)  go to various videos which show alien craft orbiting our sun. Not the cube but weird ones 
RAIDING, ARSON  DARTS  USURPING ;  POISONED  AIR. 
ROMAN  ERUPTION  ARMS YOUR  U.S.  ERUPTION :   
DATE, MORNING  POURING GAS  INCENDIARY  
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o  
o (June 10 – 22 is in Gemini and is also a Nag date  (white horse) - seems to be two eruption dates. Monday in June is 11

th             

(& 22
nd 

) pointing out that eleven is an Illuminati number.  
 URANITE – from the heavens, Uraniao  
 see  C+F+ ERUPTION-COLLECTION    amongst footnoteso  

2 13 4 Voyant le verbe en fon eternite. 'V'='U', 'f'='S'  Seeing  the word cymatics  in its eternity.  Voice activation = ftom frequencies 

NOTATION: ROTTEN ENVY = EVERY NAÏVE ELITE ELEVEN ONES' FEEBLE VENERATION. NOT  RELEVANT  TO  BENEFIT  
YOUR DNA LINES  REVEAL  BELIEVE  EYE  NAVY ENTITY  ENTERS  INTENSE  SONY  NOISE TENTATIVELY 
TONES  if you have been a reader since before the Gulf Oil Spill when it was predicted and published 2 months before it happened, you might 
recall Nexus Magazine had an article following the event regarding all submarines from all countries which have submarines were present in the 
Gulf of Mexico. A hacker had accidentallay stumbled across radio conversations regarding the capture of a marine creature which had killed 
sentry sailors using a sonic scream – exploding their heads. This was in April 2010, with the oil spill uncapped and rolling around ocean floors. 

 ENSURE BEATEN SERENITY LOVERS , YET TAUNTS BOATS (Earth) NON-BELIEVERS 
slides over  

TO INTERVENE OR ENTIRE TENANTS EATEN ALIVE – ARES BEENBETTER  BENEVOLENT EERIE VENEREAL  
o HERE ARE THOSE VERY SAME DATES : ARES = genocide 

o  

o  

o (ƚ.690  was "our calendar year"  in  2 13 2 

[of the horse]=2014 , so ƚ697 is 2014 plus 7 = 2021) The years 676, ƚ000, ƚ690 & 2014 were all years of the 'horse'  
1 55 2 Grand fera de fang effufion: There will be great shedding of blood: (follows line 1 Babylon jerked to the opposite climate,) 
ANDROGENESIS greys AROUSING ORGAN  ING rapture EFFUSING. ENDANGERS REDSEA ARGON-ION FUSION DANGERS  NAG-ADORN-I   

R.O. OARS NEEDS IOU READ SEER'S ORGONE  AGAIN                     
  ADORN- NAG-I  (Ashen/Pale Horse date Halloween. REDSEA FUSION  = Manticore cremation?)

o ARGON-ION FUSION = etheric energy  C+F+9 52 2. Here the collator (and you) are being asked to do more research on orgone: 

"Out of Phoenix1 came Stealth technology, which I cannot talk about because of my job.  
It also produced all sorts of energetic little toys like the radiosonde. 

What is a radiosonde? 
Well, in all appearances it was a little white box that they attached to a balloon and sent up into the atmosphere. The govern-
ment told people that it involved gathering weather data. It used a very unusual type of pulse modulation. In most cases they 
used a CW (continuous wave) oscillator and pulsed the signal. This turned out to be a very efficient conversion of electrical 
energy to etheric energy.  I very recently started collecting radiosondes. I never saw a receiver. I found out that they were 
designed up at Brookhaven National Labs. I started to talk to people at Brookhaven and ran into a retired gentleman who used 
to work there. He told me that the design was originally done by Wilhelm Reich. That piqued my interest. 
The story goes that in about 1947 Wilhelm Reich handed the US Government a weather control device, a device that would do 
DOR-busting. Reich thought that if he could decrease the amount of DOR that storms would not be so violent. (DOR is the result 
of orgone energy coming into contact with an enclosed radioactive source. This produces a Deadly Orgone Energy - DOR - which 
threatens life. It is also produced in the atmosphere through other processes.  
The government sent the device up there into a storm and it did reduce the intensity of the storm.  
The government liked it, and they started another phase of the Phoenix project where they designed these "radiosondes" and 
started launching them in large numbers, maybe 200 to 500 per day. The radio in these things had a range of about 100 miles.   
If they used so many of them, one would think that receivers for them would be common-place. I used to be a collector of radio 
receivers. I have over 100 in my personal collection. I have never seen a radiosonde receiver.  I have heard of them but I have 
never seen them. 

What are the frequencies used? 
The frequencies used are 403 MHz and 1680 MHz. They used two different frequencies."  

They are both on at the same time? 
"No. One or the other was used at any one time. The earlier ones used 403 MHz plus or minus 2 MHz. The later ones used 1680 
MHZ, plus or minus 6 MHz. The "thermistor" in them had gold, silver, platinum and iridium in it. Reich used sensors that had 
gold and silver in them. The humidity element is a plastic plate with silver around the rim and conductive lines going across the 
plate. They put a very unusual mixture of chemicals on this plate.  
Unlike most humistors, the resistance went up as it got damp. 
What we're theorizing at this point is that the "thermistor" (temperature sensing) rod acts like a DOR antenna out-of-phase.  
The "humidity sensor" acts as an antenna for the orgone;  
The pressure sensor is essentially what they call a barrel switch, which is a pressure sensitive cycling switch. The device would 
destroy DOR and build up the orgone. The transmitter consisted of two oscillators, one of which would run at the carrier 
frequency (403 or 1680) and a second one which was a 7 MHz oscillator hooked into the grid of the carrier oscillator.  
The result was that the 7 MHZ oscillator would pulse on and off. 

How does all this relate to what was going on with these other projects? 
The government could not tell the public these were weather control devices. What we are seeing here is actually the genesis 
of what became the Montauk project, which was a combination of  Wilhelm Reich's work and the Philadelphia Experiment." 

  time travel 

truthseek.info/articles/2/60/ - Cached 
  Orion Technology 

www.freezone.org/mc/e_conv04.htm - Cached - Similar 

http://truthseek.info/articles/2/60/
http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:1Y2i7_jwyNQJ:http://truthseek.info/articles/2/60/%2BThis+report+was+constructed+from+over+9+hours+of+video+interviews,+personal+interviews+and+individual+commentary.+It+is+structured+in+an+open+question-answer+format&oe=utf-8&rls=org.mozilla:en-US:official&client=firefox-a&channel=np&hl=en&ct=clnk
http://www.freezone.org/mc/e_conv04.htm
http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:d3zp59icK8cJ:http://www.freezone.org/mc/e_conv04.htm%2BThis+report+was+constructed+from+over+9+hours+of+video+interviews,+personal+interviews+and+individual+commentary.+It+is+structured+in+an+open+question-answer+format&oe=utf-8&rls=org.mozilla:en-US:official&client=firefox-a&channel=np&hl=en&ct=clnk
http://www.google.com.au/search?hl=en&client=firefox-a&hs=tLM&rls=org.mozilla:en-US:official&channel=np&q=related:www.freezone.org/mc/e_conv04.htm+This+report+was+constructed+from+over+9+hours+of+video+interviews,+personal+interviews+and+individual+commentary.+It+is+structured+in+an+open+question-answer+format&tbo=1&sa=X&ei=Rpy4T4ndF6WSiAf3mfGJCQ&ved=0CBYQHzAA
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"This report was constructed from over 9 hours of video interviews, personal interviews and individual commentary.  
It is structured in an open question- answer format, without regard to who is asking the question and who is answering 

"this report includes the topics of the negative Sirians, (Oannes)  AND this ..."  

the Leverons, the  Elohim Group,  The first mention by name that I have seen from a western hemisphere source 

the US Navy and time-tunnel projects, the US Government and their Greys,  

The Orion 
(ANU)  

group is supposedly at war with a group called the Elohim.  

The Elohim Group is a very old race, perhaps the oldest in the universe. "                                                               
PAIRS :     2 71 4b) roy  fe range. (f = s) 

REFER EYE illuminati ANGER, EGO GENRE GREY;  
ERGO: ORANGE-ORGONE RAGE RAY:  
AGONY FOR ENERGY,    how they feed 
FORAGE NEGRO GOY [your] REGO – ORGAN GORE NEARS.  
REASON FOR FORAY:  GO FREE: FORGE join AGES  YEARS. (fix the calendars) 
AYSE, SEA-GREEN YA-RA SAYS ROGER! YES, AGREES  
GONE (RYE ERA)  
o EAR-RYE. Ear of corn means in Virgo, but Rye means in spring,  

meaning in the southern hemisphere. Could be RYE ERA. The New Age. 
2 39 2 Germains, Gaulois, Hefpaignols pour le fort: (Germans, Gauls, Spaniards for the fort: 

TURNING OFF: REPULSES IMPERIAL MANIPULATOR ILL-USING GORGONIAN ORGONE AGGRESSION. 
FAR-SEEING HELPFUL ORNAMENT Nostradamus  PROPOSES: IN SUPER TIME GATES OR UISOR RING 
USE ‘GLASS MIRROR’ SHARP ANGLE, SLAG-OFF ROUGHER EDGES (make it acute) FOOLING PURGERS 

FENDS OFF GIANT ANU OGRES.  
2 62 4 Cêt main, foif, faim, quâd courra la comete. Gaul  ‘ƒ ’ = ‘s’, ‘q’ = ‘k’ 

ALARM : RUDE FEMA SATANIC MAGIC ATTACK  
FALLEN FECAL FAIR-FACED ONES Alcyonese ECSTATIC  CUE  ACADEMI Blackwater UUANT UURECKFUL  OF ALL  FUTURE  MAMMALIAN.  

CAME, AIM CRUEL FUMARIC ACID CERAMIC ORGONE TOOL AT RIOTERS QUEUED DUTIFUL; ‘SECURITI’ CAMERA IS CLUE 
CROOK (AUTO-EROTIC MUG) MUTILATES, stealing organs IS FROM GUAIACUM (testing for blood in stools, so probably means the 
fumaric acid/orgone tool causes blood in stool/intestines) MEDICAL: RAUU CORN,  RAUU TURMERIC, UITAMIN C 
FAKEvb ‘CLIMATIC’ AGE, EFFECT FLAUUED FARCICAL FACTS, HAARP the ‘great antennae’ MIMIC  SAME  MAKES MORE MONIES... 

 5 11 4 Et changera la part Afiatique.  And changing [that] part of the Asiatic (see the pdf forum ADRIATIC)  
AQUAPLANE  ARTIFACE  QUANTAL  A. I.  INTERFACE/qubits  ~ EQUALS  THE   REAL  GREAT  ALPHA THREAT ALERT:  TANKS  EUREKA  GUN  
The military do have a new “tank gun”. You can research this yourself.  Be it the ‘Orgone Weapon’?  Eureka throughout all these  forum 
publications has meant “Directed Energy Field”. 
5 14 1 Saturne & Mars en  leo Efpagne captifue, i562 edition   
https://www.geopolitica.ru/en/news/putin-95-world-terrorist-attacks-are-made-cia   
POSER ELITE SCUM FEEL GUILT-FREE,  PERFECTvb, SECURE AGILE SUPER-SINE  ORGONE ANTENNAE 
 i557 publication 3 20 1  Par les cotrees du grand fleuue Betique 

KNOUULEDGE  UUE  EDUCATED;  
BASED ON ARTISAN'S BULLFROG CREATURES IN LAST SUPPER ART (Toad is Bufo in Boötes, with the Vatican) 
DESPITE POUUER FULL SPLEENFUL ELITE SEDUCERS CORRUPT 
 (DESIRED UURECKAGE) BEFUDDLING DISTRACTED LEPERS QUITE BERSERK 
DRAGON-LIKE GRUS RACKETEER SOROS PAID POLICE AGREED TO TEARGAS,  
ORGONE UUEAPON, SASAR TOOL PULSE BLUDGEONS SELF-CENTRED TRENDIER GAOL-BIRD 
PERSECUTED AS LABOURER RIOTERS ACCUSED OF  'POLITICAL  SERF DEGENERATES' (CELEBRATES UUEED).  
REPTILES UUEAKENED, PIRATES  GRACE-FUL DOUBTERS IN NEED 
(SPECKLED  SPARROUU-LIKE (Thrush?)   
POTENT STRIEBER'S ROBE-DRESSED Hreidmar DUUARF-LIKE SEED 
APPEAR TUUO-FACE COUNTERFEIT BUT ARE TRUE GUARDIANS AGAIN 

o UUREN Celtic moth = June 10 to July 7th see 9 52 2 which also gave this date and mentioned ADRIATIQUE and  DWARFS) 

1 92 4 Mors & captifs le tiers d’un million. A third of one million dead/wounded & “microphone/SONIC captured”. see Orgone tool 

2 39 2 GermainGauloisHefpagnols 
MISSHAPEN SIRIUS AHPEEMEN MAFIA ANGELS LAUGHS HOLOGRAM IMAGING MAPS: AIM HUGE SAMPLES IMPALING 
FLASH ORGONE GASSING HUMANS, PLAGUES NAGGISH MA MENSE. PAINFUL ORGONE PHASER SIGNALS SLASH -
HASSLE, IS ANIMALS PERIL ANGUISH. MONGREL HALF-IGUANA EON ROGUE POSER LIARS LOSING GEM ALL ALONG 
HALF-IGUANA GNOMES MASSAGING LUMPISH LYMPH GLANDS FOR UPRIGHT INGUINAL GLUE USAGE AMONG THEM 
the latter pairs many lines which refer to "lax duodenum cartilege" due to this organ being vertical, in our gravity. One other word 
once used to describe the cutting out of organs in cattle and human mutilations was the word YINM   

(boy, didn't I have fun researching that word!) NAGGISH MA MENSE.month. Same date as    
ADORN- NAG-I  (Ashen/Pale Horse date Halloween. 

4 91 DucGauloisMellele  
MI ALLEGED 

stated allegory
 SOUL  COLLEAGUE :  IDEAL  DIALOGUE  CLUES:  

SMALL MILL COLLEAGUE LEO MULES USE GUIDED ALL MOLECULES: (YINM)  IS GUIDE DULL M.E.    
IDEAL CLUES, GLUM LEO Ʃ'S MUG CELLULOSE  CELL (cattle mutilations) 

10 64 1 PARCS LINE: UNKEEN blunt/low  MOLECULAR  FORMULAE (YINM/sasar, see 9 35 4) RULES PURE FREE FUEL 
9 35 4  MARRON DO THERMAL YINM: DEMONIC MERCY CATTLE   YINM: separation by sonic heat at the molecular level. In one of 
Linda Moulton-Howe's reports she describes what a witness saw: "a cow being attacked by a cross between a scorpion and a shrimp" 

1 16  1 Faulx a l’estang joint vers le Sagitaire  
COINING  EVICTION OF:  ANTE.GNOSTIC  AGEIST   
GIANTS CONTRIVE INVOCATING  AXLES / treaties 

A scythe joined with a pond in Sagittarius:  SCYTHE 
= tribes =  J Rods  of Leo and POND is Cancer = beetle = 
‘ant’,  lobstermen.  Or saying in late Cancer early Leo 

excerpt from 
          ORION TECHNOLOGY  &    

     OTHER SECRET PROJECTS May 12  2012.  

The real "war in heaven"seen in  these 

texts (also see The Farsight Institute) 

and are two  "arms" of the  

Arm.Marg.Eddur. Armageddon... 

The third 'arm' being the Seraph angels 

from Cepheus, the King of kings, named 

in obsolete words as The Arm "carrying 

the branches" – of  DNA form in his arm.    

      This is  what the words  King of kings   
really means. The King Cepheus group of 

stars, with his "seven children". 

https://www.geopolitica.ru/en/news/putin-95-world-terrorist-attacks-are-made-cia
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NOTICING  LAX  LEVERS F AILURE 
FLEXURA duodenum VERTICALNESS  
TALES  LARGESSE… AFIRE ~ LESSER SEAL  

The LESSER SEAL could be in relation to the duodenum problem, or 
a Seal in Revelation. Noting the ‘nefer’ seen in hieroglyphs with one 
chanterelle means the Anu, with two means those from Lyra (Lute) 

COINING EVICTION: of the giants 
AXLES: treaties…see chapter : J-ROD45 & TREATY IX **  
LAX LEVERS:   cartilage failure in the Giant’s duodenum 
LARGESS: lies being spread about history and what is 
really happening  
LESSER SEAL: following the seventh seal of silence 
or that being  “AFIRE” is the lesser problem 

 

“This force… has been called Chi, Ojas, Vril… Odic Forces and Orgone… This is the force that the Nazis and 
their inner occult circle were so desperately trying to unleash upon the world, for which the Vril Society had 
apparently groomed Hitler. A manifestation of the “Great Work” promulgated by the Adepts of secret societies 
throughout the ages. The Vril Society latched on to a very old archetype already in the minds of ALCHEMISTS 

AND MAGICIANS,
 [See Part One—GJ] 

which was only re-interpreted, by Lytton, in light of that age of occult revival 
and scientific progress.”   by Greg Jenner  from DarkStar1 Website 

 [r] ... nel fondo della superiore caldara.    by percussion ? sonic frequency?  quando le fiamme più altiere percosse
the English: when beating the more haughty flames in the bottom of the supervolcano caldara.  

     when the flames [become] more distorted pummelling 

FAMOUS PASSIONATE ICKE POLARISED PEOPLE. ACQUAINTS PROLE/folk         :  
MEANS EQUALS LOUU-PAID. It has come to light that Soros is paying people to riot, LOW PAID meaning  it is worth more not to do it 

          & see ‘orgon tool’ in OrgonRomeTridental almost a description of the false asteroid MANTID, LEG,  REGRET OGRE GORE TERROR LEANT 
         TOLD  MERIT OREGON TORN RANDOM,  ALERT  , LORD DAHL TRIM TORRID MANTLE DIRT earth 

ADORED LONDONER ORATOR:  READ IOUR DOOM IN ‘‘TERROR,  GENDER  RIOT ʺRENTʺ divided :  

.  

[r] ...quando le fiamme più altiere percosse  
 continues

ICKE SPOOKED AUDIENCE  FOLK (RISKS POSSESSIONS, COPE) NEED SEEMLIER REPAIR OF DE-MORALISED SPIRITUAL  
CANADIAN DERO (NEEDS UUARMEST) COLD MAKES UUEAK. LIKEUUISE SIRIUS APES, MANURE AND REPTILES QUA SPEAK  
LEO SIRIUS ALIEN SPIEL: RELEASED OPAQUE QUEER OILS QUALITIES FIRMAMENT.  SPOILED ILL-EQUIPPED  PLANET  
LOSER COOLED (UUANTED UUARMER SLOPE RATIO) LEFT ACIDIC ICE,  we have seen warnings about toxic ice 
ELSE  PRAISE  MELODIOUS  ELOIM  SAPIENCE  UP:  
UUARNING MENOPAUSAL FEMALE MEAD-PARKS: DUCK SAFE FROM FEMA, "DIES"                     this time it is a pun on Deeay/Virgo and dying there 

  IN  DIE,
 Virgo  

MA. 
Libra.

 D SAFER P  ESCAPE MENDACIOUS UNSOCIAL SNEAKIER MENACE,  EERINESS F.E.M.A  LOCK-UP  
CROUUN PRINCE UUILLIAM IS FAKE, IS SKEUUED UUOESOME PEDERAST KEEPER FOR UUEEKS. TRIES... 
DEFAME Andromeda Council POETESS–one more warning to readers that these works are going to be infiltrated, let me knowADEPT R.O. 
5 62 3 Pres d'Orgon guerre, a Rome grand mal voir  This is the line which was warning me about the American helicopter circling 
overhead at the very moment it was happening, while I was writing about it (followed the sheep mutilation) which was all caught 
in photographs and published in LEONARDO [lines] PLUCKED FROM THE ADRIATIC [forum] on page 8 

PRIDE (pun on Leo)  NEGRO  (DREAMS LEADER),  
ORDERS ‘‘MALIGN, DO IN  ANAGRAM-LOVER VALUED  EMAIL READER’’  
LION MAN IDLING INLAND   it was 8 :49 am            INLAND = central New South Wales   MID  LIVER-GALL MID MORNING 

LIVER-GALL = June 10 – July 7.  this event with the hovering helicopter, circling and hovering facing me, was June 23 2016/mid Gall 

Saying:  NEEDS IOU READ  SEER'S ORGONE   AGAIN
took me straight back to 5 62, which is sitting along with other Centuries Six Quatrains composing a separate forum titled 
TO PARSE SIXTH CENTURY with its real meaning for us to TURN SIXTEENTH  INTO  SIXTH = to return ƚ500 into i 500. 
This came directly from Quatrain 3 56, in line 4: " After sixth cent  &  seventh. [cent] to parse."  To divide. 

 

 

ƚ557 publication See the number is Roman Numerals for  62 
now go to the  ƚ562  edition with the Roman numerals saying 
XVII = 17 (followed by LXIII which is 63) 
Note the spelling is quite different with line 4 in the  ƚ562  
version having an extra "e" in "parfondreées" 

 

 

 

5 62 noting the quatrain number     ƚ562 edition  (sixth century) 

One will see red blood  raining on the rocks, from cigar craft 
Sun in theEastern, Saturnines  Western:         hemisphere 
By Orgone war near, at Rome great evil  seen, Vatican 
Ships sunk to the bottom, and the Trident (Neptunes) taken. 
with “tri-dental” meaning those with three rows of teeth 

5 62 2 Sun/the enlightenment in the Eastern,  Saturnines/Anu  run the Western: hemisphere 
The reason to note the Quatrain/centuries number is that this date is the only one which appeared with the prefixed J  in a  

Presage published with the prefix as follows (original shown in the forum 10 72 King Of Fear Does Not Say) : 
J562. LXVI.66   Sur ladicte annee. 

 Saifon d'hyuer. ver bon fain. mal efte  (has different spelling, why?  why is the Presage number'd as j562. LXVI/66? ) 

 Saison d'hiuer.   Season of winter 

 ver bon sain.       good sound spring 
 mal ésté,              bad summer  (followed by: penicious dry autumn, wheat rare) 

 ** J-Rod 45 & Treaty 9 has not yet been published due to many reasons, one being that I am really quite cowardly. 

http://www.darkstar1.co.uk/
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2 13 1 MALEFICENCE PRINCE = Prince means Sirius, Prince of Darkness,  but could also mean prince William,  since he owns the CERNs  
Refers to 4 27  PRINCE OF DARK MEN = Ou eft debout encor la piramide: Prince Dannemarc arriving again where  the pyramid stands. 
Recall recent videos… 

UFO FLEET over GIZA PYRAMIDS !!! April 2016 - YouTube 

▶ 4:12 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V9DT_8nZOGo 
Uploaded by SECTION 51 2.0 

UFO FLEET over GIZA PYRAMIDS !!! April 2016 April 2016 - Egypt, Giza Pyramid plateau. Amazing footage .. 
UFOS OVER PYRAMIDS: Crystal clear footage of bizarre ... - YouTube 

▶ 1:46 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XEg4ZloJRAs 
 Uploaded by VARBAGE 

A STUNNING video which appears to show three crystal clear UFOs hovering over the ancient pyramids of ... 
BIZARRE! Sighting Of UFOs Floating Above The Giza Pyramids  

https://www.disclose.tv/bizarre-sighting-of-ufos-floating-above-the-g...   - Uploaded by VARBAGE 
A little while ago there were strange reports of cubic UFOs  
'UFOS' at Giza Pyramids - Daily Express 
https://www.express.co.uk › News › Weird 

 A STUNNING video which appears to show three  
Amazing UFO Mothership lands on GIZA PYRAMID ... YouTube 

▶ 5:05 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kR80djriku0 

5 days ago - Uploaded by SECTION 51 2.0 
 Egypt, Giza pyramids. Pictures from multiple witnesses show huge UFO mothership ... 

Amazing UFO Mothership lands on GIZA . UFO@SECTION 51 
www.section51-ufo.com/.../amazing-ufo-mothership-lands-on-giza-pyramid-ancient-a... 

 Egypt, Giza pyramids. Pictures from multiple witnesses show huge UFOmothership using Giza 
pyramid as landing station... Watch the VIDEO HERE ! Just outside Cairo, in Giza, the most famous of Egypt's pyramids rise  

'UFOS' at Giza Pyramids - Daily Express 
https://www.express.co.uk › News › Weird 

 A STUNNING video which appears to show three  
Amazing UFO Mothership lands on GIZA PYRAMID ... YouTube 

▶ 5:05 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kR80djriku0 

5 days ago - Uploaded by SECTION 51 2.0 
 Egypt, Giza pyramids. Pictures from multiple witnesses show huge UFO mothership ... 

Amazing UFO Mothership lands on GIZA . UFO@SECTION 51 
www.section51-ufo.com/.../amazing-ufo-mothership-lands-on-giza-pyramid-ancient-a... 

 Egypt, Giza pyramids. Pictures from multiple witnesses show huge UFOmothership using Giza 
pyramid as landing station... Watch the VIDEO HERE ! Just outside Cairo, inGiza, the most famous of Egypt's pyramids rise 

from the desert. Built... 

 

  ƚ5.66  the year the doctor died LXVI.
Nostradamus a loge ici 
Ou il ha le paradi, 
Lenfer le purgatoire 

Je mapelle la victoire. 
Qui m'honore aura la gloire. 
Q  ui me meprise aura la ruine entiere

ƚ5.66 = 2024 
Nostradamus at green/space/jump room here 
Oh the ha/dubnium paradigm otherwise in another form he,  
L’enfer/Hells/stargates  the purgatory 

I map/named the victory.                4 95 4 The victor born on Armenian soil. 

Who honors my [airy golden Ra] glory contains. 
Having complete ruin whoever mine disdains .          qua m.e=. Multiple Energy  

pardi = for the Love of God, paradi can also mean paradise. Otherwise means look in the hidden word/s. Loge = green room 
 

"Ha" is Dubnium, but also could be Hafnium here (Hf) Hafnium is a good absorber of neutrons and is used in the control  
rods of nuclear reactors. Hafnium is also used in vacuum tubes as a getter,  a material that combines with and removes 
trace gases from vacuum tubes. Hafnium has been used as an alloying agent in iron, titanium, niobium and other metals. 
"Dubnium is a synthetic chemical element with symbol Db and atomic number 105.    The Berkeley Group proposed the 
name hahnium -- after the late German scientist Otto Hahn (1879-1968) -- and symbol Ha. A highly radioactive metal, of 
which only a few atoms have ever been made. Dubnium [Ha]does not occur naturally. It is a transuranium element created 
by bombarding californium-249 with nitrogen-15 nuclei. 
 In 1968, a team led by Georgy Flerov at the Russian Joint Institute for Nuclear Research (JINR) bombarded americium 
with neon and made an isotope of element 105. In 1970, a team led by Albert Ghiorso at the American Lawrence Berkeley 
Laboratory (LBL) bombarded californium with neon and obtained isotope 261. They disputed the claim of the JINR people. 
The two groups gave it different names. The Russians called it neilsbohrium, while the Americans called it hahnium, both 
being derived from the names of prominent nuclear scientists. 
Eventually, the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) decided it should be called dubnium" 
Discovery date 1968-1970  

'Dubnium is named for the Russian town Dubna. The most stable known transfermium isotope, with a half-life of just over one day' 

www.rsc.org/periodic-table/element/105/dubnium 

 

 

"Theoretical research establishes dubnium as a member of group 5 in the 6d series of transition metals, 
placing it under vanadium, niobium, and tantalum. Dubnium should share most properties, such as its 
valence electron configuration and having a dominant +5 oxidation state, with the other group 5 elements; 
however, it should display a few anomalies due to relativistic effects. Limited investigation of dubnium 
chemistry has confirmed this assignment. Solution chemistry experiments have revealed that 105 dubnium 
often behaves more like niobium rather than tantalum, breaking the [exothermal] periodic trends." 

 

The above research was gained from a polyglot including some from illuminati-google-owned Wiki-

pedia, which states a contra-diction to the others:  
“Dubnium, having an atomic number of 105, is a superheavy element; like all elements with such high 
atomic numbers, it is very unstable. The most stable known isotope of dubnium, 268Db, has a half-life 
of around a day.[27]   IT seems it has more than one numeric weight property, known variously as Dubnium 260, 262.1138,  Db 267 &  268

Dubnium can only be obtained by artificial production.” [b] 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V9DT_8nZOGo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V9DT_8nZOGo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XEg4ZloJRAs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XEg4ZloJRAs
https://www.disclose.tv/bizarre-sighting-of-ufos-floating-above-the-giza-pyramids-has-gone-viral-313595
https://www.disclose.tv/bizarre-sighting-of-ufos-floating-above-the-g
https://www.express.co.uk/news/weird/777013/UFOS-Giza-Pyramids-Egypt-SEction-51-2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kR80djriku0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kR80djriku0
http://www.section51-ufo.com/2018/02/amazing-ufo-mothership-lands-on-giza-pyramid-ancient-aliens-are-back-february-2018.html
https://www.express.co.uk/news/weird/777013/UFOS-Giza-Pyramids-Egypt-SEction-51-2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kR80djriku0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kR80djriku0
http://www.section51-ufo.com/2018/02/amazing-ufo-mothership-lands-on-giza-pyramid-ancient-aliens-are-back-february-2018.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Group_5_element
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transition_metal
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vanadium
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Niobium
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tantalum
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electron_configuration
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Relativistic_effects
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Periodic_trends
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 1  3  4 
To arrive at the answer which the “cues” provide in the words “Oh the ha/dubnium paradigm otherwise ...the 
chain link has taken me to a number of results, the first being the number 105 = 10 and 5 but one could also say 1+5 = 6 
which refers to the “unholy six”, the Opposition to the Holy Elohim, so more searching later... dug up the Golden Cube (in 
image #1) which is exactly what I saw thru my telescope; and dug up a sigil which at first glance says AYS.HA in Cyrillic* 
& another sigil which seems to show the Eye beaming light (Illuminati) BUT it sits in a green tree over blue waters = E’Yah. 

 1) ‘150: Americium is a starting material for the production of other transuranic elements and transactinides. Irradiation 
of Am-241 by C-12 or Ne-22 ions yields the isotopes Es-247 (Einsteinium) or Db-260 (Dubnium), respectively’.Pinterest 

 2) Neon coming forth from the dark. The Andromeda Council are the “tuna-blue” ones  arriving from another dimension 
 3) This diagram appeared as a crop circle  
 4) Another description for Dubnium, saying it is also known as Unnilpentium/Unp. Guessing that means 105. 

* first glance says AYS.HA in Cyrillic. Ayse Laughs. Is Ayse, as an electron Being, a user of Ha (Dn)? Recall the Leonines are 
composed of deuteronium7:8:2DEUTERO-LEO OANNES CULL: IOU RECANTED FANCIFUL FUELS ARE FOUL chemtrails USEFUL ARSENAL; USE SULFANE , U.N ‘SAFE NEEDLES’ NONE  

10 82 1 1DEUTERO=CANONICAL INVERSED SURPLICE  satanic U.N RATIONED SURREAL, RULES MARVELS TO COUNTER [Earth] DANCE – IS RURAL PERIL 6 70 in CASSEOPEANS & POLE SHIFT  

The Russian letters are Д sounds like "d" in "did"... У sounds like "oo" Б sounds like "b" in "blue" Н sounds like "n" 
in "noon", and А sounds like "a" in "ask". ДУБНА = Dubna 

 the Eye beaming light (illumination) seeing the light means to gain the knowledge, being educated one cannot 5)

revert to being ignorant. Not using that knowledge is where stupid enters. 
in the early months of 2018 there was a quiet public mention of "element 115"  –  the mysterious element 
that Bob Lazar had spoken about when being questioned regarding his authenticity of working at Area 51 
– many years ago – which he told was the very power source for off world space craft. The propulsion for 
what we now know as the Negative E.T.  Lazar had stated that this element "was not from Earth". Yet there 
is a video out now that says "scientists" ~ (you know the ones that mysteriously find technology out of thin 
air) ~ have just discovered a new element on the periodic table and named it element 115.    While I was 
sitting there watching this video – the above information was flashing in my mind. The simple little word 
with two letters – Ha – which, due to the attempted obfuscation by the likes of Wikipedia – tells me "they" 
have had since the discovery of  Ha/Db  (another attempt at disguising stuff)  back in 1968.   Keeping in 
mind that date is one year before they did (collectively and jointly) land on the moon for public purposes.  
The "public purposes" of course was all  about money – the getting of it.   So that we would not recognise 
the free energy used for that trip, the maintaining of space rockets  has been kept in the public eye – even 
right to now with Elon Musk and his "rockets" - This was to become the wedge in the opening of the door 
of removing our money from our social security systems.    Like the frog  in warm water slowly cooking,  
so that none of us would realize where the money was all going, thinking  the expense of "rockets" when 

all along they can get to the moon, and eveywhere else,  at no cost at all.      C+F+spacex 

 

bob lazar video element 115 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oy-T_BsYLhE  
www.youtube.com Bob Lazar Explaining Element 115 from 
Area 51 (PART 1) – FindingUFO 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LBZQ6oY1pHM 
 

having trouble finding the 115 discovery video 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vHfMJlOHuL0  
 

Banned Sci-Fi Channel UFO Special! - James Doohan, Bob Lazar 
the information  on the finding of element 115 was tucked inside a video about something else 
and was NOT any of the ridiculous Einstein TV clown videos which pop up on searching under 

WORLD CHANGING DEVICE LOCKED "element 115 on the periodical table". It may have been within the video 
AWAY - INVENTIONS KEPT SECRET (This might be the video with the passing comment about element 115 in it.) 
Cannot watch it again because this computer is not connected to the net.                 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iCMEMuJFLR8 

 

Nostradamus a loge ici    ('C' = 'Q') "I" = "Y" 

GRANDIOSE CALAMITOUS ANALOGOUS MATRICIDES IS SOLID MANIAC LOUT MAGICIAN'S OUTRAGES ADORE 
SAGACIOUS EDUCATIONAL GRACE EQUALS ORGASMIC ORNATE:ORNAMENT'S QUATREINS DETAIL GOOD MERIT ENDS AD OS 
COSMIC STARS AYSE, GREATEST ARGO LOCUST MALIGNED IDOLATROUS ISRAELS' UNSOCIAL  ATROCITIES  LOST CAUSE 
SIRIUS (ACE OLD GOAT-MAN), TOAD ANGEL,  CANOODLE CALENDARS, COAL DAMAGE  SIGMA OMEGA COMET CAME 
NODAL. OCTAGONAL GOD AGENTS ACT: MANAGE CLEAN NUCLEAR ATOM, ICE AGE COLD COAST TO COAST GLOOM, 
MEAD SOUL CATALOGUES GOLDEN GOAL: SOUR GLACIATIONS SOLUTIONS ROUTING CIGARS' CONTAGIOUS SATANIC 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oy-T_BsYLhE
http://www.youtube.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LBZQ6oY1pHM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vHfMJlOHuL0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iCMEMuJFLR8
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ORGONE SIGNALS LIARS = ARES MASSACRE ALL GEM SLAIN ALIUE.  INCLUDES OUR UNSOCIAL GIANTS ALIASSasquatch 

MENDACIOUS SALACIOUS COALITIONS SUGAR-COAT ACTUALISING RADIO AS "SUITS  SOCIAL AIMS";TO ELIMINATE 
RIOTOUS NEGRO COLOUREDS ALIGNED COURTING ANU COITUS . SIT AND LISTEN. SCOURING OUT ORIGINAL ALIENS 
CALENDAR 

Ou il ha le paradi, 

ALPHA AHPEE LIAR PAIR IDEA OIL HAIL UP IDEAL AIR AHEAD –LEO DIAL AERIAL  – EAR ARA ERA IDLE HER HALO 
ARID. A.I. DIAL A LEAP /Scorpio HOUR  or a leap year/2020  (DAHL AID OUR DALAI) 

 o OCTAGONAL  eighth density GOD AGENTS = the Elohim. This is what the eight spokes on the MillWheel are, dimensions 
 o NEGRO are goy in other lines  ALIGNED COURTING ANU COITUS/ breeding,  this is about Jewish jealousy 
 o COALITIONS SUGAR-COAT ACTUALISING RADIO  idiots in "authority" think they can escape 5G consequences.  Do they 

think it is always aimed to exploit just "coloureds"? 
 o PAIR IDEA OIL HAIL UP IDEAL = chemtrails & weather manipulation 
 o EAR ARA ERA = Virgo to December  IDLE HER  Earth so that the atmosphere is damaged, caused by the Leonines 

Lenƒer le purgatoire 

EERIER OUTER ANGEL REGULATOR POLLUTER REPTILE ROGUE ISRAEL LEAGUE = TRUE  GLUE  PILFERAGE PROLE = 
LARGE TERRORFUL PLANET LIFE PERIL LEPER RULER FUELS (REFER FIRE-OILS RIGOR) ERGO FOUR GO IN TEENS 
OUR GENTLE NEUTRAL GREEN  E'A , GENIAL REPORTER/Nostradamus REGRETFUL, PROFILE RELIEF RARE OGRE ELITE 

AGREE GUNS RIFLES ROLE REPEL ALIEN PURGE not 
omitting that  PIGS EAR  is a pun – saying Ariel/Israel is a pig's ear, (not a silk purse).  and see DOG IEAR 2018      

 o PURGE = genocide 
 o  
 o TRUE GLUE PILFERAGE PROLE:   cattle mutilations on humans to get adrenochrome and lymph  
 o LARGE TERRORFUL PLANET LIFE PERIL either  Nibiru peril  or large terror peril for Earth such as false nuclear-asteroid  
 o various legends have Ariel as a "mermaid" or "neriaid", one able to change into human form.  Recall that the 

word "Dagon" appearing eight times in the Bible is related to the first temple at Gaza                                           
  Then there is Isaiah 29:

NIVersion  (NWO version) 
1
Woe to you, Ariel, Ariel,  the city where David settled! 

Adding  year to year
to

 let your cycle of festivals go on.   
 

(think: the money wasted on stadiums, with the word 
"cycle" indicating pagan festivals – in this case, 
satanic/sacrificial noting it needs a change of calendar) 
 

2 
Yet I will besiege Ariel;   she will mourn and lament,    

she will be to me like an altar hearth.    
[a]   SACRIFICE

 

Suddenly, in an instant,  (added in) 
 

(the Lord making of Ariel as a sacrifice – altar hearth) 
 
6 

    the LORD Almighty will come with thunder and 

earthquake and great noise,  
NEMESIS and ENLIL-YHWH 

 

(the word "visited"  is a an active verb in the KJV not 
meaning simply "arriving". This "visited" means throwing 
storms at Ariel) 
 

      with windstorm and tempest and flames of a 
devouring fire. 

Sounds like YHWH/Enlil and nuclear attack
 

7 
Then the hordes of all the nations that fight against Ariel,

 

(Israel?)
 that attack her and her fortress and besiege her, 

will be as it is with a dream,   with a vision in the night— 
 

(CURRENTLY IT IS Israel fighting against all the nations) 
 

8 
as when a hungry person dreams of eating,     but 

awakens hungry still; 
 

completely deleted the words: and his soul is empty 
 

as when a thirsty person dreams of drinking,    but 
awakens faint and thirsty still.  
 

deleted the words: and his soul hath appetite 

Isaiah 29          King James Version (KJV) 
29 1 Woe to Ariel, to Ariel, the city where David dwelt!  
add ye year to year; let them kill sacrifices. 
2
 Yet I will distress Ariel, and there shall be heaviness and 

sorrow: and it shall be unto me as Ariel. 
6
 Thou shalt be visited of the Lord of hosts with thunder, and 

with earthquake, and great noise, with storm and tempest, 
and the flame of devouring fire. 
7 

And the multitude of all the nations that fight against Ariel, 

even all that fight against her and her munition, and that 

distress her, shall be as a dream of a night vision. 
8
 It shall even be as when an hungry man dreameth, and, 

behold, he eateth; but he awaketh, and his soul is empty: or as 

when a thirsty man dreameth, and, behold, he drinketh; but he 

awaketh, and, behold, he is faint, and his soul hath appetite: 

so shall the multitude of all the nations be, that fight against 

mount Zion. 
10 For the Lord hath poured out upon you the spirit of deep 

sleep, and hath closed your eyes: the prophets
 religions

 and your 

rulers, the seers hath he covered.
 pointing to the "Lord" being quite negative

 

11 And the vision of all is become unto you as the words of a 
book that is sealed, which men deliver to one that is learned, 
saying, Read this, I pray thee: and he saith, I cannot; for it is 
sealed:  this speaks of cognitive dissonaance 
12 And the book is delivered to him that is not learned, saying, 
Read this, I pray thee: and he saith, 

but
 I am not learned. 

13 Wherefore the Lord said, Forasmuch as this people draw 
near me with their mouth, and with their lips do honour me, 

but have removed their heart far from me, and  their fear 

toward me is taught by the precept of men: 
14 Therefore, behold, I will proceed to do a marvellous work 
among this people, even a marvellous work and a wonder:    
for the wisdom of their wise men shall perish, books and the 
understanding of their prudent men shall be hid. 
15 Woe unto them that seek deep to hide their counsel from 
the Lord, and their works are in the dark, and they say, Who 
seeth us? and who knoweth us? 

http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Isaiah%2029&version=NIV#fen-NIV-18196a
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So will it be with the hordes of all the nations that fight 
against Mount Zion.  

that  resist  Mt Zion
 

Isaiah 29:2 The Hebrew for altar hearth sounds like the [a] 
Hebrew for Ariel.

24 They elite also that  erred in spirit psycho shall come to under-

standing, and they that murmured media shall learn doctrine. 
King James Version (KJV)   
Public Domain                                                                       

Je mapelle la victoire. 
AIM A LEVEL PROJECTIVE: ELITE PLACE A LIVE COMPLETE OVERALL TOPICAL PROJECTILE ALE – MA AT A MAJOR LA PLACE 
LEAVE VOLATILE VOLTAIC MALE REVEAL EMAIL TIL LATER.   JOVIAL TEAM/Procyon ICE CELL REVOLT PIECEMEAL 
REJOICE: TELL A LAME TALL VIP VET METAL-PLATE-VICTIM  PATRIOT LEAPT TO MELT VILE MALTA TEMPLE  ELM 

Qui m'honore aura la gloire.   C+F+GLAMOUR 
IROQUOIAN UNIQUE GLAMOUR RARE HEALER ANGEL, HUNGER-GAME UUOMANLIKE, IN UUARRIORLIKE MAIL,NAME 
"HEALING ARROUU" GERONIMO ENIGMA; NO UUEAKLING: HERO-LIKE GOAL (MAN-LIKE EGO) AIMING  KING  OGRE 
HOLLOUU GEM/Earth LARGE GORILLA-ANIMAL, ALLOUUING MARRIAGE HORROR. RAUU EGOMANIA GIRL KILLING. 
OUR RARE ORMEO HAREM (synthetics??) ALGONQUIN HOME-RULE-GROOM-AREA ARMOURER MINOR ORGAN LURE 

 o Whoever Healing Arrow is, I take my hat off to her.   Geronimo means "chief" so she seems to be a chief soldier 
There is an acquaintence of mine named Spear Catcher (analogous to Healing Arrow) who is highly tuned to women 
(UUOMANLIKE) and if it had not said GIRL I may have thought he had some knowledge of this.  Other forums which 
mention Algonquin and Iroquoian were in reference to Yellowstone exploding with the pall travelling that direction 

RARE R.O. QUIM (Vulva), ARGO OAR AMIGO UUHALE-; RANGING HOARIER AIR KANGAROO Australia  
 o Andromeda Council, Mantids, friendly Whale are the Tau Cetians ranging over a very cold winter in Australia. Other lines 

have said from May 13 extreme snow until July in Australia. 

Q  ui me meprise aura la ruine entiere
QUEASIER URANIA ALIEN QEII QUEEN REPTILIAN USURPER MARSUPIALIA PIRATES SLEEPIER MEME: in June 1919 
the Versailles Treaty had England relinquish Australia as a Colony of the Commonwealth. In their usual manner "royalty" 
managed to ensure that the people were not aware of this by sending a Governor General, noting the current ones have 
been Military. Lately there has been mumblings in parliament house about becoming a republic, not so desirable either. 
AUSTRALIAN URANIUM-ALUMINIUM SEAM PREMIUM MARKET PRIMARIES  (IMPAIRS EARLIER AU NATURAL) 
ALARM LEAK MUTINEER PUTIN'S RUSSIA USES REAL EUREKA IS MERE tiny AERIAL SQUEESE ERASES AILMENTS 
MINIATURE ARM-LEPSARIA AIM ATLAS, MAIA MANURE ARMIES super-soldiers LAKE AREA NAME IN AUTUMN TIME 

 With Autumn being spelt in the southern hemisphere manner, that must be sometime now – April to June

 

3 56 Montalban, Nimes, Avignon and Bezier, ADRIATIC 
Plague, thunder and hail in the wake of Mars:          (March) 
Of Paris [IS APRL] bridge, Lyons wall, Montpellier,  (mtn) 
bridge & wall = stage gate to Mars (jump room) 
After sixth & seventh centuries twenty third.  past /parse                    
23rd  following  6:7 = 6:30    (also says after September 23) 

MONT.PELLIER = "named mountain" = Ninurta, whose sigil is 'the mountains' as well as the two headed eagle 

 

6 30 The last line  seen to have the final  HANDWRITTEN “S” 
Via the appearance of the feigned sanctity , 
(pantomime in the evening 4 73 4 – holograms) 
The siege will be betrayed to (as) the enemies: 
In the night when they trusted to sleep in safety , 
Near Brabant will march those of Lieges. 

let us not ignore 7 23 (seventh centuries twenty third) do you see how they all relate? 

 

7 23 and see 3 56  
The Royal sceptre will be forced to take, 
that which his predecessors had pledged.    the treaties 
because they do not understand about the ring cronus visor 
when they come to sack the palace. the Vatican? 

1 95 2 D' heroic fang de moine & veftutifque:         from the illustrious and ancient line of a monk. 
Dalai Lama or PSELLUS, both named in quatrains

 

HEROICS  QUIETEN U.S  SCENARIO  VESTED  GODS  NAME IN  MARDUK   
SANG: HEROIC HE-ROD QUEST QUITS  MAGNITUDE EVENT  IN  MODERN  SUIT. 

2 32 1 Laict fang genoil les efcoudre en dalmatie  ƚ557  Milk,  blood frogs prepared in Dalmatia.  
eastern Adriatic

 

 [you]  SCOUNDREL NEGRO GOERING ESCALATING U.S. REGION SELL GANGSTER MAFIA ANTICS.  

 Tau Cetian 
CASTING AROUND SEES ILLS, SEE LAND MADE OIL-SCOURED ILL. MALTA EUENT  L  DOREANS

o MALTA EUENT: in 8 6 2 Luyfant, print Malte fubit fera eftainte,   Malta is taken, suddenly it will be extinguished.  The Adriatic event 
o The next line in the quatrain says "as far as Moors (mauris) Mauretania, and Sardon"                                                                      C+F+SPAUUN 

2 45 1 Trop le ciel pleure.  Androgyn procree. manuscript Too much the heavens weep. for the Androgyne begotten/made 

L. DOREAN POLICE  GORY UNREAL PETROL NUCLEAR~  PILE RADON ENERGY, AND LEPROTIC
 unknowing of

  CORE-RULE   PROGENY.      
CHARLES SPAUUN

GOLDEN PLAYER ICELANDER  REAPED  OLD  LEGENDARY.  NAMED /2018, Iceland has voted in a 41 year old female leader)  DOG YEAR 

2 51 1 Le fang du iufte a Londres fera faulte,  The blood of the just will be committed at a falsity at London,
false flag – the 7 7 red bus explosion?

 

L DOREAN JUDGED JUST :  ONE TALENT ALONE TELL S  FALSE  JESU E.N.E. SENT  OANNES FONDLERS  AFAR  STEAL FAULTS,  FEARS,  GAS.  
JUST only FOR  UURONGFUL  FLATTERING  LEANT.    "steals faults and fears" means copies them 
 

http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Isaiah%2029&version=NIV#en-NIV-18196
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There are 19 ANDROGYNE, DOREAN,  lines from the Computerized Template from Allan Webber. Removed from here to make pdf room, 
having reached 40 pages at this stage.  Hopefully they will be included in a follow-up collection. If you are eager to see them they are:  
2 68 4, 2 87 4, 3 51 3, 3 64 1,  5 34 3. 5 96 1, 6 3 4, 6 13 1, 6 22 2 (which says in part APPRAISER  ;  
RESPOND UUEAPON LENDERS FITS 'FIX' RECRUITMENT FAX

 /facts
 L

/Pisces
 ) 6 56 4,  7 4 3, 8 42 2. 9 2 3 (which says GUARDEDNESS: SO ISRAEL 

ARE MY ROGUES)  9 40 4 ,  9 50 2, 9 58 1 (DOREAN STAGE-GATES SCOUT  RAY- DIVERT END.)  10 8 1,  10 25 1, 10 29 4. 

3 39 1 Les sept en trois moins en concorde, The seven made three months joined  , 

INSCONCED  IN  ROTTEN  SIMEON  STEPS  SEEPS  CLONES  SINCE  LESS  CONCORD  
:  MONITORS  PORTENT  EMISSIONS... these texts CONCERNED  OLD  ELDER  SEPTENTRIONIS 

4 56 4 Rouftir la langue & la chair & les os.  Roasting the tongue and the flesh and the bones.  Satanic cannibalism 

 ALLAN, HELEN, STIR OUR  ETHERIAL  E.A. 
Elohim Alliances

 THEATRICAL 
Eucharist

 THERSES  SOS TALE 
 

8 60 4 Violent terax perdra le NORLARIS.          Violent [troop], the wild beast will lose Lorraines'.  Super-soldiers 

TOLERANT APEX  OARS, XP
 Eloim

LOAN  DOREAN  LORRAINE EXTRA EVIL RIVALS. ALTERATION  VENTILATORS: RETAX , DRAPE,
 cover 

A  LONE R
/Draco

 

8 69 4 De trois deux l'un huitiefme feraphin.      Of  three 
(Arm.Marg.Eddur) 

eight Seraphim
/Arm [is] 

 the first 
[of THE] 

two.   
SEE 5 86 1 Par les deux teftes, & trois bras fepares,   Divided by the two heads and three arms,    ArmMargEddur 

IT SEEMS  HESPERIA western  IESUIT SEPHIROT DISORIENTED.          (Hesperia also means Venus = Luciferian) 
SERAPHIM  LUX  lightup  THE  DISORIENTED,  RESHAPE TIMES  IN  HESPERIAN western TIMES /Mandela Effect 
HINTED:  ITEMISED in 84 Extra  RE-EMPHASIS;  AMPERES  SUIT  XLV (Zeta45) USED 

9 50 2 Mettant arriere un peu les Norlaris:  Putting the Lorrainers a little behind: 
the Lorrainers are the fallen ones living under Lorraine, forum not completed

 

 RELIES SURREAL UR EA, OAR, ARTISAN,
Da Vinci 

ORNAMENT 
Nostradamus  

RESULT SANE TRUER MUTINEER PUTIN SITS AT REAR LEMON ART.
who is now a "Younger  Elder", Magdalene becomes Putin in the same "Lemon Art" which is the Last Supper with a lemon at each plate.  

10:8:1  Index & poulfe parfondra le front   Rendering  the front/mind  indexed & pulsed [merging] controlling, 
mind reading

 

POETESS INDEXES DOREAN EXTEND SPEAR FAR IN FRONT.  

10 40 3 Iceluy mort LONOLE donra ropique, 
[When] 

he died London given touched up 
copy

,  

LONE ADORN,
Ornament-Nostr.

LEONARDO; CLUE TO MY LONDON NOON TORNADO. ICE ATOP LONDONER LYCEUM 
9 48 3 in the winter & the spring 

DEPLORATION 
(lamenting) 

PATRONIC 
Vatican

 EQUIP
/cause  

RADON OLDEN  MORTUARY
 (see CREMATION MANTICORE )

 LOT/Giza   DOREAN  
4:55:3 Mort preƒagee de ƒang ƒtatue taincte, Death foretold, the statue stained with blood, 

(Ancient Comet presage = Nemesis ASTUTE
.
ICON

.
COMMITTEE

.
AGENT

.
REPORTS

.
ANCIENT

.
COMET

.
PRESAGE.  

METEOR
.
CREMATION

.
MANTICORE

.
T
.
AGE

.
STATUE,

IS.
STAGE

.
GATE

.
ANGST. (‘T’ AGE = Age of Leo, see The Triple Method)  

TUNGSTATE
.
OMITTANCE

.
PRESTORAGE

.
SEED

.
AGEDNESS; STAGNATES.   (The seed banks, not built strong enough 

ICON COMMITTEE = The Cassiopeians  AGENT = Nostradamus  MANTICORE = Sphinx  STAGE GATE = stargate under the Sphinx  

1 89 2  Metans a mort tous ceux de Loyre &  Seine  
DUTEOUS MEAD (MODERN NOSTRADAMUS SOUL MATE) EXTENDS TRUE EMOTION, NUMERATES NAMED MASTER  MAESTRO’S  
MAITRE’S NOXIOUS REMOTE INSANE SECRETS ACUTELY.   NAMED OLDEST TIME DAHL, E.N.E. EXECUTES SECURE MEND. ALERTS  
OUTCOMES RESONANTLY.  MEAD TOLD YOU ROTTEN ROME’S  OUTERMOST  TOAD’S DRACO SODOMY EXECUTION REASONS  
STORMY, Enlil NOSY, Altairan TREASONOUS  EXCREMENT Alcyone Atlas etc  ‘TOYS’:  DESECRATED MEDIEVAL CALENDAR MEASUREMENT  UIA  
ERRONEOUS  CONTEXT, TO AROUSE  ALIEN  CLAUSES, INCLUDES  ENCOUNTERS  MUTATE  YOUR MINUTE  ANCESTRAL  DNA TAXONOMY 
the biblical alteration of our DNA (to "120 years) thus removing the immortal factor 
SELDOM SO EXTREME CANOE  Earth CONCERN.  DEMONIC NEMESIS STAR IS DOMINATE, EXERTS YELLOWSTONE  IN ADORE  
UOLCANO SMELTED, CONSUMMATE COOLEST MUD ORNAMENT’S /Libra SENDS TREMULOUS. DERO RAIDS RUINS. CAR

 DERO-ADORE-ORNAMENT = that same date again! And see the next lines below.     Ornament also refers to Nostradamus
READ: TORTUROUS MENACES YEAR SIXTEEN TOAD (Vatican) DOES MOMENTOUS:  NUMEROUS TAXES, MOLESTATION,  TUMEROUS 
ULCERATION, STEALS MINOR, NECROTOMY, takes organs CONSUME MOST.  MASTERED EXTRACT RANSOM.  

see ‘pity the children’quatrains 
MOMENTOUS CENTURIES SCALED TAXONOMY(reptilesTALE, NOSTRADAMUS EYES ONE’S  TIME DIMENSION EXISTENCE EXTREMESMandela  
ARTIST DA UINCI  MADE  EXOTIC LEMON CLUES TO TELL  AS  EXTRANEOUS  ALIENS SARDONIC  X-RATED  ELOCUTION MERIT   
MERE small TUNES  frequencies
ELO’IM SOURCE RUSSIAN ADORE MUTINEER, MET ICON AND EERIE LOCUST MANTIDS NOSTRADAMUS MET EARLIER:  
AROMATIC SAINTDOM CREATOR RACES  CARE: TREES, NECTARIES, CALAMITY IS NASTY EXTRA TERRESTRIAL MANSLAYER.  
EXERCISE IN NON EXISTENCE ANXIETY. non existent fears IS NOT MAN ALIEN.  
IS INCLEMENCE CERN MADE (COMELY good looking MANIAC SATAN’S) EXTREME CESSATION,   SCIENTISTS STYLE AS ‘MERELY TOXIC’ 
CLIMAX.   UNTO  YOU  TO  STYMIE  SENILITY  ƚ  AT  YORE               senility from before = nuclear attack several thousand years ago
SEXCENTENARY Centuries Six? MILL UUHEEL MOTOR  UUAY MYSTERIES/galaxies SLOUUS:  
ATOMIC, NUCLEAR, MUTATES:  MOLESTED IMMORTALITY 
  is this Chani’s sonicboom? Sixth century from when?  Answer: i555 and i557 
  Centuries 11 and 12 do refer back to certain quatrains in Centuries 6. 

STEEL  METAL  AUXANOMETER,  NOISE TONE LOOSED ON EARNEST MOODY CITY RIOTERS  ENTICED,  SOUR EXCITEMENT  
(NO MODESTY) how correct is that! refer back to rioting women with vaginas on their head and other places 
LEONINE,  VRIL  SADIST, Aldebaran/S.S.  ELITE ENEMY MILITARY INDUSTRY NO EXCUSE: – AIR DOOM IS  UUARM  SUUEALTER.  
ELECTRICITY.  OIL. MONEY.  UUATER.  MARXIAN COMMIES CENSOR MATED TUUO UARIOUS MOROSE ANIMALS.  LOUUEST MEMORY 
CELLS  UUOOD, TREES LEAUES this is saying that the elite forget about the mucilage, the biospheres – all of which suits the A.I. agendas  
MONSANTO  SCUM  ESTEEMED NEUROTOXINS 
MOMENTOUS DEXTROUS SLAYER REMOTE SATELLITE, RETICULAN NET AIMS ENORMOUS D.E.UU. RAY:  moment-ous=sudden 
REASON IS EMULATOR’S CLOUD MOUSE UNSEEMLY ATOMS (AND ONTO MONEYLESS ROUT AROUND MA)  the economy failure
MANTICORE ORDINATES/Giza SECOND SUN MISNOMERED ANU TALENT EXECUTIONERS DATES EARLY MAY
SATELLITE IS SURELY MOON’S TEST - MONSTER MATE UNSETS. REASON TRUSTY MEMO DATA 

 Yrez encontre amis de. Tarraconne, (Roman Catalonia or Iberia) Of  Iraq  anger against Catalonia (or Iberia in Spain) friends.;7 22 2  
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ARTEMIS [Orion Group]  ERADICATORS  AIM  MARIE asteroid AT MANTICORE  Sphinx  CREMATIONS  

NONES  MAI  RYE [Celtic Spring]  DATE  MANTICORE  [Sphinx]  CREMATIONS   [Roman nones 5th day of the month]  
see the "clue" provided in both 9 48 and 4 55 3 above – in the winter and in the spring   

6 30 4 Braban Lieges  
BIG BEAR Ursa Anu ABLE BRIBES; GARBLE BABEL, SIGN AGES removed 324 years GRABBING LEASE: BRAGS  GLIB  LIE, BEGAN 
ARES genocide – BEGIN LABS RAGE the super soldiers under S4 
ALGEBRA BEING metrician BEGINS LARGE BEANS pulse RANGE BASE SEARING BEGGARS RABBLE Gaza/Giza ALE, date 
(this pairs 4 55 3 Mort presagee de sang statue taincte Death foretold, the statue stained with blood in  to BAR Cancer.  

PRESAGE REPORTS COMET METEOR CREMATION AT MANTICORE STATUE SITUATE INCINERATION MAI. Pairs 7 22 2, 10 40 3 & 10 47 1  

ANGER GENIAL SAGE BIBLE ANGEL AS ARISEN RING BASE, using time lines Pegasus orbs J-Rod52 . BINS ALIENS ERA ABLE LEGS EGGS BRAINS 
ELSE AA ancient aliens  GRABBING GARAGE Earth. BIG BIBLE BEINGS RAGE GALE  ast three months of a year  (9 48 3)  

  LEGS EGGS – Pegasus orbs, those with the Elohim Alliances

10 47 1 De Bourze ville a. la dame Guyrlande (in Adriatic & Leonardo cont. pages 6 and 7. Highly pertinent to now and GUNS) 
BOURZEGUYRLANDE =  URSA GYRE FALCON (Horus) LANDS 

  BURNED BURDEN  BRAZEN UGLY NUDE OGRE ROGUE DOG Anubis  BREED UNDER  LUNG air breather YOUNGER ELDER DULY BEGAN
OUR BLUE BUG URGED GROUNDED ZERO, END BUYER RULE AGE.   READ YOUR EZRA ALOUD. 
LED GUNNED : BLURRER DUNG BULLY ARE ZULU LORD ANU DOZEN ZONE (RUN OLD ZEBU/African GOLD LADDER RUNG stargates) 
10 47 3 LEONFORMANDE    DEED 
NAMED A MODERN MEAN FELON LEO FOOL DREAMER, DRONE FLAME ON MOANER AMENDED NERD FONDLER.   FERAL DERO 
DEMON MEN DEED EARNED  NODAL END, ROME DONE RA ENROL FAR ARM NEAR  RED MOON LANE

From the town of Burgos the Garlanded (Andromeda Cncl)  lady  
They Andromeda Cncl will impose for the treason committed: 
The great prelate of Leon via (because of)"Formande", 
Undone by false pilgrims and ravishers.

10 47 1 De Bourze ville a. la dame Guyrlande   (Demiurge = half bred god) 
READ LOYAL MEAD UNDER:  BELOVED YOUNGER ELDER Nostr. GAVE 
ANALOGY IN EVIL "UNLOVING" RAVE...LIVING LIBRARY  ODD BALL GARDEN BURGLARIZER...DIALOGUE  GENERALIZED 
ROYALLY BRED UGLY ANGEL OLD DEMIURGE  DEVOURER  ARRANGED IN , BLED MINOR DAZED.  
ALLELUIA ELOIM  DELAY AGILE DOZEN VALUED LEGALIZE, GULLIBLE BEGUILED LAZY NAÏVE VULNERABLE VENALIZED 
GLOBALLY BY NEUU UUORLD ORDER UUELL-MADE GLORY-BE  OVER, REMEDIAL AMAZED 
ANALYZE  VALUABLE  MIRROR  IDEA                 

10 47 3 Le grand prelat de Leon par Formande 
MEAD, LEARN.ED GALLANT LONDONER PLEAD:  FLAG  FALLEN  ANGEL  ARROGANT  PLAN  LARGE DANGER  ALERT:
REPEL FELON REAPER REPTO-DRAGON ( ) RENDER PRENATAL DEMON DNA PROPnatureONTO PROLE NEAR PROLONG FEAR
10:47:3 Le grand prelat de Leon par Formande, formant – to take shape  )from Allan Webber's Template) 
XX Elohim :  FOREPLAN NAMED ENGLANDER ALDERMAN Simon Parkes  FROM  CassiopeiaA .  FOR: TO OPEN RANDOM PEARL DEALT

 (ides of March in Pisces) =  
o Formande will be a French word, possibly hybridized, but capitalized for the purposes of codes within codes   
o it means      being formed 
Of (about) Bourze Ursa town. the Garlanded (Andromeda Cncl) to dame  [Mead] lady  
They Andr. Cncl will impose for the Ursa/Anu treason committed: 
The great prelate of Leon POPE via (by way of)  shape shifting. 
o : taking the opportunities offered via the "random pearl of knowledge of the truth" in TO OPEN RANDOM PEARL DEALT

other words – making concrete use of  the Hidden Texts proffered 
o   Simon Parkes  so Simon Parkes has a qualifier  too = "Alderman".  In the Template created by Allan ENGLANDER ALDERMAN

Webber, which he handed to me, the word PARQUES appears in 28 quatreins . The word ALDERMAN  has  four  lines too.   
   and always makes me jump, since it usually means a directive pointing out that the "U" inside ParqUes refers to "Urania", 

9 60 2 Sang eƒpandu trembler la Dalmatie,  Dalmatia to tremble [earthquake] shedding blood: 

o (!) UNDREAMT 
/Simon Parkes,IS those not born like humans (!)    people  ALDERMAN AGENESIS GENS SPANS PAGES:  

o 6 50 4 RATES ALDERMAN/Simon Parkes TENUOUS POROUSairy mixture ROOTS genetics  for all we know – Simon Parkes could be EnKi these days  UP,
OUR ART MASTER (Da Vinci) which is what the forums LEONARDO AN INCARNATION OF ENKI are about pairs C+F+6 71 3 SAME. 
MA/October STARTS AS SOUND PATTERN.refers to the “great translation in October when all will think she has lost her gravity” Earth  

Cass-Elohim.Alderamin in Cepheus STAR ON TREE. Yule date? and or a sideways reference to the real Yeshua source  .A.
= STUPOR stars not in their order. ASTARTE/Orion OANNES ADEN PORT, ATTEND SUDAN TREASON   

o 6 71 3 Celuy qui moins le.  viendra lamenters (in Qubits forum) 
o MEAD'S NAME 

(Parks, Simon Parkes) MENTIONS EVIL MENDACIOUS ILLUSION VISION
 shape shifter LIONISM.See 'Jesus' in Last Supper  

MEAD NAMES IN MEDITERRANEAN CLUE UNIQUE QUEENS MENTAL
thinking 

ALDERAMIN,
/Cepheus King of kings

 J-RODLII52    

 CEMENTS-CONCRETE CONQUEST MATURE UNIONS MYSTERY
SAME AS MEAD’S NAME =   NUMERATES  UNAMERICAN  MANTIS ALDERMAN PARKES

 = Simon Parkes

MEANT forum  ALARMED ARM
/Cepheus Seraphim

.   EERILY IN  “Babel to Rome” pathway of false meteors  YULE
 “OMISSION ILLUSIVE YESUS YEARS” refers to the "i" & "y" prefix changed to a “1”.  

which needs to be rectified by having the calendars repaired ~ see pdf forum  FIX THE CALENDARS  
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i557 publication i555 publication 

In the i555 (first) printing, the word Calendar is spelt plural – making it either the tenth Calendar or the Ten Calendars 
which of course, is a Century.  It could be a reference to the Julian Calendar which commenced in April...   made Gothic. 
Once again pointing to Roman times becoming Gothic times. 
That is: the century the Romans left Britain to its own devices (call it anytime after 420 C.E. taking  a bit over a hundred 
years to recover from the volcanic effects)  BECOMING  GOTHIC   viz;  ca i582 with pope Gregory.  
The i582 timing is the date of ratification of the Edict Bull of pope Gregorius  in Rome.   
The actual calculations for this new calendar having taken a decade or two to compile.  
Meantime, and parallel to these auditing activities in Rome, the Byzantine "royalty" were on their own path to "repairing" 
calendar dates.  Guided (according to these texts) by off world insistence, with prince Otto approaching his relative,  king 
Constantine (VII according to Niemitz.  Wikipedia says VIIIth) to have July i676 changed to Yuletide of 1,000 Anno Domini. 
Thus the monk Psellus the Younger was really publishing his Cronographia not in I055A.D. but in 731. Much closer to the 
Greek named therein who described quantum physics. 
This takes me back to 1 42 4 which was intended to take the reader to the works of Psellus. The Cronographia being one. 
The words d'Amant and  Pselyn/Psellus can, however be read to mean another published work of Psellus written in Greek 
and translated by Marcus Collisson I843 and Dr. Charles Nicholson (which I am just now reading) called : 

De Operatione Daemonum (On the Operation of Daemons). 
www.esotericarchives.com/psellos/daemonibus.pdf  

(Pseudo-)Psellos, Michael, and Marcus Collisson. Psellus' Dialogue on the. Operation of Daemons. 

"Introduction: 

MICHÆL  PSELLUS, who flourished in the eleventh century,  
the Author of this little treatise on the operation of 
Dæmons, was an eminent philologist, philosopher, and 
scholar, and filled the office of Tudor to the young Prince 
Michiel, son of Constantine Ducas, with great credit to himself, 
as appears from the eulogium passed on him by Anna 
Comnena, daughter of the emperor Alexis (Alexiados, lib. v.) 
Beside other works, he wrote an exposition of Aristotle’s 
Philosophy, and Commentaries on the Book of Psalms and 
Solomon’s Song. Mosheim, the ecclesiastical historian, pays 
the following tribute to his worth:— 
“But the greatest ornament of the Republic of Letters in the  
eleventh century was Michael Psellus, a man illustrious in  
every respect, and deeply versed in all the various kinds of  
erudition that were known in his age.  This great man  
recommended warmly to his countrymen the study of  
philosophy, and particularly the system of Aristotle, which  
he embellished and illustrated in several learned and ingenious productions.” 

"—“Though we cannot discover with certainty, from all that is said in the Gospel concerning possessions, whether 

the dæmons were conceived to be the ghosts of wicked men deceased, or lapsed angels, or  (as was the opinion of 
some early Christian writers, Iust. M. Apol. : 
1.) the mongrel breed of certain angels (whom they understood by the sons of God, mentioned in Genesis, ch. vi., 

2) and of the daughters of men, it is plain they were conceived to be malignant spirits. 

‘Art  thou  come hither,  , to torment us before the time?’ Matt. viii., 29.” 

—whilst  our  Lord  says,  delivering  the  future  judgment;  

http://www.esotericarchives.com/psellos/daemonibus.pdf
http://www.esotericarchives.com/psellos/daemonibus.pdf
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“Depart ye cursed into everlasting fire, prepared for the devil  and his fa l le n angels:  

indeed,  the  scriptural opinion appears to be that, as the devil walketh about like a roaring lion seeking whom 
he may devour, going to and fro in the earth, walking up and down in it, so his emissaries, the apostate [elite] 

angels, the dæmons, roam through every part of  it,  inflicting  diseases,  tempting  to  sin,  and  blasting 

physical as well as moral good.” 

"Surely  a supercilious contempt for the Anakim of ancient literature, which would censure them unheard, or  

consign their writings  to  oblivion;  is  no  mark  of  either  liberality  or  wisdom in the present age." 

Define apostate: 

one who leaves behind their religious or political beliefs 

making the twelve Apostles simply 12 men who had abandoned their former beliefs.  

We know them mostly as the twelve Disciples, having taken on new disciplines. 
3 94 ornament 

For five hundred years more one will keep count , i557 + 500 

Who was the ornament of his times:     TIMES plural/Nostradamus 
Then suddenly to one a great light given,             The Triple Method 

By that century it rendering them very satisfied. 

 

aornemët 
aor Latin means   "they assert, affirm. "  nem  Latin means "swim, float" [fly].  met = "myself."   et  Latin means: "even both" 

lapsed angels, the mongrel breed 

recall 1 41 with its hidden messages regarding what happened to the Plejaran angels (the very quatrain before 1 42 
which contains Psellus)  
1 41 2 Peu efchapes :  non loing de mer conflict  i557 publication 
PARUECHAL  EUNUCHISED, MONGRELISED,  GENTLE ALCIONE AS ‘MANURE’,  PERFECT FENCE MEN CENTURIES  FOR  
U.I.P  AND  M.P. 
1 41 2 a) Peu efchapes : ditrochee 
HEAP (Pleiades) ESCAPE UP AS SHEEP, PUSH AS ‘FAECES’.  (CUP/Casseopea SEES FUSE PHASE)  CHEF  (HCP) : SHE SEES EACH  

the word "faeces" refers to the "Heap", Manure, Pile under the "tail" of Taurus. The collection of stars known as the Pleiades 
inhabited by real and false or "fallen" angels, with the "FUSED PHASE" being the advent of their take over via their DNA 

1 41 2 b) non loing de mer conflict 
NECROTIC LEMON DEMON FONDLING ALCIONE, INCREMENT MONGREL, DNA INFECTION CONTROLLING,  DONE IN CONFLICT 
Lemon Demon – one of the Anakim off worlders hidden at a lemon on the table of the Last Supper     See Da Vinci at Folio 8 

to torment us before the time?’ Matt. viii., 29.”  Matthew here is stating a prophecy (seen in a cronor visor) 

Psellus was actually living in the years 694 to 772 C.E. (not I055 the publication date for The Cronographia) and 
seemed to be aware of the alteration of the Byzantine calendar in July 676 C.E. 

everlasting fire, prepared for the devil and his angels: 

this has always been the end fate for that of evil (d'evil) and its apostates, after having been "put in irons" for a 
thousand years. The everlasting fire refers to being captured in time (recall the fiery conduits) 

like a roaring lion 

"like a" meaning from that place which is the constellation of Leo 

seeking whom he may devour, 

he prefers children 

so his emissaries, 

the cloned and or "walk in" copies 

the apostate angels, the dæmons, 

inflicting  diseases,  tempting  to  sin,  and  blasting physical as well as moral good.” 

Anakim (fallen angels) of ancient literature. 
DEFINE  apostate: one who renounces religious or political beliefs. Thus the 12 "apostles" were rebelling against the politics of 
the times, led by Jesus-Immanuel. In exactly the same manner [the original] David Icke was doing 

" In ƚ054, after the ecclesiastical upheaval following the definitive separation of the Greek and Roman churches, Psellus 
withdrew from academic work into monastic seclusion, adding Michael to his baptismal name. Recalled by the empress 
Theodora (1055–56) to serve as her prime minister, he continued in the office during the reign of his former student, the 
emperor Michael VII Ducas (1071–78). Having urged the Emperor to reject any overtures towards reunion with Rome, Psellus 
was forced into final exile when the Byzantine Macedonian dynasty's internal struggle between aristocratic and military 
families resulted in Michael's deposition and the accession of the emperor Nicephorus III Botaneiates (I078–81). Manifesting 
encyclopaedic knowledge, Psellus composed treatises and poetry, all characterized by forceful and sometimes virulent 
expression, on themes in theology, philosophy, grammar, law, medicine, mathematics, and the natural sciences. Foremost 
among his writings are a tract, “Commentary on Plato's Teachings on the Origin of the Soul,” and the Chronographia, which 
recounts the events from the accession of the emperor Basil II to that of Nicephorus III.  
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Notable also among Psellus' literary remains are his correspondence, consisting of more than 500 letters, and his funeral eulogy 
for Michael Cerularius, patriarch of Constantinople and principal force behind the Schism of ƚ054. With this change, Byzantine 
thought returned to the idealism of early Greek  Christianity as exemplified by the 4th-century  Cappadocian school of Gregory 
of Nazianzus and Gregory of Nyssa. " 

Copyright © 1994-2002 Encyclopædia _  
"The Byzantine historian Michael Psellus the Younger [b. I018- d. I078  OR I096]  contribution to our understanding of the 
crusades comes from his Chronographia, which provides a history of Byzantine emperors immediately before the First Crusade.  
His work is especially useful for providing details of the decline of the Byzantine Empire in the decades prior to the crusades. 
Especially useful is his history of Romanus IV Diogenes who reigned and took part in the disastrous Byzantine defeat to Turkish 
forces at Manzikert in 1071.[1]  This defeat made clear just how dangerous Turkish forces were to the continued existence of the 
Byzantine Empire and encouraged eastern Christians to look to the West for help, ultimately resulting in the crusades.* 
[1] 1071. Being really I071. in actuality, 747 C.E. 
* ultimately resulting in the crusades.  Recall in previous forms of the hidden texts that the First Crusade included those of the 
Breton?  The same which fought in VVilliam the Bastard's  Hastings and "handed the keys over".  
Those Bretons which Nostradamus said "If it would be better Breton acquaint Norman".  9 7 4, yet our history tells us otherwise 

Alt title: (Gr.) 

; 


(Lat.) De operatione daemonum; 
dialogus de energia seu operatione daemonum  Transcribed and corrected by Joseph H. Peterson: esotericarchives.com 2007. 

 

1   "I have supplied you to fiddle with and get lost in them as one-does." 
When trying to make sense of the senseless  you will need the: 

a)  cipher-codes  which appear on Folio 1 of the web site: 
b) The two pdf forums Computerized Anagram Templates (sitting in Folio 7) 
c) The published Centuries, "The Propheties"  done while Nostradamus was still alive   to check the spelling 
d) The Triple Method which guides you to find: 

(i) Alkhemye List of Key Words (includes the Celestial Runes) 
(ii) Celtic Clues  (collection of key words which provide dates) 

(iii) Celtic Tree Zodiac – which are not the same dates as the modern Astrological Zodiac 
So far as the punctuation directives apply:  take note of the ditrochee (full stop or colon sitting within the line) to divide it 
for separate anagram deciphering. First work the entire line, then the separated parts, giving you more 
 

"[NEXUS magazine article] suit with built-in toilet facilities."  Supposed technology  "scientists just discovered".  
"Scientists"  rarely "discover" technology – it is nearly always handed to them by off worlders who want us controlled by 
their tech-nology and are well on the way. Most "scientists"  are influenced in several ways to "find" technological things, 
sometimes genetically. Genetic influence is almost always provided by off worlders, one way or another, chemical is one. 
The human need for greed has always been our own nemesis, and to have our "cloned leaders" handed the means with 
which to fulfil that greed is a sign we are not so very smart as sapiens sapiens  implies! 
They will begin with  "KILL CITIES" herding us into their spider-trap. Links provided herein (C.F+CITIES) 
Above all else, they do not want us to have the knowledge which would give us autonomy from them. One such method     
of control they have begun in earnest is to deny us fresh water. 
In researching how to turn non-potable water into drinkable – it came to me that this could also relate to those "smart 
space suits"! We have seen the hint in the word GELATINOUS  in 3 49 1. 
Even though articles are saying this discovery is new and current – I found a 2001 reference to this same technology. 
Although these articles concentrate on salt/sea water, there is nothing to say any non drinkable water might be cleaned 
in this manner, so I ask – is this the technology used for distributing waste into water in the Smart Space Suits? 

Opening Speech by Mr Lim Swee Say, Acting Minister for the ... 
www.nas.gov.sg/archivesonline/speeches/view-html?filename=2001032101.htm 
Mar 21, 2001 - There is probably not much we can do to bring the remaining 2.7% of fresh water areas nearer to us. There is 
however a lot we can do to turn the abundant supply of seawater around us into fresh and potable water. We can do so with    
the use of membrane technology, a non-traditional water treatment ... 
and 

Water desalination technologies utilizing conventional and renewable ... 
https://academic.oup.com/ijlct/article/9/1/1/663897 

by M Shatat -  2012 -  Cited by 31 -  Related articles 
Apr 6, 2012 - The reason for this apparent contradiction is, of course, that ∼97.5% of the earth's water is salt water in the oceans 
and only 2.5% is fresh water in ground water ... The most widely applied and commercially proven technologies can be 
divided into two types: phase change thermal processes and membrane ...  and 

Drinking Water from Solar Power -Prescouter - Custom Intelligence ... 
https://prescouter.com/2015/05/drinking-water-from-solar-power/ 
May 15, 2015 - Using sustainable solar power, this novel system is an inexpensive way of convertingsalt water into drinking 
water that can be used worldwide. MIT researchers teamed up with ... water at the center of the flow. The freshwater stream is 
separated from the increasingly salty ones by a series of membranes. 

ipPORE Membrane Filters | Polycarbonate and Polyester  

Ad www.it4ip.be/en/overview  

http://www.nas.gov.sg/archivesonline/speeches/view-html?filename=2001032101.htm
https://academic.oup.com/ijlct/article/9/1/1/663897
https://scholar.google.com.au/scholar?rlz=1C1XBRQ_enAU763AU763&biw=1034&bih=550&um=1&ie=UTF-8&lr&cites=585851315732180810
https://scholar.google.com.au/scholar?rlz=1C1XBRQ_enAU763AU763&biw=1034&bih=550&um=1&ie=UTF-8&lr&q=related:Sm9p7apcIQip1M:scholar.google.com/
https://prescouter.com/2015/05/drinking-water-from-solar-power/
https://www.it4ip.be/en/
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Wide range of track-etched filters. Strong production capacity & customization. 
30 years of experience · Custom membrane filters  R&D projects 
Types: ipPORE membranes, ipBLACK membranes, ipCELLCULTURE membranes, CUSTOM membranes 

 Contact us 

 Key features 

 Our partners 
The new water technologies that could save the planet | Guardian ... 

https://www.theguardian.com/sustainable-business/new-water-technologies-save-planet 

 Jul 22, 2013 - But while membrane chemistry has been around for several years, it remains a source of intense research and 
development.  "Chemistry significantly contributes to innovative water treatment solutions, such as turning salt water into       
fresh water suitable for human consumption," says Yannick Fovet, head of ... 

Making Seawater Drinkable with Nanotech - Next Nature Network 
https://www.nextnature.net/2014/04/making-seawater-drinkable-with-nanotech/ 

 Apr 21, 2014 - Thanks to a recent discovery in nanotechnology application is it possible to turn seawater into fresh and drinkable 
water. This technology uses a nano-membrane of graphene to filter the salt. A problem scientists and engineers are trying to solve 
for a long time is the filtration of salt from oceans, this process ... 

Ad www.membraneshop.com.au/Seawater  

Filmtec, Hydranautics, GE membranes Shop Online - Local Stock Available. (02) 9484 1300 
Can source most membranes · Large quantities of stock  

 Hydranautics Membranes 

 GE Water Membranes 

 Pressure Vessels 

 Filmtec Membranes 
This Power Generator Runs on Saltwater | Popular Science 
https://www.popsci.com/this-power-generator-runs-on-saltwater 

Aug 5, 2016 - A breakthrough technology could turn estuaries into high-performing power plants. ... Gaze at the end of a river, 
where saltwater and freshwater meet. It may not look like ... Molecules from the freshwater side will squeeze through 
the membrane to dilute the salty side (such is water's love of equilibrium). 

  
1 27 Is a deep well of information. It has appeared in ELOHIM IN ALPHA ORDER,  A.A. ALLEN, JOE BRANDT,   
The PEACEMAKER PART 2, FREE SASAR ENERGY,  MODERN MEANING of QUATRAINS and UNDER GIZA.  
Noting that the word EYE is singular and does refer to the all seeing eye... where ever it is found.,,  

Now step back one pace and look at this image. 
Have you ever seen the medical/optical  diagram of an eye? 
Do we need to go as far as the Really Big Picture to understand certain 
quatrain references to The Eye? 
Is Earth the Iris of our solar system? 
 
 
 
 
 

 
In the PEACEMAKER forum: DALAI LAMAS DIET   8.41  (the fox)   DALAI  LAMA [C.F.+] 2 12   6 57   10 75 

8 41 
A fox will be elected without speaking one word,  DALAI LAMA 
appearing saintly in public living on barley meal,  HIS DIET 
afterwards tyrannizing the hull/Earth so much (because he was cloned) 
Bringing to foot/heel  the greatest / planet  on its/her throat.  
10 75  
Long awaited he will never return,    Jesus Christ-Krishnu 

Appearing within Europe, in Asia:  Sun in theEastern, Saturnines  Western:  5 62 

making Asian appearance 

One of the league Anu- issued from great Hermes,  Ninghizzida-Thoth 
And he will over all other powers of the east grow. 
6 57  
He who was well forward in the realm, 
Having a red chief  Dalai Lama/cardinal close to the hierarchy: 
Harsh and cruel, and it will be made much feared, 
Succeeding  to  sacred  mon.archy. following papal = NWO 
both the Dalai Lama & papal are "sacred monarchy" 

 

 

 

1 17     iris = Latin "iridiscant stone" 
For forty years the iridescent stone is not noticed sailing/moving, 
For forty years it will be seen [to be] all day:    (Tahitians all day in 10 84 1) 

The arid earth will grow more parched, 
And great flooding when in  aperceu (weightlessness)     [Latin. as fish food  

 

https://www.googleadservices.com/pagead/aclk?sa=L&ai=DChcSEwimkK6UiNTZAhWMGI8KHT5BBrMYABAJGgJzYg&ohost=www.google.com.au&cid=CAASE-Rom9ByxS__DCRH6Jc_XZvT_Rc&sig=AOD64_25u2xztjEi803uZGpzvEhpnKrPZw&adurl=&q=
https://www.googleadservices.com/pagead/aclk?sa=L&ai=DChcSEwimkK6UiNTZAhWMGI8KHT5BBrMYABAGGgJzYg&ohost=www.google.com.au&cid=CAASE-Rom9ByxS__DCRH6Jc_XZvT_Rc&sig=AOD64_19WnfkMaBT1uC8qHCGWcBZm2o7SQ&adurl=&q=
https://www.googleadservices.com/pagead/aclk?sa=L&ai=DChcSEwimkK6UiNTZAhWMGI8KHT5BBrMYABAHGgJzYg&ohost=www.google.com.au&cid=CAASE-Rom9ByxS__DCRH6Jc_XZvT_Rc&sig=AOD64_3F7UtbQDOY5eIdDwPv7HfBtR5kQQ&adurl=&q=
https://www.googleadservices.com/pagead/aclk?sa=L&ai=DChcSEwimkK6UiNTZAhWMGI8KHT5BBrMYABAIGgJzYg&ohost=www.google.com.au&cid=CAASE-Rom9ByxS__DCRH6Jc_XZvT_Rc&sig=AOD64_2gzLEIxhQaQUp58qfUK7GeEnWSgw&adurl=&q=
https://www.theguardian.com/sustainable-business/new-water-technologies-save-planet
https://www.nextnature.net/2014/04/making-seawater-drinkable-with-nanotech/
http://www.membraneshop.com.au/brands/Hydranautics.html
http://www.membraneshop.com.au/brands/GE.html
http://www.membraneshop.com.au/categories/Membrane-Vessels/
http://www.membraneshop.com.au/brands/Filmtec.html
https://www.popsci.com/this-power-generator-runs-on-saltwater
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1 27 
Beneath the oak tree of Gienne struck by lightning,              
the treasure is hidden not far from there.                                
That which for many centuries had been contained,         
When found dead,  eye coil/spring pierced.   
Those who have commented on the "third" eye of our pineal gland appearing in  

 

1 27 OAK TREE (Gui-en - key for ‘range boom’)   
Lightning: Light bringer/enlightenment, gained by time travel 
Oak Tree quercus: sacred tree. Also means Jove = Jupiter (obs.) 
a stargate cipher is 'acorn' & 'oak'  as is the word 'treasure' 
The  looking glass/cronus visor  IS  the eye of  Horus. 
shape the same as the Egyptian Eye of Horus are also correct 

 

1 27  i557 publication (result of using "By  Thesaural") 
UNDER THE  RANGE BOOM, LAUNCH CHANGES,  
CHILLED HORROR 
NOT FAR (in time) IS THE DISGUISED TREASURE 
WHICH FOR LONG CENTURIES HAD BEEN HIDDEN AWAY  
FOUND DEAD: (stargate) LOOKING / SEEING EYE (glass) cronus visor 

coil/spring DRIVE FLAT. a pun on our third eye no longer used 

1 27 GUIEN = I.E. U.N. GEN fallen angels  ENG. NEUU  GUN IN NG, Oct 28-Nob 24  GNU deer is Capricorn  = GENUINE ING raptoring harvest 

The French word gue means "ford, crossing".   We have learned that capitalization does not mean what every-day 
readers think, and this word guien is pronounced "gayen" and means en gue – crossing made [over] – thus a stargate 

1 27 1 Deffoubz de chaine Guien du ciel frappé  ,  Chani's oak tree under struck by lightning See "BOOMERANG CRAFT"  images 
              keeping in mind that the word oak-tree/quercus/acorn are alkhemye words for stage gate-stargate 
NICE GOLDEN CUBE ZEE BAND FOULED UP BAD LEGEND DRACO LIZARD   (ADORES BLEEDING)  

 EUNUCHIZER the ones which crossbred the Pleiadians  UNDID PEACEFUL the Pleiadians  IN GROUP DISBELIEF
FEEDS PUBIC FINES ONCE after FLUIDS DRIED-UP IN HAZE:   SHE DEFINES GRAPHENE DEDUCED, UUHICH 

(Latin: theirs, sewn together, stitched)DOUBLE-FACED SPACE NANO  SUI  UNZIPPED 
CHANI GRACE BEFUDDLES UNPURE URANIA DOZEN UP, FUDGED PLEBEIAN CRUDE 

 RUSSIAN DILIGENCE DECODES BRAZEN IGUANA EGOS DIFFERENCE
C+F+BOOMERANG will take you to the photos collected of Lightning which have accidentally caught various craft 
arriving in that lightning.  Recall what Ileana said regarding a cigar/cylinder craft absconded by the Tau Cetian 
(Dorean) that they were using it? Recall I have been saying since the very beginning of these works that there is 
one exception to the owners of cigar-cylinder craft – that this craft seems to be used by the Tau Cetians. Here is the 
reason. First one had to discern that these "Swedes" were not shape shifted other worlders (and this is what led to 
the pdf forum 29 NORDICS). It puzzled me on reading Linda Moulton-Howe's article "Interview with William" that 
the craft arriving every Sept. 11 (his birthday) since he was a child,  seemed to be one built by the Negatives.  
The fact that they would care for William (saved his life once) from childhood, a most unexpected string of deeds 
had they really been of the Negative type!  The explanation for this arrived with Ileana's videos  – her details of  

 the "police department" Tau Cetians taking the ship after overwhelming the Negative [child-eating] Occupants. 
removed 1 27 2, 1 27 3, 1 27 4,  3 11 4, 3 41 4,  4 6 1,  6 80 2, not yet worked with. Due to PDF size constraint.  
Will appear in ANDROGYNE, DOREAN Part Two 
4 6  1 D'habits nouueaux apres faicte la treuue   

LATER UUE CITE SAFE HIBA BITS BI BIT 
HAD OUUN ARUSPEX    NOUU TRUE 
UUATER HEADS CALIFATE TOUUNS   
UUREATHED SAFER ~ RETICULATE HABITUDES 

By the new outfit after the find is made. After the stargate is found –      
a new space suit? 

BI BIT: binary bits    HIBA: life in vitro 
ARUSPEX: divination - by time travel 
THIS DOES SOUND LIKE A SPACE SUIT – see 3 2 

 
3:2:1 VOICE ACTIVATION CONFERS MATERIAL MATTER 

V is the Andromeda Council, said to be dimensional beings, 
therefore “conferring material matter” indicates they must “pass on” 
duties which are of a material format, such as handing to the 
Procyons the job of clearing out the reptilian bases worldwide. This 
was done by sonics 
ASTONISHING LAUNCH ENCOMPASS  EARTH TO MILKY WAY 
– MYSTERIOUS SECRET 
POSSESSING FOREIGN MATERIAL STABILIZER   
CONSCIOUS SPIRIT ~ ENTIRE COGENCY 

able to think while using the Star gate 
UNEQUALLED AEGIS BEYOND  
ORBITING PLANETOID CITY ~ ARK AT THE FOOT 

 
       Le divin verbe donrra a la substance   
The divine word will give substance to  
       Comprins ciel, terre, or occult au laict mystique:  
Heaven, earth,  gold hidden included within mystic milk 
(the sun/Leo) in the Milky Way 
      Corps, ame esprit ayant toute puissance  
Body, soul, spirit having all (the same) power  
       Tant soubs ses pieds comme au siege Celique  
AS MUCH UNDER ITS FEET AS IN THE HEAVENLY SEE  
AEGIS a protective shield or force field 
Is the ARK  the “VITRIM” of Cassiopeia In other lines as the “Lunar 
nurseries” Astonishing launch = moving Earth out of harm’s way 
   

On the topic of PRAYER  04/21/2008  from CHANI " helo 413716  

yes prayer and meditation very important must always use together  

prayer u ask then use meditation to lisen 4 answer  

must use in that order first prayer then meditation  

meditation always make u positive  

u must not pray to much cause prayer become disbelif  

wil of god essense ok  

to much prayer cause frewil to become yorwil and not godwil ok  

beter lisen meditation 4 anwer  

what godwil is always good choice    Relates to TRENDIES: "NOT PRAY OMG, PRAY PROPERLY" 
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There are several  lines about this type of event in the 
Hidden Texts 
 
We will be seeing a large number of these visits 
between a Pisces and a Taurus  
 

These are the Eloim Alliances, the Yöd 
 

https://www.facebook.com/Cabrera.Tess/videos/10160203651130372/ 
 

Trump Pulls World From Brink Of W4r By Warning “Deep State” America Will Leave $yria 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WXTZ1DOqfN4&feature=em-uploademail  
 

Joint ET-U.S. Military Force Destroys Annunaki Bases & Tunnels In Gulf of Alaska (2-23-2018) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i-qXR9c-y_Q 
 

https://nexusnewsfeed.com/article/human-rights/sum-of-all-american-fears-in-korea-peace/ 
 

https://nexusnewsfeed.com/article/science-futures/spacex-just-launched-the-first-two-of-nearly-12-000-satellites-to-
blanket-earth-in-high-speed-internet/  
 

https://nexusnewsfeed.com/article/health-healing/removing-msg-from-diet-as-effective-for-pain-as-painkillers-study/  
 

and FOR THOSE OF YOU WHO THINK THE SUN SHINES OUT OF THE PLEIADIANS ... EYES 
There are a few "Messages from Pleiadians" videos doing the rounds.  
The very fact they have not been censored should tell you something. 
Here are some of my debates that these videos  are not for real: 
PLEIADES VIDEOS 
first lie: 
"The Pleiades has seven stars" 
I have no idea why the establishment wants you to think this is true. Of the nine named stars, the ones they tend 
to ignore are Atlas (the brightest) and one of the small ones, variously omitted. These would be fully infiltrated by 
reptilian DNA and it is very strange to omit Atlas.  
According to these texts Atlas, Alcyone and Maia are the compromised societies – so far. 
The Pleiades consists of 40 stars each with a lumin strong enough to be recognised.  
Of these 40,  NINE are named.  
In olden days (in alkhemye language) these were called “Atlas, (the king) Gran, (the Queen) AND The Seven  Sisters.  
They are named in alpha order as follows : 
Alcyone, Asterope,  Atlas,King  Celaeno, Electra, Maia, Merope, Pleione,Queen Taygeta. 
ONE lie was enough. Not wasting my video time on any more. 
Homer was said to have been of Pleiadian extraction. How was he able to deal with human "auric stench"? 

'Pleiadian Message Explaining Everything'             title of a 2 hr video 
Here I have plucked out comments made on this video, stopping halfway through the two hour farce. Much of 
it does contain beautiful information true and pertinent, but when weeding out the planned programming – all 
in all that which sounds good is common sense anyway. 

“Hierarchy” =  a reptilian construct and certainly NOT a Pleiadian custom 
"came 300,000 years ago" – but they, the Anakim, themselves say 450,000  
she makes the new “OWNERS” sound a good thing... slave owners. No one owns anyone 
“share a frequency”  the very thing Plejarens CANNOT DO with us due to our "auric stench" 

"you must make peace and merge with them" (the Lizzies) make peace?  So there is a war? 

 a  free will universe would never say MUST
"open your eye/s of Horus" = illuminati and listen to her constant reference to The Light 
"stop giving over your authority to YOUR parents" the opposite of the Ten Commandments! 
"even tho they do not have bodies like yours (referring to the false Mantis and other non human off worlders 
which have a real input... and the copying of the real Mantids and others) 
"shakra connecting to the gridwork"  ???  See the Hidden Texts about ANTENNAE & Blue Mouse. 

The number 12 is not  of the Living Library, which uses 5 (fingers) 7 (days) 10 (decanate) and the Golden Mean for 

the Fibonacci sequence.            Suddenly they begin quoting the Living Library? 
The number 12 base is used for controlling the Living Library – via technology: latitudes, longitudes, hours of 
the day counted/controlled, calendar months in an orbital year, days thereof (there were once 360 in 705BC. 
An additional 12 has been added at October 2013 and we currently have 377+)  
This constant talk of the Living Library is a “copier” protocol used to fool us, just as they do with their actor 
clone walk-ins, which they have done for thousands of years. 

https://www.facebook.com/Cabrera.Tess/videos/10160203651130372/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WXTZ1DOqfN4&feature=em-uploademail
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i-qXR9c-y_Q
https://nexusnewsfeed.com/article/human-rights/sum-of-all-american-fears-in-korea-peace/
https://nexusnewsfeed.com/article/science-futures/spacex-just-launched-the-first-two-of-nearly-12-000-satellites-to-blanket-earth-in-high-speed-internet/
https://nexusnewsfeed.com/article/science-futures/spacex-just-launched-the-first-two-of-nearly-12-000-satellites-to-blanket-earth-in-high-speed-internet/
https://nexusnewsfeed.com/article/health-healing/removing-msg-from-diet-as-effective-for-pain-as-painkillers-study/
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"without human occupants others cannot access the Library "– then please explain the over 220 off worlders 
which do  use Gaia for a Way Station (Bill Ryan articles. See: Elk Hunter's Contact.

earthfiles
) 

"concentrating on sexuality denies free will" ... thus the gender argument, a reptilian idea, they want us to all be one 
gender, a compromise which excludes breeding our selves. Those from 52,000 years in our future say they have three 
separate genders. The middle one is for Administration of logistics. 

"in the decade of the 1990s"  – huh? 

ʺ “came” to the  U.S.ʺ indicating the narrator is IN the U.S. listen closely, and think how she should have 
worded it had she really been a Pleiadian 
ʺ ʺyour own “channelling” ʺ when the Plejaran themselves know that this is a negative method, warning 
us they never use it - because they use E.S.P.  

mind reading
 TELEPATHY 

This is why they need no kings, nor hierarchy therefrom. 

ʺBRINGERS OF THE DAWNʺ = LUCIFER, CROWLEY...  couldn't help herself, could she! 

ʺI AM  willing to give up difficultyʺ – contradicts what was stated early in the video.  
She describes what is known as Love under Will (which is Crowley again)  
ʺWE WANTʺ are two words not used by real Plejarans. Service-to-self people use these words. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0BKJ_m4p4HY 
 

SOUNDS LIKE A WEAPON TO ME – imagine this at a riot 
https://nexusnewsfeed.com/article/home-family-pets/new-tech-for-fighting-fire-water-gun-that-cuts-through-steel-walls-
could-save-firefighter-lives/  
 

Trump Signs Executive Order Clearing Path For Mass “Deep State” Arre$ts 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Si_SY0cinY&feature=em-uploademail  
 

Where "vibration" means "frequencies" 
https://nexusnewsfeed.com/article/science-futures/new-brain-healing-bracelet-uses-vibration-to-help-stroke-victims-
recover-faster/  
 

ʺbut it totally backfired... 

https://nexusnewsfeed.com/article/human-rights/google-tried-to-censor-what-americans-can-buy-online/ 
Very silently — and very temporarily — this week Google appeared to have chosen a side in the gun control debate in the 
wake of the recent school shooting in Florida that left 17 people dead. Disappointingly, that stance involved censorship of 
what shoppers using the corporation’s search engine could find online. 
On Tuesday morning, people shopping via Google began to notice that any search items related to the word “gun” or the 
category of firearms in general were coming back with zero results. If you were in the market for a glue gun or a nail gun or 
any other such product, you were simply out of luck. 
But it went even further than that. Any shopping search at all that contained the letter string of G, U, and N would come back 
with nothing. Looking to purchase a box set of the TV show “Laguna Beach: The Real Orange County?” Sorry. Trying to find 
that perfect burgundy rug for the living room? Not today. 
In fact, Google’s algorithm restrictions went beyond the term “gun” and prohibited shoppers from finding seemingly any 
item that could be — however tangentially — connected to firearms. If you were searching for auto parts for your Dodge 
Colt, for example, Google was no help. Need some more razors from Remington? Better look elsewhere. 
As demonstrated by YouTuber Douglas Stewart, these restrictions only applied to people using Google’s “Shopping” tab. 
All the words and phrases previously mentioned, as well as the countless others that weren’t, came back with standard 
results when searchers keyed them under the “All” tab. 
It didn’t take long for people to notice what was happening, and many began highlighting the situation on social media. 
Equally quickly, Google caught on that people had caught on. By late Tuesday, as the Washington Examiner pointed out, 
shopping via Google had returned to its previous experience. 
 

ERRATUM 

I have been waiting for someone to pick up my error in the introduction to  

"REAL AGE OF THE GIZA FLOORPLAN" 

 
Where I have the wrong quatrain line, it should be 4 83 3 Son peuple efmeu, fedition non vaine 

 MUSE USE INNOVATION: DEVIATIONS IN TEMPLATE ADDITIONS

3 49 1 Regne Gaulois tu feras bien change, with the word EIGHTEEN removed first, making the year EIGHTEEN  "the issue" (the ??) 

THE REASON THIS EXAMPLE IS HERE RELATES TO 10 39 3  Before/under  eighteen, incompetent age, 
 (age of lepers)  not knowing...     Poles turning sideways 

10 39 4 For the other event will take place sooner.      before  the orbit of 2018 completes,  either   Nemesis effect or The Wave-Fuse Event  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0BKJ_m4p4HY
https://nexusnewsfeed.com/article/home-family-pets/new-tech-for-fighting-fire-water-gun-that-cuts-through-steel-walls-could-save-firefighter-lives/
https://nexusnewsfeed.com/article/home-family-pets/new-tech-for-fighting-fire-water-gun-that-cuts-through-steel-walls-could-save-firefighter-lives/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Si_SY0cinY&feature=em-uploademail
https://nexusnewsfeed.com/article/science-futures/new-brain-healing-bracelet-uses-vibration-to-help-stroke-victims-recover-faster/
https://nexusnewsfeed.com/article/science-futures/new-brain-healing-bracelet-uses-vibration-to-help-stroke-victims-recover-faster/
https://nexusnewsfeed.com/article/human-rights/google-tried-to-censor-what-americans-can-buy-online/
http://www.washingtonexaminer.com/google-tried-censoring-gun-shopping-searches-it-backfired/article/2650230
http://www.thelastamericanvagabond.com/top-news/marjory-stoneman-douglas-school-shooting-random-hoaxed-urged-or-fbi-created/
https://twitter.com/tubytus28/status/968608974366003208?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw&ref_url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.washingtonexaminer.com%2Fgoogle-tried-censoring-gun-shopping-searches-it-backfired%2Farticle%2F2650230
https://twitter.com/xavierdreyman/status/968272365741330433
https://twitter.com/tubytus28/status/968608974366003208
https://twitter.com/KingPrewyoko/status/968592057957781504/photo/1?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw&ref_url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.washingtonexaminer.com%2Fgoogle-tried-censoring-gun-shopping-searches-it-backfired%2Farticle%2F2650230
https://twitter.com/x0x0x00x0x0/status/968372325333815296/photo/1?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw&ref_url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.washingtonexaminer.com%2Fgoogle-tried-censoring-gun-shopping-searches-it-backfired%2Farticle%2F2650230
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2018/02/27/wine-lovers-cannot-buy-burgundy-tipple-google-internet-giant/
https://twitter.com/HesNotTheStig/status/968337507543928832
https://twitter.com/xavierdreyman/status/968281632523407360
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tdFl7KdSHHE
http://www.washingtonexaminer.com/google-tried-censoring-gun-shopping-searches-it-backfired/article/2650230
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Where AS = Aise, ACE verb, where BRAIN.S means the two brained  J-Rod52, where GRACE refers to deeds 
by the Elohim,  SAGE is Nostradamus,  SUBNASAL  means those which produce sonic frequencies via their 
sinus.  The word SCARE means RACES. Where "f" is also "S" .  INFERNAL BUGS would be the very large four        
armed negative Mantis. FROGS here means those from Bufo/Toad.  FABULOUS = using the obsolete inten- 
tion of beyond belief  (in this case ARSENIC in chemtrails which BEGGAR SUNNIER).  COBRA is always Putin 
Urinals is URANILS from Urania, also known as the heavens.  FOUL is SOUL and BORING can mean ROBING. 
The word SO is more often OS the date for "in Capricorn".  BUGGER can be BUGGERER here, the extra ER is available 
        Naturally, the words in most cases are not yet in their context and need to be placed that way. 
One can obtain this Anagram Machine  from AnagramGenius ™  but ensure you get the top-of-the-line one. 

Even the quatrain line itself is telling us in: Regne Gaulois tu feras bien change French 
Gaul 

 realm you will be much changed 

So I held back the words 'FUSE' [EFFECT] along with 'EIGHTEEN'  as the issue at hand  to try to gain more detail: = 
UNION RASCAL ANU CRAB ANGEL (SURE AGGRO CANNIBAL) SCOURING TERROR ERA SCARING, RAISING SUBCRANIAL FEARS . 
AROUSING INCURABLE GAS, UNSOCIAL ABUSE, ORGANISES SUGAR-COAT-NASAL OGRES BOUNCING EARTH USING CERNS A.I 
RAN THE LARCENOUS GRABBING RARE CONNUBIAL AGONIC CARNAL GROIN ANAL ORGAN AS LABIA.CHASE OUR TEENAGERS 
SEE CENSORIAL BANANA GIRL GA-GA ECHO GORE, SEE SIGNS BOUNCER

/pope  
ENABLES  CIGAR CRAFT FOR INTERNAL CARNAGE 

(STEALING HELICAL CASING FANCIES BLURRING SUN-SEA ATEN-ETNA ENERGIES IN EIGHTEEN) GAINS ANNUAL LIEN AGES 
LUNACIES TO EAT SOULS EGO, BEACHING ACHING FISH-FACE' FAECES (FALLEN ANGELS) AGENCIES GOES CHEATING THROUGH 
ALGEBRAIC  IGUANA STONEHENGE {BURIES) STAGE GATES: BECAUSE OF FACTIONS ARGUING, CURSING ANU ARABIC LEAGUE 
OBSCURING INSANE AGEING UNICORN BOSS ARROGANCIES ABOUT GRUELING LASAR-SASAR BEAN

pulse 
BURNING EARTH FOLK 

THESE ARAB ALIEN ALA-LU LUCIFER IGNORANCE ROBBERS ENRAGING  ALIGN HEAT, SINES ICE AGE 

 CELLS  ELITE CHIEFS IN 
 

:  SCANS THESE ROGUES AGO. HE BRINGS THEE  COURAGE. UUE CEASE THIS FARCE USE THOU BORN-AGAIN ACORN RING LIEGE
SINGING ASSISTS BEGINNING SINGULAR individual ASCENSION,  RAISING EARTH UIBRATIONS 
o UNION RASCAL  United Nations .  ANU CRAB  from Cancer ANGEL  not all angels are good ones 
o INCURABLE GAS,  the orgone tool?   UNSOCIAL ABUSE stealing your children 
o SUGAR-COAT good looking, sounding good, Pleiadian type messages NASAL OGRES those which can use frequencies as a weapon 
o BANANA GIRL GA-GA ECHO  copy  GORE where she is the copy or she copies gore 
o STEALING HELICAL CASING – recall that planetoid attached to the sun 
o BLURRING SUN-SEA ATEN-ETNA ENERGIES   hmmm ... joining asteroid/Aten with volcanic/Etna energies 
o IN EIGHTEEN = in Sagittarius 
o GAINS ANNUAL LIEN/contract  holding something [technology] over something [trade in children] for  AGES 
o AGEING UNICORN BOSS ARROGANCIES = FreeMason. Unicorn is Monoceros, part of the Big G 
o CELLS  NEGATES EACH NEUROTIC GEISHA – do it for money  ELITE 
o  
o 

   The date is the same for TRAIN DANGER MID ANNA
o  For the ELITE CHIEFS  to take over means a chaos event has or is in the process of happening

o  THOU BORN-AGAIN ACORN stargate  RING LIEGE/lord.   BORN-AGAIN a pun on reincarnated,  meaning Nostradamus
o DERO PART TWO  STONE-AGE EARTH  YEAR EIGHTEEN  IN 7 33 4  
HYMENEAL spring in Northern Hemisphere is April/May   TIME  IS ENEMY OF EVIL  =  ODD  A.I.  INFANTRY, DEFINED  AS   "TYRANNISER DRIVEN 
INDEPENDENT"... and see (C+F+) SUPER-SOLDIERS and while you are there, see the date next to them. All these lines plucked from 
diverse forums published over periods of years are collected for the purpose of  confirmation, so that  as a date next to the  
SUPER-SOLDIERS  ODD  A.I. INFANTRY  along with the same date.  Thus also letting us know that those soldiers       
are not human and not to be treated as human. They are biologically  designed and incorporated A.I. with lizard genes.  
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 This is how they can regenerate limbs and repair themselves.  Even  cutting  off  their  heads  might  not  be  the answer.
Functions: Weather regulator after orders from a Space Ship. Human experiments to make bodies tough.  

Radio interference, and checking communications of ... 
Alien bases on earth - David Icke's Official Forums 
https://forum.davidicke.com/showthread.php?t=90643&amp;...alien... 

Also from where most Space Ships come and return after missions are accomplished. .....  
Weather regulator machines, unseen by us. Also there ... With that climate, bodies that survive are tough. ...  
They must also make tests to see that they function properly. ..... Animal and human mixtures as experiments. 
 

Laura Knight-Jadczyk  ~  The Cassiopea Experiment  
 

The Wave Volume 1  
The Wave Chapter 1: Riding The Wave  

The Wave Chapter 2: Multi-Dimensional Soul Essences  
The Wave Chapter 9: The Beast of Gévaudan, Spring-Heeled Jack, Mothman, And Other Dimensional Window Fallers  

The Wave Volume 2  
The Wave Chapter 10: The Truth Is Out There, But Trust No One!  

The Wave Volume 3  
The Wave Chapter 23: Lucifer and the Pot of Gold or The Quest for the Holy Grail of No Anticipation  

The Wave Volume 4  
The Wave Chapter 29: The 3-5 Code: The Journey From Jerusalem To Oak Island Via the Pyrenees  
In the quatrains Nostradamus speaks of this too, saying through the Pyrenees 

The Wave Volume 5/6  
The Wave Chapter 37: Critical Channeling  
The Wave Chapter 43: The Head of Bran   

The Wave Chapter 44: The Crane Dance  
The Wave Chapter 49: Frequency Resonance Vibration  

The Wave Volume 7  
The Wave Chapter 58: Alien Reaction Machines  
The Wave Chapter 63: Murdering the Feminine  

The Wave Volume 8  
The Wave Chapter 68: As Above, So Below  
  

FOOTNOTES “ERUPTION- COLLECTION” taken from former forums – noting the date consistencies 
10 47 2 L'on mettra fus par la trahifon faicte       One will impose for/because of  the treason committed 
FAMOUS NEMESIS STAR CAUSES UOLCANO ERUPTION  

NAPALM  RAMPANT  ONTO  URETHRAL  PATRIARCHAL RACE  ROMAN/NORMA  Leo Minor-Carpenter  THIEUES 
 2 73 3 Nay de trois bras predit bellique image,  i562 edition  Born of three arms  the predicted warlike image, ARMAGEDDON 

("three arms" ARM.Cepheus MARG.id Ursa Major EDDA Eddur Elo’im = Armageddon) 
YEAR ERUPTION DISRUPTION TOAD’S  STATELIER  politician 
BAT-EARED DESPERADO PRESIDENT BEAR/Russia-BAITER QUIBBLING; after he was no longer president 

o this pairs : 2 73 4 here: 

ERUPTIONS  LIMITS CLONED PRESIDENT AIMS ARES  genocide DEEDS   
AT SLEEPING DISTORTED MISERABLE  MUSLIM  EMIGRANT  STAMPEDES 

o ~ AIMS ARES =  genocide (the false meteor ?) 

ERUPTION  DEALS  BLOUU TO GRIM SATAN MORBID BEAST /Earth DERIDES GEMS  those of the Living Library 

AND  BASTARDISED DE-BASED – stripped the basis of the  MODERN AGE.  UUAS DARK AGES MIDDLE-AGES, 
o where « de-based » is a pun on removing part of the Medieval age, 324 years of it.   Bastard also means "base born/petit-fils" 
o  = is contemptuous of  Earths DERIDES  = SAGES Herein is the entire space-wars represented within three words. 

Here is the entire reason we have idiotic politicians who know-nothing trying to second guess the Elohim Alliances 
which are busy These "politicians" and their "scientists" always trying to "improve" 
failing Earth conditions (caused by the elite one way & another) all the while making things worse. Slot amongst these 
the ingredients of the off worlders agendas which are not the same as each other – and we have a dangerous soup. 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

2 73 4 Par troys couronnes au grand Endymion. (continues) 
DATES YOUR GRAND ENORMOUS ANGRY PARKS ERUPTION   date 
ODD  EASTERN  TORNADO  DYNAMOES  AROUND         ameliorating the consequences 
o another line in the YELLOUUƑTONE  forum said there will be a strange easterly wind during the  Yellowstone event. See "Fresno"   

in the pdf forum A.A. ALLEN, JOE BRANDT, WILLIAM LANHAM on Folio 4 of the website Hidden Texts of Nostradamus 
However, Alex Collier states this eruption has a “pressure cooker valve” under San Andreas, these texts say the same for Etna area. 
o SPICA CORN EARS  Aug 21 – Sept 21 which is one of the Nag  (horse) months, but  White Horse is June. UUHITE is in the line too 

2 99 1 Terroir Romain qu'interpretoit augure,   Roman land as the omen interpreted, (ADRIATIQUE forums) 
also is saying Norma (Carpenter-Set Square-Leo Minor area, the “lion-men”) land 
PATIENT  R.O.  Regency Order of Andromeda Council  TO ORATOR:  
INTIMATE/vb QUEER  PRURIENT  AQTIagenda  (the  OffWorlder "Treaties" exchange children for technology, assisted by changing calendar 
RIGOUR IRRITANT ROME  ERUPTION MATURING MORE 
o PRURIENT  AQTI  RIGOUR  IRRITANT  MATURING  MORE =  the false NASA  asteroid agenda  [AQTI] 
QUOTE : RAPTURE REPUTATION =TRUE TORMENT TERMINATOR PIRATE,  INTRIGUE.  

=NOT A RUMOUR. date   
o OTTER date / in Gemini til June 21  – July 7/ in Cancer,  winter in the southern hemisphere, Could mean wintrier conditions June 10
o recall other lines have mentioned winter  [but which hemisphere?] in relation to an eruption AND a false rapture during RIOTS 

https://forum.davidicke.com/showthread.php?t=90643&amp;highlight=alien+bases
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5 83 2 Nomparcil regue puiffant & invincible  An unparalleled realm, powerful and invincible 
[the] FANCIFUL IMPUGN ‘‘ABLE IMPREGNABLE ERUPTION’’ AT VINCI,/ Montalbano 
IS UPCOMING INFERNO, UNPENETRABLE FLAIR UP FLIPPING BEAUTIFUL , NAME’S (Earth?) CORNER. i.e. laying Earth down 
IS PROFICIENT FUNERAL OF CURRUPT PLEBEIAN CUNNING REPROBATE ,  ELITE  OF  ILL FAME    
o Montalbano in Tuscany (“Tuscany the worst” 9 45) 

9 87 4 Du mont Lehori Prelat donra exemple.  
EXPLORE MALODOR, something stinks  EXPLORE  HOAX  POLLUTED  NEEDLE 

Elo’im MERIT ERUPTION, RENT, earthquakes   ALERT TO MODERN ROMAN PROLE.  R.O. TEN 

o Many lines say the Vatican will disappear... [this causes]  
RELAXED  MOMENTAL  REALM  TURN    
o this eruption forestalls the sudden pole flip 2020, the one Al Bielek said did not happen. Momental stall, “when all with think she 

has lost her gravity” The October event named in The Epistle to Henri 
 2 28 4 And delivering a great nation/people from subjection. 

MIDDLE PAPER/Earth equator... DEAFENING EVENING  DREAD  PELEE  ERUPTION:  
FUNDS/vb EARNING  FINER  LAME  VENTURA  AS  PRESIDENT 
 Presage 12 VenusNeptuneAdrieTamise 
VENTURA PERSON PRESIDENT IN SUPER RIP ERUPTION  
 NIA CONJUGI. OPT. V. FELICIT.   (‘ƒ’ = ‘s’)         

From  Nostradamus               
V as a numeral for FIVE usually means the Elohim  
translation:  V Andromeda Council OPT FLOAT  5 ~ 

 SPIN turn Earth  JOINED,   
o (Gall is Celtic BILE date June 10 – July 7 in Gemini! ) which is winter in the southern hemisphere 
ACTIVE JOINT COUPLING CULTIVATING EPIC JOINS FIVE [planets]       (Leonardo has  a similar line with “5” like this) 

o Andromeda Council joins with others to move the inner planets    
o most unusual, that the hidden texts say the same as the translation 
IS CUP/Cassiopeians  GAVE AGILE TECTONIC ON ACCOUNT OF JOINT  
EVIL PIG, = Boar = Ursa Major factions ... TO CUT ACUTE INFECTIONS 
o CUP being the ‘holy Graal’ of the Cassiopeians, part of the Elo’im alliances –  
o doing a controlled eruption. EVIL PIG as a date is 2019, and the month of  Feb 18 – March 17. Swine is April  15 – May 12 

 V. INDOVINELLI FANTASTICI O PROFEZIE                                      
From Leonardo  Da Vinci                      
translation:  5. Fantastic conundrums/riddles…  prophecies   [of the 5/Elo’im and or five of the Riddles] 

SIFT PDF  FILES IDENTIFIES VOLCANO ERUPTION SITE  see Montalbano  ("sifting" which is exactly what is being done here) 
IS  ANT/Mantid FRIEND  FED  IN  SIEZE /Fr. 2016   see the "velvety square clouds" which began around 2014 
TO INITIALIZE this  IDEAL,  TO SANITIZE,  TO DE-STALINIZE TAILED LIZARD INSIDE, AND  ZETA ALIEN FIEND  
PATRONIZER REPTILIAN ENLIL’S INVOCATIONS : DEVILIZE,  DIVISIVE  VIVID  FICTIONAL   FELONIES END 

o FICTIONAL  FELONIES false flags, plus all the negative lies regarding the feminine, not to mention all the clones 
o ANT FRIEND  FED  Mantid  seeded a particular volcanic eruption 

 
3 94 3 puisavncoupgrandeclartedonrra   Then suddenly to one a great light given, 

  REGARDS  EA-RA  AS  CAUSTIC  ~ PROPOSING  CURVATURED  IN  NON APPROVED  LUNAR ./Scorpio  DAN
DISCOVER  RECTANGULAR  IN  APRON  UP ~ PROVE  SUPERNATURAL (!) pairs 9 4 1 and 7 38 3 
7 38 3 Gueulle, lipee, pied dans l'estrein pleignant  7 38 3  Foot in thick lipped mouth (eaten feet first) loud complaint 

[atmosphere] ~   C+F+RECTANGULAR  PROVES  SUPERNATURAL (!)   DISCOVERED  APRON RECTANGULAR  UP 
also caught on video over Russia, one video May 2015 had several circling each other ,  caught here on camera  
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Over Townsville Australia 
see a beam coming down – 
that would be a  "beam me 

up/down Scottie" 
check out the purplish 

pyramid of  light  both of the 
"velvety clouds" sit in and 

cast your mind back to: 
9 58 VitryFranceBretons 

TINY OBSERVER CONTRIVE 
BY TRANSFER CRAFT FIRST 

BY: CONVERT VECTOR 
NEARBY – CONVERT... 

 

 

9 58 CONTINUES (taken from LORD-OF-THE-RINGS published 2014 
CONVERT FAINT (hard to see) BERRYS (fruit/DNA) ~ BAN TERRIFY (wipes the mind) TRY BRIEF CONVERSATION – (voice activation)  VERB CONVERTS  

I [Nostr] TRANSFER BY CONVERTION – By now it seems obvious this is about "beam me up Scotty".  ISN'T FAR BY CONVERTER  (portal)  
TRANSFER NOT ICY VERB – saying it feels hot  ENFORCES  VIBRANT  (vibrations/frequencies)  
TRY TRANSFER CITY ON VERB (someone has tried to "transfer" an entire city by voice activation – those China events?  
Keep in mind "GOD" said I AM THE WORD this is all saying "voice activation".  

(Mantids of the Andromeda Council and of the Elo'im) FRY  [pupae/babies]: TINY CRAFTS (orbs) NEVER ROB IN N.Y.  R.O. ANT INSECT 
NOT ICY VERB  to describe the feeling – it is so hot it feels cold – or it is so cold it feels hot. I guess that was why they allowed 
me the experience, but once was enough. They only allowed it the once. 

1 27  UNDER THE  RANGE BOOM, LAUNCH CHANGES,  CHILLED HORROR 
NOT FAR (in time) IS THE DISGUISED TREASURE 
WHICH FOR LONG CENTURIES HAD BEEN HIDDEN AWAY  
FOUND DEAD. (The stargate) LOOKING (glass) coil/spring DRIVE FLAT 

1 29 HORRIFYING CREATURE: AGGREGATING APART~ MATERIALISING   IN ALIENATING DOCKING BELL ~  
         EBONICS FORCE FIELD ARTICULATED.  

Ebonics – "black"or "dark" crystal sonics, the use of frequencies and pitch. Used also to create crop circles.  
2 27 THE DIVINE WORD, LAUNCHES CHANGE  – CHILLED HORROR  

WHO DOUBTS NOT THE PROCEDURE (will) ADVANCE MORE:  
OF CONSULTING THE SECRETS -  INDISTINCT RANGE BOOM 
WHAT ONE TRAVELS BY;  ACROSS AND AHEAD OF …  (time) 

2 29 SHOOTING LAUNCHED, GOING RIGHT THROUGH CANOPY AND ICE  Physically travelling through solid material and the atmosphere  
AND ONE TO FORM BY SEPARATION ~ J-ROD APPLICATION (the assistant in the portal is a He Rod, the doctor named him UUilliem52)  
4 5 VOICE ACTIVATED ACHIEVEMENT. CASSIOPEIA ROD HIBERNATING. RODS WILL BE ASSEMBLED, UNITED IN DAN (Scorpio)  or 
united in DNA. is this the “hordes” or a description of being re-assembled in “beam me up”.  

5 54 ANNEALING, ROD ABSORBED re grouping the molecules AND E.N.E. ARIM (raise up) AND  E.N.E  GOING AROUND RIGHT THROUGH– 
Extra-terrestrial Noetic Entity. Noetic means using one's brain, that is: the J-Rods. These are divided into the negative Zeta J-Rod45 & 
the He Rod J Rod 52.  Not the same as E.B.E. – Extra-terrestrial Biological Entity, which refers to the J-Rod45 androgyne/android. 

Noting this Quatrain number is  554 – the year (in February) that over a thousand people witnessed a 2 hour ufo 'flap' reported by the doc 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/Cabrera.Tess/videos/10160203651130372/ 

COUPLED TO THE “ERUPTION-COLLECTION” is this lot: 
10 78 2 Sera a Rome orme aux graces embiaffees:      The graces embraced - it will occur at Rome: 
CARE-FREE/elite  AIM MACABRE, AGREE  ROME  IS  FEARSOME  MASSACRE    
EX  ERA (A.D.) ////// (Beer/Ale date ) 

 = Scorpio 3rd decan (Nov 11 to 21) to Sagittarius 2nd decan  (2nd to 12th ) sixth day?  
 “It cometh”(December 13th/St Lucy’s day in Sagittarius) this had been the 2012 asteroid, due again 2020 – see  OUR  C.F.+NINETY 
o so here are the dates for all those Rome destroyed quatrains, possibly of a false meteor as well 
o • ROME BLURS ORME. (Orbital Revolving Magnetic Energy) they certainly want this a secret 
o there are many quatrains which speak of the Vatican disappearing due to an old portal there. 
o (6:6) "There will appear toward Susa, Siena, Boeotia, Eretria  the  North –  
o Not far from Cancer:  date? latitude? 
o • the bearded star:  NIBIRU  also comes  from Cancer direction.     
o The date of Cancer fits with the Bile-Liver-Gall dates 
o The great one of Rome will die, the night over." (6:6)                   
o • The Holy See will be put in another place (8:99)                 
o moved by tectonic plates                                                       
o "The great star will burn for seven days -   
o • The  clouds will cause two suns to appear  (2:41)                               
o clouds/chemtrails  

https://www.facebook.com/Cabrera.Tess/videos/10160203651130372/
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o • When the great pontiff will change country."  (2:41) or    
o • “when the great pontiff’s country changes”     [Italy]  
o Spasms fold Cesar's  art ramp (Vatican) from/after fifteen       (2:77:3) 
o • See also “Tuscany, Piedmont, Paris, Picardy the worst”        (9:45)    
o • Disruption at Reims, London, and destruction in Tuscany   (1:26) 
o 9:45 had the clue of  SEDUM NOS “stonecrops” in it, and another said ... \“GRAVEL BLIND ENVIRONMENT”  

9 45  Pimond,Picard,ParisTyrron  
DRYAD IN RAMP, (ancient stargate/Vatican) RAPID PICA cannibalism PROSCRIPTION  

Foists and galleys around seven ships (the Elohim Alliances) the 7 ships are planets 
SERVE  TUUITTER FUTURE,  SOFTUUARE  LARGESSE.   REFUSE  ROGUE’S  TASTEFUL  PIG’S EAR...   it isn’t a silk purse
o saying to not be tempted by this easy life sitting at - and controlled by - viewing screens       pairs:  
12 4 2 Fera faillir, froissant fort, foy faucher 
STAUNCH ORACLE SCHOLAR IS NOT FAULTY UUITH  FILTHIER OFF-EARTH CROSS-RATIO (planet of crossing)  RUFFIANS’ CORROSION, 
FOUL LION FASCIST UUHO ENTHRALLS, STEALS, HALLUCINATES  THE ACTORS “SOFTUUARE” (brains)
AUUE-FUL LAVA SPRAUUL, UURAP  OVER  SELF-RUIN UUASTEFUL UUARFARE ELITE TUUERP: UUHOPERVERTS  UUIT  OF  
FEARLESS  ONES. see “SOFTUUARE”  FEATURES  SIR  POSER  LOSES TURNIP underground U.S.A. NEST d.u.m.b s 
o 9 58 1 STAGE GATES DIVERT CERN RAY END              while in the template I spotted this: 
o 9 59 1 PREFER ELITE PRETENDER REPENT AFTER VIAL bowl MADE FALTER;  AVAIL LAVA AFLARE, A VALID ELITE FEAR 

SIR POSER is Marduk who has fifty names 

7 73 1 Renfort de sieges manubis et maniples   Repairing time portal (M/Orion,  Anubis/Sirius "seat") manipulates profits 

THEY WILL KNOW ABOUT THE REALITY OF NIBIRU SOLAR SYSTEM SHIFTING THE EARTH POLES AND NEW ORBIT  
SO, MAKING "HAY WHILE THE SUN SHINES" SO TO SPEAK – THEY FEEL EN-COURAGED TO EMPTY EVERYONE'S  
BANK ACCOUNTS AT THE 11th HOUR, LAND GRABBING AND SO ON, PRIOR TO DIVING INTO THEIR D.U.M.B S 
(How appropriately named they are).  
IN THE 2014 FORUM A LINE SAYS THAT OUR INNER CORE WILL BECOME SO HOT DURING THE ABOVE PROCESS  
THAT THE VERY LAST PLACE ONE WOULD WANT TO BE IS IN THESE DEEP UNDERGROUND PLACES. ADDITIONAL  
TO THE VOLCANIC ACTIVITY ~ OTHER DETAILS STATED: THAT IF ONE IS TO BE UNDERGROUND – TO:  

a) HIDE LIKE A MOUSE – in one's "basement"  
b) or in "TURNIP/PARSNIP" FASHION  
c) IN  ROUND TUNNELS,  NOT SQUARE LIKE MANY DUMBS ARE … the types of deep underground bases shown to Jesse 
Ventura in his Conspiracy documentaries were square. In more recent depictions of underground bases which you might 
see in current videos you will notice they are all in a round format. 
 

 

crikey, I just realized there is a Quatrain about the one without hands!  
1 65  
Infant (clone) without hands never so great a fulfillment seen: (cloning)  
(emphasis on the word "seen") but the wording uses 'feudre' as a cask (in vitro)  

 (Donald Trump’s son)  The royal child injured of/from estrus/womb casualty.
 Then fuse event to divide the pulley system (orbit) 

Three trussed up in the middle under the oaks.  
(Oaks =  stargate. The "three" are always the Roschilds)  

(and the Hidden Texts do say that these will be "locked in time")  
 

Additional to this quatrain in which the second line has it as:  

i557 

1 65 2 L'enfant royal au ieu d'oefteuf blefse: 
The royal child injured of/from ovaries/womb casualty. (Donald Trump’s son)  

when this last appeared, it was during the inauguration of Donald Trump 
with rumors that his son Baron being an autistic – damaged in utero. 
There is another explanation for "damaged in utero" and that is related to 
abductions and "foetus fiddling".   Or at least, the result of that pregnancy 
during that abduction. \ 
This  video might explain what words will not 

  
https://www.disclose.tv/trumps-shapeshifting-child-332565 at 3:57 min. The eyes.  At 5:00 minutes, could not keep the face intact 

 
IF, for any reason, Baron eventually becomes a “public figure” do keep in mind that what you will be “seeing” is not the real one. 

https://www.disclose.tv/trumps-shapeshifting-child-332565
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while working on this it seemed to me I must have duplicated the line –but no, it is the only one of this Da Vinci line here.  
o . One need only listen to Alex Collier and what he says about the R.O. OVER above ARE ANTI-SOCIAL 
APPEASERRegency Order of the Andromeda Council, who have no comprehension of why our planet must be ruled 
by a money system. The very terms ‘regency’ and ‘order’ have always raised alarm bells for me, simply because 
anything to do with ‘regents’ and ‘orders’ seems to always indicate the reptilian. Those reptilians from Lacerta are 
known to be nurturing (read as ‘good’) so it is easy to forget not all reptilians are negative. That includes EnKi. 
Without the ‘money system’ we would not need politics, nor politicians (what a misnomer that is !)  
o DELICATE MEDIEVAL PARANOIA (prince Ottö) and clerical errors EVISCERATION to be plucked out – the extra medieval years 
which seem to be one millennia plus three centuries (324 years). See ‘tercentenary’ in quatrains  
o REMOVE, ERASE PIVOTAL TIMES, - love the word ‘pivotal’ the fulcrum of modern times is the ‘middle’ = medieval  

o EDIT SAVES folk’s children – in the ‘trade in men’ clause of the November Treaties which commenced 1933, but this clause 
began operation November 8 2014. Except is was NOT 2014  
o AIM DISAPPEAR IN CORÉ the elite had planned to use the jump room to Mars to leave the sinking ship. That jump room was 

blown up (sasared) October 2014, by those ‘hibernating’ in the Black Knight 1:10  

SLEEPIER VOLCANO ‘three sleeping giants’ of Mother Shipton SORTS ELITES CELESTIAL V.I.P.S’  
IN ADORE here is that Libra date again . September 22 – October 21 AIM IN KORÉ, stargate DISAPPEAR  
o pyramids their beams OPERATE IRATE aggressively AT APES/Sirius Oannes PIANOES EVASION RESPONDS, 

o POLITICAL VIOLATIONS – there are off worlders peppering all the ‘alphabet agencies’, using politicians  

o LEO PIRATES, OILS SEAS/Mexico Gulf ongoing spill & DOES VOLATILE RADIOACTIVE/Japan DISSOLVES AIR PLANES.  

o SPACE POISONER (EERIE REPTILIAN OPTIONS) there was a line about the reptilians needing temperate conditions  

o TOILSOME since 1986 AIR PROPERTIES RAPE chemtrails and defoliating attacking our atmosphere, that we need  

o APES is both Ahpee from Sirius and the date of in Gemini  

 

9 37 here is that date again – December =Sagittarius & Capricorn 
Bridge stargate and mills millwheels overturned in December, 
The Garonne will rise to a very high place: 
Walls, edifices, Toulouse overturned,   (Tuscany the worst) 
So that none will know his place like other than matriarchal. 

 

 

9 72 (3 shars/orbits = 10,980 of our years) 
Again will the holy temples be polluted, 
And plundered by the Senate of Toulouse: 
Saturn two three [6] cycles completed,      177 YEARS 
Second Saturn (Nemesis/Saturnines)  three orbits completed 
In April, May, people of new upbringing. Extraterrrestrials  see 

"Neck and Feet" line 
 

Foreign Outsourcing Giant SERCO Takes Over the US National Security State 

At a guess it is my understanding that only one in twenty people, maybe fifty or even more people, would not 
comprehend what this is telling us.  SERCO and Obamacare are OWNED by prince William, and this link even 
uses the word OG in it. We have been learning that OG  means  GIANT. 

 

Which is what is meant by the final Quatrain: 
 

10 100  The great Empire reptilian will be via England, 
The one [empire] full of rumours for over three hundred 
years:  7 36 3  
 the 324 years removed by Byzantines empire 

By great [Earth] forces copies/clones sea and land to pass, 
The Portuguese will not be happy thereby. 

          7 36 3 The anointed of Trebizond, countering three hundred (324 years)               

http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=27612
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8:84:3 EQUALS QUINCE END U.E.TRIAL. EQUALS ACQUIRE UNITES JESUS INQUEST ENQUIRIES QUIETENS INTERRACIAL 

UUAR RAJ DRAUUN. RE-ACQUIRE CENTURIES 
 prefix 

CARRIED  TERCENTENARIES
Allan Webber's Template

  CIRCA  QUAI  

9 96 1 DANTSIC (cipher clues for Vinca runes) DECANS DIRECTS DESTINE. NET E.T ANTICS ASCEND  (from underground) 
 CREDIT INDISCRETE  TERCENTENARIES  DISTANCE  NITRIC SEED TRIED  324 years removed by the E.T. ICES RID CRETIN 

TAU CETI DERCETIS,  E.D. INSECT, RETICENT  ENTER, DIRECTS   illuminati
 (manure-pile-Pleiades) 

  
9 96 1 Dans cite entrer exercit defniee, Allan Webber Template  
DERCETIS ANTICS ASCEND INDISCREET ICED STAND, 
DATE DAN/Scorpio DISC DINED ACTS DID ASCEND,  
Dates ‘idden cast in D C (June 10 – July 9, August 5 – Sept 1)  
D.C. also means “by the president” too  
INDISCRETE EXCRETERS (1 49 1) ENTER DIRECT  
CREDIT TERCENTENARIES  DISTANCE  
EDICTS  DIRECT DISTANT DECANS  zodiac crossings  
RETICENT ~ INDICTED ENTRIES  
Indicted in steer (cattle mutilations Indicted in trees (Celtic zodiac  

The army denied entry to the city,  
Dercetis meaning “whale throat” = Cetus ascends from the south 
to become the North Pole constellation, noticeably  
Indicted in re-set (pun on resetting quatrains or reset Calendars  
Dan/Scorpio could also be a reference to Dan in the Bible  
DISTANCT DECANS = The real Ages of Pisces & Aquarius 
“dined acts” = cannibalism  CREDIT return the 324  years 
INDISCRETE EXCRETERS: the “base abuse – smell” = EBNs  
or those “mongrel manure” ones from the Pile - Alcyone  
TERCENTENARIES = 300 + years – which was deducted 

1 90 3 Contre Gauloys fera leur tramontane, Will be great surging (weaving, a net of lies) against the French, 
GERONIMO Chief REMAINING AMBIGUOUS two faced BUSY ARGUING AIM GYRO  
GRATEFUL ARRANGEMENT COOL in FOURTEEN (true!) ANOMALOUS TERCENTENARY COROLLARY UUAS OUT & 

LOUT'S  SATELLITE ARRAY. CERN ALSO COURTS ROYAL COROLLARY (Marduk)  

GRATEFUL COUNTER ANOMALOUS TERCENTENARY COROLLARY AS [it was] OUT the 324 years ‘missing’ 

COROLLARY a proposition that follows from (and is often appended to) one already proved. In this case, not approved! 
OUT is an accountant's term when a reconciliation or balance of figures does not have the ''proof'', & does not create the 
balance. The Tercentenary is the 324 years removed in 676AD  
1 80 Bourgoingne:Mars,MayIuig and ''apuril'' not required in this code, because It is not capitalized  

 2 17 3 Le grand conduict eft cache dens la male  The great conduit  (stargate) is hidden in the basement  
AFRICAN CHANCELLOR/COUNCILLOR TALENTED TELLINGER’S CUTE DAMSEL LOUISE NEGLECTED SCANTLING 
MALIGNANT  TANGLE, FILMS  TENTACLE  CLING  CATARACT,  LAMENTED ACCIDENT.  
UUE ACCENTUATE : SAFE SASAR EDUCATED CLEAN-FACED shaven GENTLE DOCTOR MEDDLING,  
UUILL SUCCEED= NOT USE ‘LEGENDARY’ doctor UUILL MUTILATE ...  

FAD RULED ILL-EDUCATED ACADEMICS, THEIR DEFENCE:  
IS METHODS  CALCULATING  EARTH’S  CALENDAR  TERCENTENARY CENTURIES  CUT  OUT …  
MEANS FLAGS ELITE ANGEL’S ACCORD ENHANCEMENT DEAF not hearing MUTE not speaking up ACT 
DECADES REACHING MENOLEA electron being FUNDAMENTALS  IN ECCLECTIC ECCLESIASTICAL LOT  
 SCANTLING small cross section, dimensions for parts of a structure 

 CATARACT  do film over the eyes , but there is another meaning for  FILMS  TENTACLE  CLING  CATARACT   
"Using statistics (mathematical prognostication) and estimates based on “fabrication,” (estimation [which doesn’t 
exist] and supposition [which may not exist]) to arrive at a Gregorian Date (read: ECCL. LOT or ecclesiastical:  
adjective of or pertaining to the church or the clergy; churchly; clerical; not secular;  
“[Read Catholic Church-sponsored “Holy Roman Emperor”] of the BYZANTINE king Ottö)  
instead of the keys given by the Elder/ Nostradamus—which are based on the movement of the stars created by 
the Elder Race and not a set of parameters “invented” by a distorted imagination." 

  OUR MEAD SCHOLAR HAS CAREFUL RELUCTANCE COLLECTING ETHICAL CALENDAR CHARADES CHOICE CONCEALED.
 UUE CONCLUDE IS FRIGHTENED CALCULATING ARCHONIC/DERO (modern Nephilim) CHILDRENS LOSS REFLECTED... 

and I do admit this is so  
• ELITE ANGEL’S ACCORD means the shadow e.t. government allied with the elite. Saying the deals they have made will only get 
worse if the calendars are not repaired.  

I would attempt the task – but who would listen to me?    No one, that’s who. 
3 2 4 Metant le grand ocean en effroy ‘y’ = ‘i’ ‘c’ = ‘k’ ‘ƒ’ = ‘s’  
SEE S.O.S REFERENCE. NOTREDAME MET FOND ELEGANCY ANT ANALOGY, MET ONLY GARDENER ANGEL EYA–MET AND 
TRAINED MEAD TO GENERATE RECANT ROTTEN OFF CENTRE CONTENT-FREE TERCENTENARY CALENDAR DARK AGES 
YEARS OFFENCE FOR NET GNOME FERRYING GENERATION OFF GEM OFTEN. IS ‘TREATY’ MODERN FONT FARCE ARTICLE AS 
‘TRADE IN MEN’ – GONE, LARGE LONG OFFENCE. ART LEMON OFFENDER CON MEN ENDANGER GENERAL MINOR, MANGLE 

5 94 3 La traiƒve feinte, le grand duc d'Armenie, The great duke of Armenia by false truce (the same of 4 95 Victor born on Armenian soil 
TRADE MIDDLE AGE CALENDAR REVIVED - RERUN IN MATURA. FEATURED NICE MEDIEVAL LATIN RERUM NATURA  

Definition of IN RERUM NATURA: in re·rum na·tu·ra. adverb \-ˈrārəmnəˈ rə,\: in the nature of things in the world of 
nature and not in the material world of humankind  

TRADE= exchange REVIVED= replaced/repaired years/centuries/tercentenaries  
This is probably THE most important line I have seen. It is saying that by repairing the calendar we have, WE CAN have a 
return to the natural order of things. One can see clearly that this message comes from those of the Living Library  

RERUN IN MATURA. Running the real calendar as it should be until its true maturity, and not prematurely, as it is at today  
 

8:84:3 8 84 3 Qui s'entendra jufques a la Trinacrie. Being heard as far as Italy 
                 The first was Harappa and its evidenc e.

 ʺ j ʺ (ʺiʺ) 
ACQUIRES ANTE QUAI, CIRCA  
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Once the public receives full disclosure – Darwin’s theories will go out the window, and the main part of denial for full 
disclosure is exactly this detail – and why they are false.  

9 34 3 Par cinq cens,  un trahyr fera tiltre, By [the] five hundreds, one will be[made] titled to betray, POPE 
TRIPLE  TERRESTRIAL  CQIN/Dragon = three types of Earthly reptilian 
ARRESTS, PARCS SQUAT AT OUR SUN, SARAN REPTILE’S STAR.  
LETTERSPAIR  TRIPLE  IN  EARTH-YEARS  SHAR./orbit  by 3 = stuck there for three years   
So saying Nemesis and Sarru are held up for three years at our sun ! 
9 34 3  YEAR HARRY  ALTERS  PRESET  STRIPES, IS PER RATTLER.  

 LIES TO PERT STAR, TIS A REAL TRIPLE TEST IN APRIL.   they are due to marry in May
SHY/qualifyer HARRY TREATS PERIL TO ARTIST  actress  LEPER/unknowing

(ALERT THE PRIEST)  AQTRESS (IS PERT sharp,  ALERT TO HER.) 
 

9:38:4 Secours Narbonne deceu par entretien. Narbonne help beguiled by talk. from allan Webber’s computerized  template 

STUDENT PARKS; PARTNER ENTIRE TERCENTENARIES. 
OUR SOURCE IS BORNE IN ESOTERIC ENTRIES 

(is CHANI C+F+ANDROID or ANDROGYNE, SYNTHETIC in the forum 84 EXTRA TERRESTRIALS)
 

PROBED TERCENTENARIES,
see FIX THE CALENDARS

NETReticuli/google groupBARONSelite NEED U.N TO ENRAPTURE, ETERNISED RANCOURS INTERESTED NONE 
CUE PARENT SECURE, SECRETE hide TURNIP ROOTS TYPE: IN STEPPED STEPS BASED UNDER 
  

9:96:1 Dans cite entrer exercit desniee The army denied entry to the city, Allan Webber’s Template  
DIRECTS DECANS EDICTS DISTANCE, CAST ’IDDEN  
RETICENT.CREDIT.~INDICTED.ENTRIES.=TERCENTENARIES.DISTANCE. 
INDISCREET.ANTICS.DERCETIS/Cetus Unaccustomed ASCENDS  

saying the ‘indiscreet actions/taking children’ occurs during a roll of Earth, when ‘unaccustomed Cetus’ moves north  

 

  

9 96 1 Dans cite entrer exercit desniee Allen Webber’s Template  
CITE ENTER YEARS DENIED – EXIT DEED  
INSERTED RE-CREATED INTO EXISTENCE  
E.D INDICTER RENDERS RETICENT CERTAINTIES  
DIRECT: ENTER DISCRETE [hidden] CREDIT DEED  
(credit deed – gave too much, provided more years)  
EXCRETE [remove] INDISCRETE IN [calendars]  
TERCENTENARIES [which] DIRECTS DESTINIES  
CETIS ASCEND DECANS DISTANCE  
RED R [Draco] DANTSIC [Poland] ANTICS  
INTERPRETER PRESENTATION ANNOUNCE INDICATES:  
SECURE RUNECODE,  BONUS DECREASES BANNER 
 (remove years)  
''banner'' is the Milky Way – which is the astronomical giant 
clock  

 

The army denied entry into the city (Cheetham) (L.A.?)  
Quote : society's future outcome by/of years entered  
exercit: – exercices – fiscal years  
RECREATED [that which was removed] and reinsert  
E.D extra dimensional Andromeda Council RETICENT in the back 
ground INDICTERS (bringers of justice)  
can only ''indicate '' since they are not physical  
E.D. DIRECT: ENTER DISCRETE [hidden] CREDIT  
(return the 324 years) which were indiscreetly removed  
TERCENTENARIES three hundred years.  
This might be saying to enter the three hidden Centuries found  
which might DIRECT the DESTINIES of someone, 7 43, C11, C12  
CETUS constellation moves DECANS thru the astronomical house, 
saying the Earth tips that far, with Mira in Cetus becoming the new 
north star pointer in other lines .  

9 96 1 Dans cite entrer exercit desniee Allen Webber’s Template  
INDISCRETE EXCRETERS (1 49 1) ENTER DIRECT DISTANCE  
INDICT IN DISCREET STEER cattle mutilations ASCEND ANTICS  
RETICENT CREDIT IN TERCENTENARIES EDICTS DEED ~  
DIRECTS DISTANT DECANS DATES N DISCS DINED ACTS  
DID ASCENT DAN INDICATE DERCETIS CAST. DID SCENIC  
E.D. INTEND INDICT, RE-SET CANDID DATES  ENTRIES  
C+F+CANDID 

The corps denied entry to the city,  
Dercetis meaning “whale throat” = Cetus ascends to become the 
North Pole constellation “N” sky rune for Erid.anus (U.N)  
DISTANCED DECANS = the Celt zodiac.  Dan is in Scorpio  
N is Celt Ash: Feb 18 – Mar 17 “dined acts” = cannibalism  
pairs 3 33 3 SPY PICA EASTER  
INDISCRETE EXCRETERS: the “base abuse – smell” = EBNs  
TERCENTENARIES = 300 plus years –  

Revelation 6:14 The heavens receded like a scroll being rolled up ... biblehub.com/revelation/6-14.htm 
Revelation 6.1 - 6.17 (English Bible)..The sky receded like a scroll ... https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2vFREM1q7Mg 

         Isaiah 34:4 All the stars in the sky will be dissolved and the ... - Bible Hub biblehub.com/isaiah/34-4.htm 
Isaiah  51:6 - ESV.org  https://www.esv.org/Is34.4%3BIs51.6%3BMt24.35%3B2P3.7%3B2P3.10%3B2P3.12... 
Hebrews 1:12 the heavens are rolled up like an outer garment. 

        The heavens will be rolled up like a scroll | Sci-Bible  https://scibible.wordpress.com/2013/06/15/heavens-rolled-up-like-a-scroll/ 
The Skies Will Roll Up Like A Scroll ! - YouTube                           https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KuoYU_jbCpo 
The Heavens Receding Like a Scroll (Veil between ... - YouTube https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3XZJqKjZRUs 

1 50 3 Son bruit, loz, regne, fa puiffance croiftra, His renown, praise, rule and power will grow 
OUT PECULIAR  ZASTRUGA FRINGE  ORBIT STARTS    Libra-October 

Monstre d'Abvs grandement ton redeua- 
REGENERATED DANGER MOUNT 
NOT [yet] ENUMERATED   (or volcano) 

Small silver ones intercept [mid] October dinner, 
miracle  prevents  dinners.   

Traveller  [collator ] slips in discernment   ... 

Mid October – ties in with the Yellouustone date in Pre Face in 
the forum UNDER OCTOBER 2017  taking advantage in disasters 

http://biblehub.com/revelation/6-14.htm
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2vFREM1q7Mg
http://biblehub.com/isaiah/34-4.htm
file:///C:/Users/Lou/Desktop/aaa%20JANUARY%202018/AT%20TODAY/Isaiah%20%2051:6%20-%20ESV.org
https://scibible.wordpress.com/2013/06/15/heavens-rolled-up-like-a-scroll/
https://scibible.wordpress.com/2013/06/15/heavens-rolled-up-like-a-scroll/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KuoYU_jbCpo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3XZJqKjZRUs
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 (from NUMBERS SPEAK) 

Presage Julliet 9 LOCCIDENTSALIN 
(false rapture) IS COLLECT … Halloween 

 CALLED IT COLLECT INCIDENT IN OS 
(I had said Capricorn,   my error) 
 

o SHIN/Libra I/Halloween EQUINE  (month) the word "equine" is a qualifyer attempt  for; which and which date.  
The "horse" months apart from White Horse June 10 – July 7 (which does have the June solstice, an ʺIʺ date) the horse 
months start Sept 30 and end Dec. 21-22.  The word "shin" means Capricorn ʺshin boneʺ in Celtic,   & Libra in Chinese 
zodiac). Taking the advice from  CALLED IT COLLECT INCIDENT IN OS – we are to take it as the Libra/October "shin" date. 
Which follows that the "I" date of Yew tree, Halloween  or June solstice or December  solstice  is to be taken as Oct. 31st. 

Monstre d'Abvs continues  croyre a toy feul, cuidant 
YOU ACCURATE TO FRIENDLY   (the J-Rod52) 

YOU CRUDELY RATE FACTIONS (the various factions of the Anakim, still studying [peurile] Ninurta): 
that was back in January 2014.   We have learned much about Ninurta-James Casbolt since then! 
 

Monstre d'Abvs continues Pilz eftoint telz que l'euenement des 
QUOTED: ELSE  [otherwise] NELL MET INTENT = FINE PUZZLE.  
ONE FEELS QUITE PUZZLED ENTITLEMENT [yes, why me?] 
o COFFEE EXAM ROOM  quite so, in the process of Faraday 

caging the work station in  GPA MESH & T98 PAINT 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P4UdozjyLlA&feature=youtu.be 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fOJKcvFzJU8     
 

Patagonia giants links to seventeenth century (ie: the 600s) images, 
usually woodcut engravings. 
https://libweb5.princeton.edu/visual_materials/maps/websites/.../patgonian-giants.html  
from the account of Antonio Pigafetta, chronicler of Ferdinand Magellan's expedition:  
Fantastically Wrong: Magellan's Strange Encounter With the 10-Foot ... 
https://www.wired.com/2014/09/fantastically-wrong-giants-of-patagonia/  
In ƚ520, Ferdinand Magellan took time out of his busy schedule of sailing around the world to stop in what is now Patagonia, where 
he found a naked giant dancing and singing on the shore. 

 

 

1 24 4  i557 publication 

At the new city – [free]  thought condemned  (Marxism) 
The bird of prey (Vulture/ Lyran) offers himself to the gods : 
(or: the predator bird – eagle - offers himself) 
After victory to pardon  captives (the elite are to be pardoned) 
At Cremona and Mantua great hardships to be suffered. 
(from tsunamis “over Mt Fesulan” & volcanoes) 

Shaking my head here.     See the name CREMO. ditrocheed in line 4, this is a direct pointer to get the works of M. Cremo.  

Look at the word "grãs" – pronounced "grays" with the "Mãt." to be taken s Maitre. This is the i557 edition and I say 
"edition" because that is exactly what it was – edited. The i555 publication has this word clearly as  

 noticing that there is no full point stop at the end of the line – 
indicates this quatrain "continues". 
First that he describes the great ages of Mankind, and second he describes the more recent advent of Dinosaurs in 
conjunction with mankind.  Proof sits with the ICA STONES. Proof also sits with many dinosaurs being discovered 
with meat still on their bones and fresh grasses in their teeth (including a T. Rex). 
 

 FORCED VACCINATION OF CHILDREN

” Out of the ashes of government tyranny comes a solution.In the Australian state of Queensland, childcare 

facilities can refuse to allow unvaccinated children to attend, so…Parents there have formed their own com- 
munity, which has already grown to 800 members. As ABC (Australia) reports: 
“Sunshine Coast vaccine refuser and leader of the Natural Immunity Community, Allona Lahn, said her anti-
vaccine network had grown to 800 members and was becoming stronger since the regulations were introduced." 

Recall the Maitre image?  MÂITRE 
Interjecting here regarding something which I noticed yesterday. My google chrome page has had my f b quick link for a few 
days showing a post I had placed regarding the “polyp” style grayle, (thin long neck and large head) the one titled ‘Maitre’ by 
some, but it is the one of Phil Schneider.  Shortly after, it appeared with a blank square over it, censored. 

 

 

3. ASE PREFACED ENQUIRIE,  INNER  YELLOUUƒTONE  IS    
    HUGE, IS NIGH RISEN IN SHIN/Libra I/Halloween EQUINE  (month) 
    ED: PRE FACE AS I RIG SIGN SUNG IN HENRIQUE, Epistle 
    PRE FACE   means before Scorpio, that is, later October 
    these lines found January 2014  UNDER OCTOBER 2017   

 1 24 4 Cremoe & Matoue grads maux aura fouffert  i555 
GUARD  COFFEE EXAM ROOM, AS FUTURE E.L.F./E.M.R. 
TRAUMA  GRADUATES,  EXAMine FORUM  OF  FAMOUS  
CREATURE  OF A MUSEUM    famous creature from a 
museum – the giants of the Jeffersonian? Dinosaurs ? 
In the forum ANCIENT CARPATHIAN  the ''stegosaur'' at Angkor Wat and more 

saying that giants and dinosaurs are much more recent than the elite-run schools 

would have us believe. WHEN  MAGELLAN   WAS AT  PATAGONIA HE HAD DIALECT WITH THEM 

as did SIR FRANCES DRAKE.   Google would have you think it is myth 

 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P4UdozjyLlA&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fOJKcvFzJU8
https://libweb5.princeton.edu/visual_materials/maps/websites/.../patgonian-giants.html
https://www.wired.com/2014/09/fantastically-wrong-giants-of-patagonia/
https://www.wired.com/2014/09/fantastically-wrong-giants-of-patagonia/
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LOVE AND SAUCERS - Huggins 
https://www.hulu.com/watch/1239105?from=fb_share  
Re-search also Linda Porter she painted the same as 
Huggins and she was only 8. 
These Mantids are with the Elohim Alliances for the 
Living Library and there are 20 in the Alliance. Apart 
from the Cassioepeans and the Andromeda Council. 
Last March 20 2017 I was picked up for brain repair, 
and was gone three and a half hours. They have tasked 
me with writing The Hidden Texts of Nostradamus (and 
Da Vinci). The proof can be found in the Last Supper 
where Da Vinci painted Nostradamus several years 
before Nostradamus was even born. 
ASK YOUR G4VERN-MENT TO EXPLAIN THIS 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ndQwhhO7jSw 
Jan 19, 2018 - Uploaded by UAMN TV 
The truth about Aliens visiting Earth is finally going to be revealed. 
... Astounding Alien Disclosure - This is ... 

'Skripal case is a carefully-constructed drama' - John 
Pilger - YouTube 

▶ 5:59... 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dxRiG8vRRBk 
UK spy poisoning case a 'carefully-constructed drama, propaganda' 
"This is so dangerous with Russia being effectively pushed into a corner with these accusations," analyst John Pilger warned.In an 
interview with Russian broadcaster RT discussing the recent nerve agent poisoning of a former Russian spy in the U.K., Veteran 
Australian journalist John Pilger argued that "This is a carefully-constructed drama as part of the propaganda campaign that is 
building for several years to justify the actions of NATO, Britain and the United States towards Russia."...  
https://www.telesurtv.net/.../UK-Spy-Poisoning-Case-a-Carefully-Constructed-Drama-... 
In an interview with Russian broadcaster RT discussing the recent nerve agent poisoningof a former Russian spy in the U.K., 
Veteran Australian journalist John Pilger argued that "This is acarefully-constructed drama as part of the propaganda campaign 
that is building for several years to justify the [future] actions ... 
 

Star Traveler 

Messages from a Star Traveler's photo. 

 Q ANON IS [now] FAKE (copied like everything else is)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_kYAlRyvhpE&feature=share 
 

https://www.facebook.com/messagesfromastartraveler/photos/pcb.1557036661012542/1557041684345373/?type=3&theater 

SMART SUIT LADY 
https://www.facebook.com/messagesfromastartraveler/videos/1555108377872037/ 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10155028380100938&set=a.10150989951265938.417843.532540937&type

=3&theater   JOHN PATTERSON
 MARCH 23 2018

 

 

Meet Australian John Patterson who Drove his armoured 

personnel carrier in the streets and knocked down the Harmful 

GWEN / Phone towers.  

Patterson worked at Telstra "phone company" and tested Telstra's 

digital systems for 25+ years. Over the time he realized the very 

real dangers of electromagnetic radiation. When he got moved to a 

new facility in between two towers, he got all his equipment out and 

measured the frequencies. With undeniable proof of the 

occupational hazard of working in the building, his higher-ups let 

him go, which he claims is pretty much what happens when 

someone in the industry realizes how dangerous they are.  
 

Pattersons Video       (copy and paste if link not active) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MMpvziGoAGg   
Neil Pascoe 
"When Patterson realized that these Phone / GWEN towers which he helped put up were killing humans and de generating 

the DNA of all living things, he decided to take matters into his own hands and drive his armoured personal carrier on the 

streets and smash them down which amounted to 6 million dollars worth of damage.  

https://www.hulu.com/watch/1239105?from=fb_share
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dxRiG8vRRBk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dxRiG8vRRBk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dxRiG8vRRBk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dxRiG8vRRBk
https://nexusmagazine.us3.list-manage.com/track/click?u=dd1894510f1e14c4341c10fe2&id=e0e6849d86&e=f4d550c339
https://www.facebook.com/messagesfromastartraveler/?hc_ref=ARRZvdUHCoV7OEG1nvNLVw6ioe5nldYnpt2iFOZy4t7UJwo951dH_T0VpdmgTpdw_0s
https://www.facebook.com/messagesfromastartraveler/photos/a.865070403542508.1073741828.839772819405600/1557041684345373/?type=3&hc_ref=ARRZvdUHCoV7OEG1nvNLVw6ioe5nldYnpt2iFOZy4t7UJwo951dH_T0VpdmgTpdw_0s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_kYAlRyvhpE&feature=share
https://www.facebook.com/messagesfromastartraveler/photos/a.865070403542508.1073741828.839772819405600/1557041684345373/?type=3&fref=mentions
https://www.facebook.com/messagesfromastartraveler/videos/1555108377872037/?fref=mentions
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10155028380100938&set=a.10150989951265938.417843.532540937&type=3&theater
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10155028380100938&set=a.10150989951265938.417843.532540937&type=3&theater
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MMpvziGoAGg
https://www.facebook.com/Neilpascoe
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Its time the the public knew what these towers are actually doing and how they are connected with a much bigger Agenda 

including: and the slow killing off of the A.I., Mind control, Weather Modification, MK Ultra, Targeted Individuals 

Population "soft kill / Agenda 2030" .  

 If the masses [k]new,  humans would take to the street and rip these things to the ground over night. 
Patterson said "People within the industry have purposely misinformed all of the relevant authorities, so that not 

much can be done without a large public uprising about it" 

The level of EMF that is being emitted from these towers is calculated like this:  

Each rectangle panel you see on the sides = 300 microwave ovens which can project for 5-10+ miles.  

Most towers have 12+ panels so you do the maths.  

12x300=3600 microwaves blasting you non stop day and night with proven harmful EMF. Plants don't grow well near these 

panels , humans get hyper Accelerated diseases, depression, tiredness and hundreds of other health defects putting the 

immune system into fight or flight mode 24/7. This kills the nervous system, making dna telomeres brake off much quicker, 

rather than the body using the energy to heal and regenerate its being used to protect and fight the harmful emf. 

For farmers out there or people who have large properties when Telstra comes knocking on your door with a too good to be 

true offer like well pay you $180k per year to put a tower on your land tell them to FUCK OFF and inform your neighbour's 

as well so they don't do the shifty and put one in down the back some where.  

 You are literally selling your Soul and signing a death warrant to your neighbour's in a 10km radius. 
Not only are you killing your family , you are actually de generating the DNA of your grand-and all living things around

children's children's children. Yes this [is] generational and DNA goes beyond 7 generations.  

You are also opening your land up to be messed with by the weather modification and targetted individual programs 
(sic) running to this day. Warn you family's... 

RESIST TYRANNY! 

"NATE MAX TV"  www.innate-awareness.com 

Harald Kautz Vella & Myself did a video regarding NANO tech and EMF and targetted individuals here..." 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YiGL2GUoOvI&t=1005s      
 

 Così accade a quelli che nella vita soletaria   (from the forum dated January 29 2016 BAUVAL & Leonardo)  

the English This is what happens to those who in life are solitary  
 CELTIC ALE DATE OAKEN HACKER IS SAVIOR CAVALIER SNAKE HAS HEROIC ANARCHICAL ALLELUIA-KNAVE ALLIANCES

HALO IS CENSORIAL ALIEN RACE’S HAVOC – CHOSE EASE CAUSTICAL, CROAKS TOAD’S LAVISH ACIDIC COAST VILLAINNESS  
ALE’S EQUATORIAL CALCEOLARIA (area Patagonia to Central Mexico) VOLCANO EARTHQUAKE SHAKES VIOLENCE AND CONCEALED 

ACTIVATES ANAL CROOK AHA’S LACK: ‘‘EVADE VOLATILE CASH IDEAL, CHAOS LUNACIES ACHIEVES AVARICE IN COCQ: 
ENSLAVE CIVILISATION’’.                             Cancels both Agenda 21 and NWO plans for year of the rooster (Cocq) 2017  
VOLCANIC ALIAS=ALKALI ‘HEALER’ TOOK CREATIVE CLASSICAL SCENICAL AREA DEVIANCE LA SINKHOLE, LAKES ROUTE  
LEAKS NAÏVE unknown SOCIAL VALUES, KILLS HEAVIER SALACIOUS obscene SICK SOCIAL CLOCK. agenda, plan  
ENKI CLEANS LATER, CALCULATES CLOAKED LETHAL NUCLEAR RADIOACTIVE : IOU EVACUATE  
ETHICAL ITALIAN LEONARDO DA VINCI IS ECSTATIC ECCLESIASTIC HELL ART SKETCHES QUALITATIVE AS VITAL ASSET 
o ALLELUIA-KNAVE ALLIANCES – King of kings (Cepheus) and the Elohim. The word ‘knave’ means the Black Knight  

o  May 15 – June 9  

o OAKEN CAVALIER = stargate user  OAK is also Celtic dates June 10 – July 7, runs on from Ale date 

o AHA’S means the president, from the first pharaoh 

o CROAKS pun TOAD’S/Vatican VILLAINNESS/ AHA’S LACK: the presidents failure to instil agenda 21 & NWO plans  
o unknown SOCIAL VALUES  both good and bad  

o CLASSICAL SCENICAL       the prophecy of Edgar Cayce – Great Lakes to Gulf of Mexico  

o ART SKETCHES QUALIFY AS VITAL ASSET. Da Vinci is pleased we found his creatures  

 

ƚ520 = Magellan  
Or published  ƚ620 by nephew of Drake? 
Sir Frances Drake born between I540-44 
The fashion worn by the guy on the 
ladder includes hose, and those holding 
upright pikes do not really look like  
bearded Portuguese or Spaniards. 
The man standing behind the horses – is 
that an umbrella? Or a round shield? 
The horses were not depicted by a 
person who is familiar with saddlery 
since the forehead band-throatlatch  of 
the bridle is not correct at all. 

On balance of detail which can be seen, this seems to be the earlier visit. That of the earlier i500s. 
The fashions: the sleeves of the enthroned guy are held in squared sections. This was dropped in the Elizabethan reign and 
he is not quite wearing a ruff, but separate collars which preceded the Elizabethan ruff. 
The weapons: The pikes are not the extra long ones of the English, be it foot or horse, yet if those are shields they are 
round, which followed on from the pointed type of the early i500s... 

http://www.innate-awareness.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YiGL2GUoOvI&t=1005s
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The saddlery: the stirrups are the forerunner of the semi enclosed Spanish style. Albeit not on a high fashioned saddle nor 
horse (it is more a merchant's horse, having no soldier-breeching). The single girth points to the earlier date because two 
girths became popular later in the century. Naturally, a saddle made in one decade could still be in use several decades on. 
The livery-man feeding the horses is not quite wearing the puff "trousers" with codpiece style. Problem with Elizabethan 
reign is it began i558. It is easier to find cut off dates for her fashion than for the previous reign. How did her favorite (Sir 
Frances Drake) end up inland when he was a privateer, a polite title for queen-sponsored buccaneer. 
The lack of fear shown by the natives is another give-away.  By the time of Cortez and his visits, (ƚ531) the natives became 
very wary of Spaniards. Plus there is no historical indication that Cortez had direct knowledge of giant peoples. 

  
here we have a clean shaven visitor same clothes, same visitor, same giants, same occasion 

 
The images attributed to be Frances 
Drake with a giant or two cannot be him 
since he was a man who wore the neck 
ruff of Elizabethan fashion, and very 
rarely is seen wearing a hat of any kind 
in any of his portraits other than a 
conquistadors helmet. 
 
The flatter  hat seen on a few depictions 
refers to the days of Nostradamusm the 
i500s, a hundred years earlier than 
Drake. 
 
The one thing common to all pictures of 
Drake is his beard. 

FRANCES DRAKE [nephew of same name] ƚ628 
One hundred years later, in The World Encompassed (London, 1628), the first 

detailed account of Sir Francis Drake’s circumnavigation, the author, Drake’s 

nephew of the same name, wrote: 

"Magellane was not altogether deceived, in naming them Giants; for they 

generally differ from the common sort of men, both in stature, bignes, and 

strength of body, as also in the hideousnesse of their voice: but yet they are 

nothing so monstrous, or giantlike as they were reported; there being some 

English men, as tall, as the highest of any that we could see, but peradventure, 

the Spaniards did not thinke, that ever any English man would come thither, to 

reprove them; and thereupon might presume the more boldly to lie: the 

name Pentagones, Five cubits viz. 7. Foote and halfe, describing the full height 

(if not some what more) of the highest of them. But this is certaine, that the 

Spanish cruelties there used [referring to Magellan’s hostage taking], have made 

them more monstrous, in minde and manners, then they are in body; and more 

inhospitable, to deale with any strangers, that shall come thereafter. 

He reduced the height of the Patagonians from ten feet to seven and a half feet 

but was obviously more intent on discrediting the Spanish and blaming them for 

the “monstrosity” of the giants. Ironically, though, he was really confirming the 

basic facts behind the myth." 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  ƚ766   
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Engraving from the East and West Indian 
Mirror, ƚ619. In the center, a group of Dutch 
sailors gazes down into the grave of a giant 
supposedly unearthed in South America in ƚ615.  
 
Note the now extinct "Elephant" bird related to the 
near extinct Rhea...  

(according to Wikipedia. Yet I was taught at 
school, in the 1950's that the Rhea is as extinct 
as the Dodo) 

 

Compare the ship size to the bird. 
Not forgetting the camelopardalis creature in 
appearance like a llama. 
Compare sizes to the human attacking a penguin. 
What is the animal in the foreground being speared?  

1 62  
1. What a great loss there will be to learning  
2. Before the cycle of Latona is completed - Latona are floating islands = planets 
3. Fire, great floods, cruel death more ignorant rulers ...  
4. How long the centuries until they are seen to be restored  
how long the centuries until the centuries are seen restored  
how long before the dark ages are proven false?   

3 20 1 i555 publication Par les contrees du grand fleuue Bethique by plucking out the letters I,C,Q,E the remainder letters tell us: 
PUREHEARTED  SAGE TENDER GENTLE PITUITE  ICKE BLUDGEONED, PUT DOUUN, THREATENED REPTILE AGENDA 
UUILL BE LATER ONE: NON-SPLUTTERER ICKE: UURONGFUL  ULTRA-POUUERFUL  RAPTUROUS BLEEDER UUALK-IN 
CONSEQUENCE IS  DEATHBED DESERT  EARTH, ARES GREENNESS RENEGADES HATE. HENCE THOU TREES DEFOLIATE 
UUONDERFUL CHE-RUB ICON  DUUARFES'  UURATHFULNESS ON THIS.  UURESTLER CHANGES DEBUNKERS THOUGHT 
GREAT-NEPHEUU ANU-PAUUN  NINURTA IS  SUPER-CANE UUEATHER HUCKSTER,  LARGE  UURECK-AGE  DESTROYER 
o PITUITE  ICKE the original with the little spitting defect some older people get 
o NON-SPLUTTERER ICKE the one without the pituite is the copied walk-in 
o ICON – a pun on Jesus, since we were told that the real Icke is-was a Jesus Soul 

this means that Icke is-was trying to warn all of us in the same way Jesus did, using the same methods 
o as a noun this refers to the Hreidmar dwarves with the Elohim Alliances but when I began UUONDERFUL ICON DUUARFES' 

at this point this morning, those words gave an entirely different pun meaning.   The E. A. are the ICON, that which gave us 
the real Yeshua.      Recall  that everything The E.A.  do to give us good assistance is copied, and charade-parodied by EnLil 
the WRATHFUL one  to fool us, thus the Wonderful Icon Dwarfs YHWH – makes him small and insignificant.

o  UURESTLER CHANGES DEBUNKERS THOUGHT Jesse Ventura's name is actually in this line. I was beginning to think he was passe
o  ANU-PAUUN  NINURTA even his own people use him – recall he had been locked in a tomb at Saqqara, escaped "half-mad"? PAIRS:   
        1 82 1 Quand les colomnes de bois grande tremblee When [the timing] columns of wood [Sequoia] great quaking [California] 
NINURTA DOUBLE EAGLE BULL MADE DEADENED, LOCKED SENSELESS, BECALMED CENTURIES IN SAQQARA TOMB.   
ENTOMBED DRACULA-BRAT EMERGES ABLE- BODIED,  AT GREAT MADNESS EDGE.  (see more references in FLAT EARTH THEORUM ) continues  

ERECTILE  BULL-NECKED DRAGON SARAN CANNIBALISE  TIBET,   
DISEMBOUUEL RED BLOODED MONKS IN SALMON DATE (August 5 – Sept 1) 

pairs with Allan Webber’s computerised template :  CANADA NEGLECT: IMMUNISED – NEEDLESS  GREAT ACCIDENT 
7:27:1 Au cainct de Vast la grand cavalerie At the (vast) enclosure of Vasto the great cavalry (are impeded)   (Calvary) 

CANADA ACTUAL REGULAR.ATLAS, VACCINATED VAST‘ACCIDENT’...DANGER ARRANGED  
ADVECTS CAUDAL. compression of spinal nerves STAVEpun DATE April 15 – May 12 

pairs from FIX THE CALENDARS  
1 40 1 La trombe faulfe difsimulant folie The false edict concealing madness (removing 324 years  

ANIMAL BULL’S TOMB OF FRAUDFUL ANU OF STRIFEFUL ALIEN FAMILIES’ ILL FAME SEATS ILL FATED FALSIFIER, AIMS DOLE-FUL IDLE  
o the tomb at Saqqara where the huge lid was moved sideways – once held Ninurta for centuries  

URANIL DRAMA DETAILS (AIM FOUL FUNERALS IN ALE DATE) PUTIN DESOLATES FALLIBLE BATTLE [plans] = WWIII 
pairs 

124 ƚ566 Iun. 
2024/year of the dragon  l'Orient mis en armes  The East put in arms 

RE: SINISTER MOLE MAN SIR Marduk (REMAINS LIAR) IN SEMINAR : INTERS TIRELESS MINOR STERNER REST IN TIERS SITE  Saqqara 
RISEN TONS REMNANT. remain, yes the lid that had been moved is reckoned at a hundred tons.  SINISTER also means left-handed 
IS TIRELESS RESILIENT ARM AT  LIMITS  SEMITE MONSTER ELITENESS ARE EMINENT LOSERS, "SEEMLIER STEAL- SIN" (iniquities)  RIM:
(IS IRON ELEMENT)  nuclear? LONER ITALIAN ARTISAN LISTENER MENTIONS ISRAEL LIONESS LEO MINOR MOLESTERS' NO MERIT 

ARM AT    see  RIM TOP RANKED KING   C+F+RANKED

to look thru Da Vinci forums for Israel Leo Minor mentions 
1 52 3 Pefte a l'eglife par le nouueau roy ioint  (from LEONARDO AN INCARNATION OF ENKI Continues and other Da Vinci forums) 
GALILEE'S PROJECTION: portal Researchers find underwater monument in Sea of Galilee ... www.timesofisrael.com ›  Israel Inside    

LETS ISRAEL APES (Ahpees/Sirius) SERAPIEL Sephirot JOIN GILLES [hunter/Orion] EAGLE [Anu],  
PELASGI* JOY... INCEPTS LEGALISE , NOUU NEPOTIC with ELITE, (*Pelasgi/Oannes)  
LEGISLATES  YOUR  SLAG  fracking  ALLEGE IT IS LEGAL - INSPECTS  PERSIA  (Iran) 
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5 56 3   IS BESIEGED BI  ISRAEL FBI RADICLES 
7 15 2 Sept ans fera le fiege devant mis:  The prior siege will be seven years 
REALISE IS PEST IS TAMED U.N STEPS ARSENALS ISRAEL; MISSPENT SANEST EDGE APTNESS, AUGMENTED TSUNAMI MAGNITUDE 
7 26 2 Sera livree une mortelle guerre      A mortal war will be let loose. 
RE : ISRAEL VERMONT METEOR TO RUE, URGE ~ NEVER MORE TELL VENUE (found in 2009) 
EVEN MORE TRUE ISRAEL INVENT RUMOR ILLEGAL REVENGE – VERMONT RUIN NOV. 1/ IS NORMAL VENTURA’S TERM 
MINT OVER-RUN, - E.M.R. FROM TV RIMS NEURON.  

2 86 2 La terre tremble emue fus l'air en terre mis   (A. Webber) i562 

i555 the word 'tremble' not there. With air and earth  made put to quake 
MISERABLE ELEMENTS TRUER USE ISLAM EMBLEMS RE-ENTER ISRAEL 
1 52 1 Les deux malins de Scorpion conjoint, Two evil Scorpion influences [Earth events] conjoining. War and supervolcano? 
LONESOME PARCS JOINS INDEX, TELLS:  LIONESS DEMON IN U.N. LIE. DO EXOTIC MODELLED TOXIC ILL, INJECT R.O. CONDEMNED
NOXIOUS: PARCS SOLID correct JUNCTION joining LIONESS, E greys, S.S, OLD OANNES, NEXT DOMINION JUICELESS fruitless. No DNA 
LONDONER EXCELS: EXPLAINED JUICIEST COMPLEXIONS SAD INJUSTICE MOD CONS. this last   INDICATION IS JESUS SOUL COMPLEX 

is the David Icke clue – accused of saying he was Jesus (easily done, being accused) but could be saying here that he really is 
 

YEARS. 62. MONTHS 6. DAYS 17 these numbers will be code 6:17 could also be June 17 and 62 could be 6:2  
AS, VIVID ONES (tuna coloured Andromedans) EXAMINE LIONESS Leo Minor IN MIXED INVASIVE INSANE EVIL SIX DIVISION (of the 
second coming, the unholy six) INDEX IN VILE SEXISM VISION, patriarchal EXAMINE ALIEN DEVIL’S INVALID NOMINAL LOAN IN SIX: 
LIES about  SON. Jesus. IS LINES SIX: ONE. SIX: NOISE, VII NONE silence  
seals & trumpets: complete silence, maybe because everyone is deaf  
o INVALID NOMINAL LOAN speaks about the invalid clause for ‘trade in men’ nominated in the word 2014, which was not 2014 
because it was ƚ690, altered using time gates by the very “alien devil”.  
o INDEX IN VILE SEXISM VISION = sharia ‘law’, therefore Islam.  

o IS LINES SIX: ONE. QUATREIN 6:1 appears herein (Da Vinci Does Meet Nostradamus Part Two) 

o Even in the Second Coming of the Mazzaroth (Miss Frances Rolleston) it is stated that Cassiopeia and Argo are “mixed” in the “six”. So 
that would be the “insane four” and two of the Elohim as the “unholy six”  

 ;continues nelle quali essi non mangiano carne ne' lor conventi always means those creatures found in Da Vinci art  LEMON ART 

IOUR IGNORANCE IN LIONESS (LEO MINOR) KALI VENERATION KEEN ON COITAL ANAL CANAL NONSENSE CONQUERS, 
CONNIVES TREASON, IS UNRELENTING SORCERESS ENSLAVING VIA LARGE CRANIAL NON-CANONICAL [RANK SMELL] 
UNCLEAN GNOMELIKE TRAVELLERS ; ANOINT USING CATTLE MUTILATION. IS NATIONAL SOMNOLENCE SNEAKING 
MALEVOLENCE  LEMON ART MAN-LIKE LIONNESS/Jesus in Euchariste  IS  NOT CONVENTIONAL  GALLANT  EVANGELICAL 
ELITE ‘ELEVEN’ CRIMINALS MALIGNANT CERN CONKS OUT, CONVULSION, OCCASIONS MARGINAL MAINTENANCE LACK  
ELOQUENCE GENTLEMEN ANIMAL LOVERS SOULS, SLATES: COOL ANTENNA (HAARP)  ELO’IM, KING ANGELS ‘MARVEL’
IRON URRI’ CAUSES ‘CANES GALES, ICE AGE INCLEMENCE, VIA CAVERNOUS ROMAN VOLCANOES NG/Scorpio, from Oct 22  

TELLINGER (VALOUR) ANNOUNCES ALLUSION TO U.N./AMERICAN UNSOCIAL OANNES. AS MONSANTO ET ALIA 
ONEROUS CREMO SLOVENIA LINK INSOLENT VILLAINS AIM ANOMALOUS VESSEL Earth MALAISE LUNACIES  
o CREMO SLOVENIA LINK not really sure what or who that would be, someone very ancient since Cremo has been the 
first to nominate humans as millions of years in existence, could be the third people of ANTEchrist of Nostradamus  

 the English: immediately throwing him into the water.  E subito lo gettò nell’ acqua. 
ALLELUIA CUBES ANT BUGS Mantids TABLE, NEGOTIATE OBLIQUE CELESTIAL BULGE BLASTS BOAT Earth COOL.  
EQUATES TO ANGEL LOCUST STILL OBSERUANT TO GUILT QUOTIENT OBSTACLES – LAST-BUT-ONE GOATLIKE CUE  
COLLEAGUE TO COAGULATE, BE-LITTLE NOTABLE AGE CATALOGUE LEAK BUNGLES = LOGICAL TABOO SABOTAGE 
OUTLASTS ILL GOTTEN GLUTTONOUS BLUE-BOTTLE ALIEN LIONESS CAST OUT. GONE IN TOKEN (Talisman date) EAGLE  
BAT-LIKE CLONE  (COLLEAGUE, GENETIC RELATION TO NOT LIKEABLE TOE-SUCKING ELITE;  
IS EASIEST ANALOGUE AT BEST) the toe sucking incident was with the wife of prince Andrew, who is a blood relation to :  
ABSOLUTE BLACK LUNATIC NUKE BLASTER IS STOOGE (BLEAKEST EGO) CUTS CAKE,  BULLOCK ALIEN IS A GUEST 
o CUTS CAKE, celebrates or makes a deal not realizing he is the stooge for the BULLOCK ALIEN : either those from Aldebaran 
(in Taurus) (who are SEXUAL ROGUES say these texts) or Ninurta, whose sigil is the bull.  
o IN TOKEN (Talisman date) is also ‘relic’ date, Nov 25 – Dec 22 and EAGLE follows on Dec 24 –Jan 20  

o BE-LITTLE make it smaller NOTABLE AGE CATALOGUE : calendar – to delete the added 1324 years. Are there any 
suggestions from ANYONE out there on how to make public this TABOO subject  

124 1566 Iun. 2024/year of the dragon            l'Orient mis en armes:   MENTIONS  NEMESIS  ALERT  
MORTAL ATEN SIN: MEASLES, AILMENTS MONSTER IMMENSE IMMORTAL ALIEN LIONESS (LEO MINOR) IN MANLIEST MOLESTERS, 
NO REMORSE MERIT. LISTENER MISNOMER STEEL-IRON INTERIM, IS AIM INNERMOST, RELATES SMEARIER LEMON SLIMMER 
NEATER MALE (slim Ninurta) (TIRELESS MINOR REMAINS LIAR) IN SEMINAR (The Last Supper) IS RIOT RANSOMER  
NAILS MORE SENILE STORMIER YHWH (STREAMS IN LINES) SEEMS NORMAL SAINT:–ONE MASTERS NASTIER M.E. RESONANT 

3 20 1 i555 publication Par les contrees du grand fleuue Bethique  continues 
ELOQUENT CHAP BOLD GOUERNOR IESSE UENTURA  HELPFUL :  LED CONQUERED FOLK; UUAS FRAUGHT PLEB 
QUEERED BOTCHED LETHAL  FALSE FLAG LAUA-BELCHER-PLUNDERER  HALF-GOD LORD  ROTHSCHILD ISRAEL'S  HATRED; 
BRAGS DRENCHED EARTH, UUANTED PROLE  SERF... FLOGS  UURETCHED  GROUUTH OF CLONED QUADRUPED  BIRTH;   
AND UURONG LEGEND (CHARGED POUUDER BLEUU UP) = DARKENED SPACED DAYS (REUELATION)  UUORTH 
DANGLED HELL-BENT CERN UURANGLED OFF-CENTER CORE: UURECKED FENCED FORD CROSSING ORBIT DEPTH GAPPED 
LEFT-HANDER TUUERP UUOLF Rockefeller THINKS HAS GRID-GRAPH LEY-LINES  LENGTH  ENUURAPPED 

left-hander = C+F+SINISTER 
OLD CALENDAR AGES CODING CHALKED ON BLACK-BOARD = drafted as a plan  ENTRAPPED 
GLAD FRENCH SAGES REINFORCE  HER  (see Presage Jun 124 i566 – line 3  

 as found on the tombstone of Nostradamus 
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En armes l'Orient. la France se renforce,                                                             The East put in arms... France reinforces herself) 
BEAUTIFUL ELEPHANT  BLACK KNIGHT SERAPH, SQUARE FIELD,  PROTECT  LIBRARIES GARDEN  TOP-RANKED KING CEPHEUS

top ranked King = King of kings  see  ARM AT RIM  pg 35  
 

There is a video everyone should watch. Jim Sparks speaking of his experiences being "pulled" up by off worlders.  
In this video he mentions black ops helicopters that seemed to be in league with the Elders who were trying to teach him. 
For me, there were some contradictory details in his epic. The first being the fear that was used against him.  In my own 
experiences I have never felt fear. It seems to me that Jim Sparks suffered more than one type of "pick up for"more than 
one off world agenda. Yet his final mature conclusions are parallel with the paradigm for the Living Library. 
JIM SPARKS 1HR 15M 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_RzCKmcB4eU  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0C4xKQhQsUw 
THE KEEPERS  1H 25M 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-yxZx6dwaTE  
TITOR, HOWE 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jHSw8qnkzdg 
 

Footnotes: Horus 

http://askthedragon.org/ancient_cities_under_giza.htm   
"The Sumerian record provided a probable description of the lion-headed Sphinx at Giza, and if that great creature was built to guard or obliterate 

ancient stairways and lower passages leading to subterranean areas below and around it, then its symbolism was most appropriate." by Tony Bushby 

“During the first Egyptian “pyramid war”, between Horus and Seth, Horus strikes: “…(and he) let loose against 
them a storm which they could neither see with their eyes, nor hear with their ears.  It brought death to all of 
them in a single moment…” (Sitchin, 1985)This detail informs us that Horus was EnLil-YHWH lord of airwave storms, SENDER OF FATAL FREQUENCIES

 
ERRATUM or not 
A reader wrote asking about 2023, when the Year of the Rat (2020) was named. The year of the Rat is also 2032 and any 12 
years after that. The thought was that I had made a typo error.  
This is not to discount 2023, as it does appear as the Year of the Hare (Cat or Rabbit) too and seems to be about ice ages. 

1 40 3 Hyftra d'Egypte qui veult que l'on deflie ('q' = 'k', 'ƒ ' = 's')      appeared in ANCIENT ECUADOR, EGYPT. Published Aug 10 2014 
QUEEN CASSIOPEIA/ELOIM TYPED WROTE: EARTH LYS (lie) FIVE-FOLD five times ISAIAH SAID THE SAME FIFTH EARTHLY AGE  
YOU ARE TO QUIT YOUR GLUE CHEMTRAILS & QUIETLY QUOTE LEGEND EARTH FLIPƒ EVENLY – [we] FUDGED VILE DEVIL 
DEED LEVELLED EARTH IN PUSSY CAT 2023 PARKS TYPED: 
UUHY PESKY ELITE SQUAD SQUASHED UUIDELY VOTED TELLINGER WHO: LOVINGLY QUIETED THE UUEEDY LEFT  
the remaining elect (weeded out) noting that this comment is made in the past tense 

4 100 continues using collator’s guidance  
TODAY DEDICATED EDUCATED ERUDITE LAYstudent DEDUCED CLOUDED FILE EFFECTUALLY 

"clouded Pile" being a pun meaning they are the ones hiding in the lenticular clouds and they are clouded regarding what they really are. PILE 
refers to Pleiadians, and this means the fallen angel Pleiadians. This was found when reading "the third peoples of ante-christ" in the Epistle 

A vignette published at the end of  FULL BODY TRANSPORT SYSTEM  has the cipher date of 2023  with the Latin saying: 
TEMPVS EGO IMMENSVM 

SPATTIS DIMETIOR 
ORBEM 

TIME IMMENSE BROADSWORD EGO ID/Orion FROM SPACE TIME DIMENSIONS IS DEPRIVED OF SPHERE 
appears in Adriatique, AnteChrist 

There are several Presages for 2023 – all relate to the end of the elite 
 

in Presage i565/2023 (by adding the cipher 458): 
 

Perte, iacture grande, & non sans violence, 
Tous ceux de la foy, plus à religion, 
Les plus Grands perdrôt vie, leur hôneur & cheuance 
Toutes les deux Eglises. la coulpe à leur faction. 
 

 

Waste, great loss, and not without violence,  
All those of the faith, more for religion,  
The greatest ones elite losing their lives, their honor and fortunes  [and]  
(no comma after "fortunes" means "and") 

Both the two Churches. culpable in their faction. 

One can easily see that all of these presages relate to the same things happening.  
The "rustiness" can already be seen worldwide:   
  more clues about this event 
105 ƚ565 CV Sur la dicte annee.       dictated 

Pire cent fois cest an que l'an passé, 
Mesme au plus Grands du regne & de l'Eglise: 
Maux infinis, mort, exil, ruine, cassé, 

  A mort Grande estre. peste, playes & bille. 

 

A hundred times worse this year 2023 than the year passed, 
Even for the greatest ones elite of the realm and of the Clergy: 
Infinite evils, death, exile, ruin, smashed, 
To death great one to be. pestilence, plague sores, hail and bile. 
hail  is hagaliz-Celtic Taurus  May 13 – June 10 & bile  is June 10 – July 7 

 

106 ƚ565 Ianvier.  for 2023 

Neiges, rouillures, pluyes & playes grandes, 
Au plus Grands ioye, pestilence insopie: 
Semences, grains beaucoup, & plus de bandes, 
S'appresteront, simulté n'amortie. 

Snow, rustiness, rains and greater rains, this seems to be now as well 
Even for the greatest ones' joy, [is] pestilence sleeplessness: 
Seeds, plentiful grains, and more of bands, 
Preparing enmity unallayed, themselves. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_RzCKmcB4eU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0C4xKQhQsUw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-yxZx6dwaTE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jHSw8qnkzdg
http://askthedragon.org/ancient_cities_under_giza.htm
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/esp_esfinge.htm
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107 ƚ565 Feburier.  

•Entre les Grands naistre grande discorde, 
•Le Clerc procere vn grand cas brassera: Libra 
•Nouuelles sectes mettre en haine & discorde, 
•Tout peuple guerre & change offensera. 

 
Between the great ones elite  huge discord will arise, 
The elite Cleric will plot a great noble Libra event: 
Putting new sects in hatred and discord, 
All people will strive for war and change. 

 

108 ƚ565 Mars. 

Secret coniur, changemet perilleux, 
Secrettement conspirer factions: 
Pluyes, grands vents. playes par orgueilleux, 

  Inonder flumes. pestifere actions. 

 

Secret conspiracy, perilous change, 
Factions to conspire secretly: 
Rains, great winds. by arrogant ones, 
Rivers to overflow. pernicious actions. 

 

109 ƚ565 Auril. 

  Pulluler peste. les Sectes s'entrebatre, 
Temps moderé l'hyuer peu de retour: 
De messe & presche grieuement soy debattre, 

  Inonder fleuues. maux, mortels tout autour. 

 
Plague to multiply, the sects to quarrel , 
Winter times [climates] changed little returns: 
Of mass and meeting house grievously debate, 
Rivers to overflow.  evils, deathly all round. 

110 1565 May. 

  Au menu peuple par debats & querelles, 
Et par les femmes & defunts grande guerre: 
Mart d'vne Grande. celebrer escrouëlles, 

  Plus grandes Dames expulsées de terre. 

 

To the people of lower class in debates and quarrels, 
And via the women and defunct refugees great war: 
Death of a great one. celebrated scrofula, TB 
More important Ladies expelled abducted off earth. 

112 1565 Iuillet. 

Gresle, rouïlleure, pluyes & grandes playes, 
Preseruer femmes, seront cause du bruit: 
Mort de plusieurs peste, fer, faim par hayes,  ANNA HAYES 

  Ciel sera veu quoy dire qu'il reluit 

 

Hail, rustiness, rains, and great plagues, 
To preserve women, will be the cause of the noise: 
Plague death of several, steel, famine through hatreds, 
The heavens will be seen which is to say will be relit. new stars 

113 1565 Aust. 

  Point ne sera le grain à suffisance, 
La mort s'approche à neiger plus que blanc: 
Sterilité, grain pourri. d'eau bondance, 

  Le grand blessé. plusieurs de mort de flanc. 

Not at all sufficient will be the grain, 
Death approaches at  snow more than white: hiding other 

problems 

Sterile grain GMO rotted. the water abundant,  sea water into fresh 
The great one wounded, several put to death aside. homeless 

genocided 

   

   
 

1 27 1   Chani's oak tree under struck by lightning 

Boomerang-triangle type                     one seems a cylinder type 
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Recently, the mantra from these texts has been regarding the copying of visual elements done in order to fool us. 
For us to discern. Here is another example. We have all seen the guy on the left with its binary message... but how many of 
you have seen the one on the right?  How do we discern the difference?   Part of one method to detect the difference might 
be in the manner of the presentation. The one on the right is not using the same type of pixels as the "TV" manifestation on 
the left. They both arrived in 2002. Maybe we need to see which one came first – simply because "copy-cat" means copying 
something already gone before. See the time portal 'worm' in the right hand image. Why was this crop event kept quiet? 
Why are "people" trying to say the coin shown here is a hoax? It is a damn good representation given by many others! 
 

 

"SOLARIAN" – recall  5 62 2 
"Sol is eastern, Saturnines western" 
If we accept that the rarely published 
crop circle with its undeciphered disc 
compact is an Elder, (produced in the 
same manner a previous crop circle 
complex had a Jesus face as a reptile) 
then that would make the very famous 
Arecibo message from those dang grey 
sneaky "influencers".  The icing on that 
cake for me is the representation of 
Orion's Belt appearing on its shoulder. 
One thing we have learnt is that there 
is nothing good which emanates from 
that direction – loosely titled the Orion 
Group and their disinformation.  

Even thogh Alec Newald had said he was taken to Saturn and saw these Elders there – that does not mean he was 
told the truth where he had really been taken, or even if they were the real Elders.  Just like the George Adamski 
and the Billy Meier contacts – mixing the truth with misdirection is an art these abductors have conquered. 
Nostradamus says the Saturnines are running the western hemisphere and we know how that is working out! 
 

   
January 22

nd
 2017 our "second moon"  the same red object I photographed Oct 25 2008   David Huggins  "Younger Elder" 

 

Speaking of copycats – when going to "Yandex" to do research (thinking we are avoiding google) we find it comes 
up as Yandex, but is really Bing.   When there,  type in Yandex.com  and then get to the real Yandex search engine! 
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PARS BOREALIS    Borealis Region  = northern part                                    PARS AVSTRALIS  = southern part 

The absolute first thing to discuss here is the lack of seashores – recall the map showing a shrunken 
Mediterranean and four possible "Pillars of Hercules".  Shrunken  due to  mini  ice  age  in  the i500s.  
Here of the greatest import is Antarctica shown at the equator. Covered in ice so that Patagonia joins Antarctica. 
With the southern tip of Africa and Madagascar. On closer inspection, this presentation shows the four points of 
the planet.  Notice the "Ariel" in yellow circle.  So what are those cherubs in the blue circle carrying – maps? 

4 95 4 Victor puis nay en Armonique terre     Victor then born on Armenian soil (Armenia was once much larger than now, Putin?) 

INSANE  VOYEUR (looking glass elite) MERIT  thought  PARKS  NEUROTIC – 
TIES  SETI  E.T.  ACORN ENQUIRY. (Sais in an early Virgo line) RETICENT  VIPEROUS  AMON-RA (Marduk)  QUERY,  SCRUTINISE: 
PENRE :  RECEPTIVE  "SAINT"  INTRUSION  
(the South African Mandela funeral lines, the reason is to be questioned) & read [the original] Wes Penre, the Papers, not the 
WingMakers site which has been fully illuminati infiltrated. 
SIR /Marduk SECURES  PERVERT  INIQUITY POTENCY  ON  SUNNIER ERUPTIVE  SITE   
The Mediterranean, & Giza (see other lines elsewhere – ‘‘cremation Manticore’’ which is the Sphinx, & Abydos) with the  
eruptive site" being the Serbian Basin (or Manila) 
EMINENT CRANKIER PROVOKER (Obama? Lucifer?) INSINUATE IN RECTUM, UNCERTAIN MAVERICK MARINES MUTINIES.  
UNPRETENTIOUS  INVASIVE  IRON (Uriah) UP,  ERUPTION  TO  SUNNIER (equator?) TERRA (Mediterannean? lands) 
o TIES  SETI  E.T.  true – the 5th dynasty Amon Ra, Snefru, door lintel plastered over by 19th dynasty Seti I 
o ACORN/stargate    5 46 SABINOIS: 
IONS BIAS – BASIS ION      (changing atmosphere to suit?) IS A BISON – BISON ISA (stuck) - AS  I (ice) BISON  Aldebaran 
SINAI  SOB  - IS BOA SIN IS BA (Cancer-Scarab/Ursa)   O  (orbit)  SIN.  BASS (Oannes) IN  IO   – NB:  IO  SS  I  (poles) 

SO IS ANu BONSAI  BIO IN  AB.SIN (Virgo) SAIS  Sais, known as Zau in ancient Egyptian and today as Sa el-Hagar, is located in Egypt's Delta 

2:62:4  Cët, main, ƒoif, faim, quãd courra la comete. 
U.N. QUALIFIED COMET "MERCIFUL"; CRAFT AIR, COMMA, AIM MORE FANCIFUL CUT-OFF. ACQUIRED COCKTAIL IN 

QUADRATIC FORMULAE/Golden Mean/orbit see   What Are The Chances

quadratic = oblong,  formulae = golden mean, the  being the placement of the New Earth in the New Heavens 
AFFIRM DIFFICULT FOR TUUO-FACED ACADEMIC CONDUIT  MIMICKER DEMONICAL ORMANCER NATION QUA stargates 

the new Earth & Heavens will make things difficult for the stargate users (ormancers) 
IMMORTAL UUOLF "CERTIFIED MADUUOMAN MEAD'S ANORAK" MOCKED; FLARED CLIMACTIC FORMATION 

UUOLF means David Rockefeller.  CLIMACTIC means the result of a climax, which in this case is the ice age (anorak) 

COMMONER COMMEMORATION  ACCOMMODATED  MOON ROCK MOMENTAL:  ACCLAIMED TUUICE  AFORE 
Commemmorating the collection of moon rocks would be the 1969 moon landing – had happened twice before 

UUICKED FAT-FACED ANU MAFIA QUORUM ONTO  RUSSIAN AQUARIUM, UURECK CALIFORNIA AQUEDUCT CLIMATE 
FAT-FACED immortals   AQUARIUM where different species of fish are kept alive.  AQUEDUCT = the flow of useful water 

 

 see Mediterannean shrunk, with 

many possible Pillars of Hercules 
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5 61 2 MUST PEN BI THESAURAL      see in Allan Webber's Template 

2 78   
THE PROFOUND HE ROD OF THE GREAT DEEP SEA 

Sea: an area in the Milky Way from which comes 
those of Argo, Aquarius, Eridanus – Enki and the 
Pisces/Crane/Grus.    Space suits needed 

ALGOL & CASSIOPEA HYBRIDIZED [Earth] TRIBE  
Tribe = He Rods, crossed with humans? 

THE ISLES BLED DUE TO BELATED PLOUGHING 
(starvation) you reap what you sow 
But see “lost hoe” in 8 30 and in the painting  
"Miracle in the snow"  and Ursa Major was once the 
Plough, or "The Hind Leg of the Cow" 

PROMPT MORE ACTUAL HARM THAN THE 
CONCEALED SECRET the stage gate ARRANGES 

3 54 3 ATONING POETESS  PENS  CAPTIONS  AS  THESAURAL   
3 2   

VOICE ACTIVATION CONFERS MATERIAL MATTER 

LAUNCH ENCOMPASS ASTONISHING EARTH TO MILKY 
WAY* – MYSTERIOUS SECRET 
POSSESSING FOREIGN MATERIAL STABILIZER, 
CONSCIOUS SPIRIT ~ ENTIRE COGENCY 

able to think while using the Star gate 
UNEQUALLED AEGIS BEYOND ORBITING PLANETOID CITY 
~ ARK AT THE FOOT 

AEGIS a protective shield or force field 
Is the ARK the “VITRIM” of Cassiopeia 
In other lines as the “Lunar nurseries”? 

*EARTH TO MILKY WAY – would need  a ‘RETICULATED’  SUIT 
See 4 6 1 

4 6 1 D'habits nouueaux apres faicte la treuue   
LATER UUE CITE SAFE HIBA BITS BI BIT 
HAD OUUN ARUSPEX    NOUU TRUE 
UUATER HEADS CALIFATE TOUUNS   
UUREATHED SAFER ~ RETICULATE HABITUDES 

By the new outfit after the find is made.  
After the stargate is found – a space suit? 
BI BIT: binary bits HIBA: life in vitro 
ARUSPEX : divination by time travel 
THIS DOES SOUND LIKE A SPACE SUIT – see 3 2 

2 13 3  Some of this has appeared before, re-produced for those who have not seen it at the previous publication. 
ST. CLAIR'S ILLUMINATI TIME TEAM refer to the previous forum FULLBODY TRANSPORT SYSTEM PATENTC+F+ANDROIDS  
which is where the title for this forum came from. The androgyne (a form of  grey) which gave John St Clair details. 
Re-iterating here that this is proof "time travel was [NOT] invented in 2028".  A mantra duplicated by many false 
time travellers seen in youtube entertainment.  Quite obviously the google.com entity has the patent, published    
in February 2018 by the collator.  If they have released the patent they are well and truly using the equipment.  
(We already have learned that the elite are "manipulating timelines for profit" in 7 73 1 – a quatrain found among 
three 'books' "rendered to Vulcan" when workers were renovating the fireplace in the home of the doctor.) 
There are seven main "conduits" for travelling in time.  A contact former employee of Eschalon informs me there 
are actually more than seven now, no doubt, abilities provided in the "exchange for technology treaty" programs. 
This is stated by Nostradamus in the forum IS, CAN BE, SEVEN CONDUITS, SOME USED. At the time that pdf had   
been published I had received only five of these visits.  The last was July 2nd 2017, which I caught on camera. 
It has finally come to my mind the very reason for the eight time gate visits received by myself (with my son in law 
sitting next to me during one of them) was for the "proof of the pudding".  Plausible deniability  would be one way 
of putting it. The only visit type not received was a full-body-hugging type where all 17 of the senses would be in 
full play.  Understandably,  anyone travelling from 500 years ago would not want to breathe our air, toxic as it is. 
Reading the RING LORD  forum, the explanation is provided by a line which states "first gather vector nearby". 
 9 58 VitryFranceBretons  

FIVES' TINY OBSERVER CONTRIVE BY TRANSFER CRAFT ability FIRST BY: CONVERT VECTOR FRONT NEARBY FONT- 

TRANSCRIBER, CONVERT BY BENT TRANCEIVER FAINThard to seeCARB BERRIESfruit/DNABAN TERRIFY,wipe the mindTESTS, 

TRIES, BEST OF BRAVERY, BRIEF CONVERSATION–CONTRARY VERB voice activationCONFERS  TRANSFER,  A.R.C. SENT 

BY INERT ACORN IS, CAN BE  NEST.of DNA  .STAY, FENS TIN  C.V.  VERIFY FOREVER  NAYSAY BRAT CRETIN ENVY OF 
o FENS = wetlands  TIN = Sagittarian  C.V.  = curriculum vitae  NAYSAY BRAT CRETIN, brat is usually Ninurta, or "childlike" 

REFER TV: FINER STAR-TREK RACE: VENT-VEIN CARRIES VERY FRANTIC CRAVEN BRETONS VICARS RANT ON, YET  
ASTRA AVIAN CRANE CERTIFIES INTER RAFT,/Earth SAT BANNERS' SEA NAVI. CAVERN VAN ENTER TERRITORY BET. gamble 

SCAN  TYRANT OANNES BRITAINS NAVY;  TREATY FAECES CABIN AIRCRAFT FORCES  ENTRY OVER REEF  
INVEST CYSTIC SECTSCARVE  AFRICAN  RIFT, RENT  VATICAN   EARN EVICT, ARES, FRY IN   

 CORBY Crow R,draco  COVER SERCO NET TRAINS-FRONT TRAVESTY BEREFT FEVERS INFECT FAIR ANTS TEN ICE  
NEVER  RECTIFY : TAVERN VIET VETS CRY… OFTEN  FARE  FRETS  FORBY, VESTRY START VERY STERN VAST RIOTS 

RETRY : BAN BEARS EAT ABORTION BAIRNS  SIFT VIA ARTISAN,  RAREST BRAN, CITES SCRY CENTS VERSE ENTRIES 
ERRS FRITTERS, TORN FAT RIBS EVENT. FRANTIC SAY: 'RESTORES INFANTS BRAIN VIBRANCY',  
NICEST FINE BARRON BOY FITS CITIES CREST; ENTICES TV INVENTS FIBS FERVENCY IN NORTH CRIB  SITS TENSE 
NICE SCENT STRICT INSECTS INNOVATE REST SCANT CORN  CROFTERS TENTS COT SCENERY  (theatre/orbits) BY  
RIVER, SIR, ANTE ONES FIERY BINARY STAR: CANNY NASA TRY CON-BRIEF:SONIC SASAR FIRES CAN'T SORT BY  
BREVITY  BEATS FORTS' CENSOR  BORNE NOT VIABLE :   
o TENTS COT = Earth  (shaking the bed to make it, said Da Vinci)   
o RIVER, is alkhemye for Eridanus, the footstool of Orion ANTE ONES the third peoples from before C.E.   BINARY STAR = Nemesis 
o FIVES' TINY OBSERVER the “Five”  refer to members of the Elohim Alliances, TINY OBSERVER  would be one of the little guys 

which David Huggins painted. This illustration has been shown many times here, but appears in THE ELOHIM IN ALPHABETICAL 
o FONT  TRAN-SCRIBER is either Nostradamus and or Da Vinci.   CROFTERS = preppers off the grid 
o A.R.C. SENT  = Aerial Reconaissance Chamber  INERT ACORN – one of the different types of stage gate 
o FINER STAR-TREK RACE.    hmmm – not being a Star Trekkie, I cannot discern which would be the “finer” or “siner” race 
o CRAVEN BRETONS  VICARS  RANT – not sure what this means either, might be Bayeux related ASTRA celestial AVIAN bird CRANE 

(Grus) CERTIFIES – saying or taking the credit for moving Earth out  towards the celestial Sea (Navi) with CAVE ANU/Dero ENTERS  
   This moving of Earth born out by  4 29 The sun hidden, eclipsed by Mercury 
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Today is April 22 2018 

and I just watched a video put out by Steve Quail, in which he is promoting his current book.  

He went to some length to impress that he alone had produced the video for fear of being edited. 

Certainly a valid enough concern.  

This is being brought to your attention, not because he might be plagiarising the idea – heavens!,        

the mere thought that the legendary childrens' rhyme contains some truth is fearful enough!  

Moreso because I find it fascinating that he had the same thought I did about it and its source. 

In it [his new book] he describes word for word the Fee Fie Fo Fum line that I published  July 3 2016,   

in the pdf - forum  "Adriatique – Antechrist, Charles". 
righteouƒnes oƒ thy ƒon  righteousness of thy son (meek also means the righteous) 

SHORT SNOUTY GREYS,Perseus NOSEY Altair ONES, HUGE OANNES STURGEON FISH, grow-while-they-live from Sirius 

SYNTHESISERS,from both sides both biome and A.I. ROUGHEST SIN OF STONEY earthy/reptilian RUTTISHNESS mating THOSE HORSE-
SHIT’ FORGERIES manure’ from Alcyone OF THE FORTY. Forty stars in Pleiades. SHYSTER HERON ENTHUSING ‘SERF’;n.w.o. SET ROGUE 
HORNS Nephilim SNORTING SERIOUS IONS FINESSES  FIRST (the NWO [serf] was to follow the ogre gore of the Dero, in other lines 

o ‘Fee Fie Fo Fum: I smell the blood of an Englishmun’ GIANT OG SNORTING SERIOUS IONS FINESSES recall the ‘redline’? 
It was, after all, an interview on radio Steve Quail was giving; where the term "redline" derived.  
Then in the DERO forum page 12  published Nov 28 2017 
Fee Fie Fo Fum: the real reason your  gubberment is collecting your DNA 
and in DERO Part Two ,  from Da Vinci-  
keeping in mind the numerous lines throughout many forums which describe the sonic resonance of the sinus of various 
types of giants, including the Sasquatch , whose task it is to help nurture the Living Library 

 e grande frutto in nella sommità di sé               the English:   and the topmost remarkable fruit within itself (DNA)  
SIMULATED SEMEN OF SINFUL FAULTIEST GIANTISM DERO LEMMING MINDLESS SATANISM SMELLING DEMENTIA. 
ALIEN MUTANT MALIGNANT SELF-INDULGENT MUTINIES, STEALING FAT INFANTS; DISFIGURED IGNORAMUS DNA 
FLAUNTS NASAL REMOTE M.E. SINE DISTORTING. SLIM MAITRE GNOME DEMISING GENIAL TIMELESS MANLINESS 
o SIMULATED SEMEN copied, cloned  
o SMELLING is meant here in every sense (pardon that pun) of the word. Recalling FEE FIE FOE FUM and your gubberment with 

its collection of your DNA, most of which is damaged by modern living and misperception (such as halal killed meat) 

GLAMOUR  define 'glamour' – an undefinable attraction, a form of magic such as changing appearance 

2 99 RomainGauloyfeCeltiqueBoreas 
ELO’IM LEAGUE’S GENIAL  UGLY SASQUATCH  ENIGMA,  
USE EERIE  SORCERY-LIKE  ‘GLAMOUR’, cloak  ARE  ABLE  TO  ORMUS  A.R.C. 

UR EYA’S YELLOUUSTONE REBELLION: FIRE’S BACK FIERCE  
FREAKIER ELECTRICITY ON OGRES MANAGERIE, 
BLUE-GREEN,  CREATOR  GRACE  CYGNUS  BIREO  FACTION LOOK,   
AIM ELITE EGOMANIACS FEATURE LUCIFER’S NEFARIOUS MAGIC:  
GOAT-LIKE ISLAM BEAKER CREATURE, FAKES AGE, dark ages 
IS  ELO’IM  BACKFIRES.  by repairing time lines 
ARAB  ALLA-LU  LAUUBREAKERS  MENACE  UUOMEN.  
COBRA GENIUS EUREKA FORMULAE  BREAKS  ARABIC  MAFIA 
 IS LEO ALIENS ARISE OUTRAGEOUS  OLEAGINOUS  FIBRES  FELONIES.      

 ELIMINATE LEO MINOR, CANIS MINOR SIRIUS, URSA MINOR  
URANITES (ARE MOON BEALEAGUERS) IN BEER/May 13 – June 9 
OUR BIREO CYGNUS-GOOSE RETURNS GOLDEN CUBES BEEN:   
TEST-TUBE MORE AGILE  YOUNG  BIOLOGY, NOT OBESE-FAT. 
YOU EYE  IN TENEBRIOUS NANAR GLOOM RIGOUR OBFUSCATES hides 
OBSCENE INFAMOUS GNOMELIKE  GRAYS  AIM  CONTAGIUM.   
URRI’A  ELECTRICAL  FUSE  MENACE GEM/Earth IN BONE/Capricorn 
LOSE AGILE FOAM oceans IS CONSEQUENCE,   
LOSE BRAIN  MEMORY,  LOBOTOMY 
SOCIAL STONE AGE, ICE AGE COME, EQUALITY OF ELOQUENT 
 ‘SAGE  BOSOM  ELEGANCE  QUESTIONS  MUCILAGE ECOLOGY’  COMES. 
o the Matriarchal society 

EYE GEMINI BECAME YOUR MUTAGENIC CANCER,  
BLAME NUCLEAR (SNAKEBITE FROM BAT-EAR COLLEAGUE.)   
SUBSEQUENT BEAUTIFUL BOAT COOL TIME,  
AMICABLE NICE GENTLE ALIEN BEING, OBEY YOUR COMELY ANGELS  just as Mother Shipton and Edgar Cayce said 

FAKE ROYAL LEON CAREFUL ELABORATE SABOTEUR OF  
 ICON CREATOR YA’S LOYAL ICKE’S REALLY SOULFUL CURE   
see reptilian Icke video:   http://369news.net/david-icke-powerful-interview-2016/  

OBLIGE YOURSELF  EAT YEAST SUGAR FREE, LOGICAL NO M.S.G.  
USE LEMON SAGE TUBEROUS OIL COAGULATION 
YEAR OF COURAGE:  QUESTION  U.N.  ABLE  TABLE, TO “MAKE-OUT everyone’s  LUNACIES”, 
CAUTERISE MUCILAGE/biospheres MICROBIAL, 

http://369news.net/david-icke-powerful-interview-2016/
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CUE  TENACIOUS  METABOLIC  TENEBROUS kept in the dark BLUE  MOUSE, CAUTION –  
IS GAOL LIKE COMATOSE ANIMAL ISOLATION like being in a zoo pen 

QUEEN/Cassiopeia  GRACES NOBLE-ORNATE MIRACLE MUTINEER   
SECURES UUORKABLE FAMILIES UUISELY,  UUREAKS  ABSOLUTE LOGISTICS 
ARIES date FEARSOME  RACIALISM: the  RIOTOUS  CLAMOUR  AGREEABILITY  
IS  OBSCURE  ISLAM  MORALITY - OBITUARY GLOBULAR  CALAMITIES  RAGE 
o CYGNUS  BIREO the Leptorrhin from Cygnus BLUE-GREEN Andr. Council 
o BEAKER CREATURE = genetically combined species 
o COBRA GENIUS   is Putin THE mutineer  EUREKA FORMULAE  technology from the Elo’im 
o ORMUS  white powder gold  A.R.C. = jump room 
o TENEBRIOUS NANAR GLOOM  8 85 “Nanar restricts the light” 
o OBFUSCATES/ hides, disguises  GNOMELIKE  = grays 

4 44 1 grosmenderoudesmilhau   codes within codes    
READ GRUESOME  SHOULDER, HUMERUS  SO MALIGNED U.S.  IS GLADSOME IN IGNORAMUS DERO RANGES LUSH MEDIUM – 
SLUMMING ON HUGE LONG HAIRED ONES MUSEUM (Living Library)  HOME  HUMANS MALIGN, E.M.R. MADE SLUDGIER MAN 
RAM SIR DEMON DOMINEERS  SLIMIE HANDSOME DEMI-HUMAN  MANURE (DIRE GLAMOUR) ALIENS EGOS,  LIE LOSE AGES, ARGUES 
DISMAL AUM HUM: GRIMIE HALO - GIUES MODEM, MOUSE, GAMES  MENU GUILE INDULGES,  HARMS IOUNG ONES’ GENIUS = SUM IS 
DUMMIES RAGE AS HOMO Sapiens SHAME. RUDE NUDE ORGASMS SMUG AND SORE.  
GODDAMNED  SURE SUGAR GROUNDS IN DRONES  IS  S.O.S. NURSE GUNS (ARES genocide MURDER GORE ‘UNUSED’) ADORE Octob 
R.O., ELOHIM  ROD ‘GODS’  AGILE  ARM, DAHL, MAGNESIUM  GURU, A, GENEROUS  SURNAMES’ SAGES,Da Vinci, Nostradamus 
SURROUND  GEM. ONUS  UNDERDOG: SENDS  HARDIER LEO ANU GUARDS  RUN, GUESS  SURGE  MENDOSUS; NODUS SEM SUM  RENDS 
earth quakes  OS Capricorn, ORANGE SUN,is ‘gone bronze’ in Presage Jan 3, which is Capricorn ENDS A.D.     
See 9 50 AIRBORN ARSON RAINS  IN SIN    the directed energy weapon supposedly called "wildfire" 
IDEAL HERO UNDO MESS: SENDS MEASURED  ARSON UUE  UNDRESS, MINUS MORE GEM zero ROUGH REMEDIAL  ENDS  SUMO 
o SHOULDER, Alchemye word for Marcab in Pegasus, the Marcabians HUMERUS those from Elbow of Ophiuchus or Perseus 
o RANGES LUSH MEDIUM  the National Parks 
o HUGE LONG HAIRED ONES  Sasquatch 
o RAM SIR DEMON is Marduk, Ram being Aries HANDSOME DEMI-HUMAN  MANURE those from Alcyone in the Pile/Pleiades and I was 

wondering why the word “Aries” was not used since the letters are there – the word ‘Ram’ was used because Aries would be taken as the 
date in Aries, BUT NOT INTENDED TO 

o (they) LIE  LOSE AGES, the 324 years ‘gone’  - skipped over so that 676AD  became 1000AD 
o DISMAL AUM HUM the true DNA ‘vibrations’ humans are supposed to possess has been altered to mutate our DNA, this began with 

radio waves frequencies then our music and now is all around us especially from anything with the word “smart” attached. WI FI and 
G.W.E.N towers are especially culpable because they also affect the biosphere 

o GRIMIE HALO – caused by chemtrails 
o SUGAR GROUNDS IN DRONES’ fuel   IS S.O.S.     who would have thought?  NURSE GUNS   look after your guns 
o ARM/King of kings, DAHL the cat eyed tall ‘Nordic’, MAGNESIUM  GURU the Eleleus Menolea electron being which might now be 

Enki-E.Yah/Ra, A, = Cassiopeia 
o GEM is always the Earth. ONUS  UNDERDOG  looking after the meek/elect 
o MENDOSUS; NODUS  SEM SUM  Nodus sem  is lying down  half node in the end (cuased by CERN?) 
 

 the English                                      Molti saran veduti portare da grandi animali.....           Many large animalia will be seen to port
PRIMORDIAL  PARANORMAL SARAN ARE ARGUMENTATIVE pushing for  MEDDLING  IRRADIATE  ADDITIONAL –  
IS SARAN  VALIANT [THOR]  ORATOR  PROVIDING GUILTY  IDIOTS  ALARMING RADIATION PLAN  MUTILATE  ALL 
PRIMAEVAL DEVIL VALIANT AIM  ILLUMINATI RETARDED GOODE  IS RAPID AGITATOR TOTALITARIAN MORÉ.  
ALARMING U ADDITION = MANILA  ERUPTIVE  MIDDLE:  ANT  AMPUTATIVE  IRRATIONAL MALADROIT  IN  ADORE  
IMPARTIAL GOD RIDES,  REVALUATION  DETAILED  REMEDIAL, DEPRIVED ELITE ULTRA ADVANTAGE  IMAGINING 
EMPIRE INVIGORATE  LIVING-DEAD SALIVATION  INDIVIDUAL;  VALETUDIN. ARIANS  PORT  VARIATIONAL  RING 
ELITE  AVID VOCATIONAL :  DOG-EARED  MALNUTRITION,  IMPAIR DEVIATE  TRADITIONAL GLAMOUR,  RADIATE PROVIDED IMPAIRED 
(food) DNA  EATEN,  AND ALARMING MALADIES : MUTILATION  MANS' VITALS,  ADULTERATE.   
MI  E.D. DIVINE ARM TEAMED MY INTREPID  VAN, DAHL,  DEMANDED  PIT  IMPALEMENT: TERMINATE  MILITANT DEPRAVED EMPIRE 
LANDED, INVALID MERIT, DIVIDED, DEPRIVES MINDS,  SET DIM RAMPANT AILMENT TALENT 
VITAL PEDIMENT NADIR AIM  TRIM MORE TRIVIAL RAID  PEDIMENT NADIR is pyramid power  TRIVIAL RAID  meteorites 
LIRAN DRAMA: DART RID MAD  ENLIL/VALIANT Thor  RIVAL 
EMPTIER  TIME  DEPARTMENT  LIVID  DNA  MADE    EMPTIER TIME  DEPARTMENT  inter dimensionals, stuck between times 
READ TRAIN  (the) VALID – RANT IS AIM SURVIVAL.      AMID MADRID LED VARIANT  geographical TO  ADD timing clue. 

E a  the English     And many other Sar'an
 factions

 removed 
 your  

ammunition molti altri saran tolte le munizioni     
 the English    seen bringing animals of different colors veduti animali di diversi colori portarne 

While seeking something else amongst my files – I came across the line here which had been published in the pre-2012  
website. Back before 2012 the message in this line was not the same message it means to us today with the likes of the 
"accidental spillages" of toxic by-products and the crude oil itself  into streams and rivers of life-dependent fresh 
waterways. 

If you are a living breathing human-being on this planet today, with access to various social media paths – you will 
have heard of the CEO of Nestlé's statement that "humans do not have a right to  [fresh] water]". Yet no-one has the 
gumprtion to rise and get to the bottom of that statement.  All they do is complain.  IF the humans (lets us call them 
Earthlings) delved more into this comment, they might find how this CEO thinks he is right.  First off, we all should 
know he is not an Earthling. He is the product of hybridizing fallen-angel blood with something that once was ours. 
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This tiny detail may even be what the abduction-probing, early-abortion E.T. agenda was about; back since (and 
prior to) the 1940s.   That CEO is the age now when he could possibly be one of those early embroyo extractions.  
We have seen that the message in Chani's texts here included the fact the Cassiopeian-Elohim Alliances do some of 
the same or similar off worlder cross breeding with Earthling blood (DNA) – for the purposes of improving on the 
current Earthling format (and who can argue that we do not need "improving"!) For one thing, the Living Library 
is losing her bio-spheres which maintain Life. The current format of Earthling is not constructed to deal with the 
new upcoming Earth, strange and different as it will be. 

What happened prior to the 1940s ? you might ask (as you should). 

The Off World 1933 false "treaties" with a cloned F.D.R. is what happened. Clauses within those ongoing "treaties" 
renewable every nine years were upgraded as and when Earthlings became dependant on the technologies our 
"scientists" mysteriously managed to "discover" every  time we have accepted each new technology as "normal". 
Thus- somewhere amongst those clauses, we have been sold out, not only our future generations "traded" for that 
technology, but the very biospheres without which we cannot survive in our current format, that was traded too.  
THIS is why that CEO mocks us as he talks down to us about our "rights".  

The food – altered and manipulated to look like food (that is their forté– changing appearances, just as David Icke 
says).     The air – via chemtrails and combustion engines, and the water, an element we are actually part of, being  
scientifically understood as composed by some very high percentage. Somewhere between 70 and 80 percent. So, 
if we are eating polluted food, breathing polluted air, drinking polluted water, and surrounding ourselves with 
polluted electricity – what then will we become? 

Here is that line I found:    3 34 1    Quand le defaut du foleil lors fera,      When the eclipse of the sun will then be,    
quatrain continues, applying to nowadays :    The monster will be seen in full day:   Quite otherwise will one they interpret it.    
High price unguarded: none of the people will have foreseen it. Although there is a large collection of quatreins about Nemesis  
This is the 30 hour eclipse of our sun by Nemesis, due around a May (ALE DATE… soon                                                                                                                                            
OIL-SELLERS SQUANDER AQUA, 

fracking 
 FEED FALSE LOUISE/asteroid ROLLS LAND… DUST UUAFTED ILLS  ASSURED ALE DATE 

SQUARROSE QUARAN SQUARES
/Marcabians

 (REAL SERIAL KILLERS)  ARQUES 
surrounds 

SOULS LILLIES fleur-de-lis. KILL AT LEISURE 
o we have seen the fleur-de-lis is electricity, more so, electro magnetism. Meaning 5G "kills at leisure"  

WOW Ex-HAARP INSIDER Connects CERN, HAARP, Fracking, Wind Turbines & Space Fence 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y3S4KgI-KiE  
"According to multiple sources, world leaders have already established contact with otherworldly intelligent beings and are 
now governing the Earth in accordance with a universal pact between many advanced races residing in the universe." 
See how they are beginning to cover their tracks regarding those deadly "treaties"? They have reached a stage where full 
disclosure is about to reveal the "treaties" were actually performed – and they are hoping the details will not come to light 
http://hidden-mag.com/mars-is-inhabited-by-humans-and-we-have-a-secret-pact-with-aliens-space-activist-reveals/ 

GO TO THIS YOUTUBE PAGE AND SEE ALMOST ALL THE OTHER VIDEOS ON IT –  
ALL WORTHWHILE TO WATCH AND TO LEARN, since they relate to the texts     
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iCMEMuJFLR8    
 

DOGHEADED MEN FROM HISTORY ARE REAL -  CYNOCEPHALI  SIGHTINGS 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G2oSbMFNDCw 
 

https://mainerepublicemailalert.com/2016/04/25/how-to-kill-a-birth-certificate-by-jaro/  
 

https://www.whatdotheyknow.com/request/de_register_from_birth_certifica 
 

http://www.expandyourplace.com/2018/03/03/russia-announced-found-alien-spaceship-wreckage-ice/  
 

https://www.disclose.tv/what-if-spacex-had-the-annual-us-military-budget-331671 

The biochemical manipulation of humanity – Infertility, endocrine disruption and depression. 
It’s easy to make a profit when you sell products that treat the symptoms caused by the products you sell. 
(Source: naturalblaze.com; http://tinyurl.com/hpq2rjy)   
I highly recommend this article 
recall in past forums chemical details such as Ascorbic acid (made from a mold) and used as a preservative calling it 
Vitamin C,  plus E211 Sodium benzoate; when combined above 30 degrees Celsius (we are 37) becomes Benzene in the 
gut.  Benzene causes leukaemia.  EVERY single “soft drink” contains these two.        REAL Vitamin C is Sodium ascorbate 
SPAUUN 
'legal' reasons prevent "royalty" from admitting she died. The replacement queen has uneven teeth - the real one had lovely teeth (plus she can afford 
to) The replacement has brown eyes too. The real one had blue eyes. Although, I noticed more recently the replacement one has had her teeth fixed. 
Found these texts relating to her spawn.     (2 2 3 SAMPLE ANGEL SPAUUN  ANTE-HERO, BeforeChrist  PLANT GENE ALLELE appears in Part 2) 
2 30 4 Qu'avint viendra par Babel aux Romains. [no more horrors than] coming to the Romans from Babel  
EXPANSIVE ALARM: A.I. QUBIT = SUPER MARXIAN OANNES VANDAL, IS INSANE SLAVE-DRIVER UP. NO LOVE. LAVA ON ARABIC ROME (!)  
UUINS RAVENOUS DERO NEXT... IS TUUEETS BRITANNIA’S BAD QUEEN’S SPAUUN (!!!) UUAXES grows VITAL TO ABORT PLAN AMERICAN 
BANKERS INDEXED ‘UUAR’: indexed; BOXED IN  VIBRANT CANNABIS, X-RATED IT  (!) 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y3S4KgI-KiE
http://hidden-mag.com/mars-is-inhabited-by-humans-and-we-have-a-secret-pact-with-aliens-space-activist-reveals/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iCMEMuJFLR8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G2oSbMFNDCw
https://mainerepublicemailalert.com/2016/04/25/how-to-kill-a-birth-certificate-by-jaro/
https://www.whatdotheyknow.com/request/de_register_from_birth_certifica
http://www.expandyourplace.com/2018/03/03/russia-announced-found-alien-spaceship-wreckage-ice/
https://www.disclose.tv/what-if-spacex-had-the-annual-us-military-budget-331671
https://nexusnewsfeed.com/%20http:/tinyurl.com/hpq2rjy
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Original Aramaic Lords Prayer  

From Lee Freeman II: 

The Lord's Prayer 

"Oh Thou, from whom the breath of life comes,  

Which 
 
fills all realms of light vibration  and sound. 

May Thou Light be experienced in my utmost holiest. 

Thou Heavenly Domain approaches. 

Let Thou Will come true – in the universe 
(all that vibrates) 

Just as on Earth,
 (which  is material and dense) 

as it is in heaven. 

Give us Wisdom
 (understanding, assistance) 

for our daily need,  

Detach the fetters of faults that bind us, 
(karma) 

 

as we let go the guilt of others... 

Let us not be lost in superficial things,    
 (materialism, common temptations)

  

but let us be freed from that what keeps us from our true Purpose. 

From You comes the all-working Will, the lively strength to act,  

the Song* that beautifies all, and renews itself from age to age. 

Sealed in trust, faith and truth. 
 

(I confirm with my entire being) 

 

*Song that beautifies all is the frequencies of DNA which provide our aura 


